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Abstract

This research proposes the creation of a methodological framework for the design of 
interactive systems that allow and encourage valuable and unpredictable—viz seren-
dipitous—encounters in the digital medium, expanding on its ability for the discov-
ery of novel information, for enabling unfamiliar experiences, and supporting creative 
practices.

The current trajectory of the design of interactive systems aims for increased optimisa-
tion and personalisation of digital experiences which, while situationally apropos, when 
universally adopted hamper the scope and potential of the digital medium, limiting its 
reach to the systems’ constructed persona of the interactor. Considering the role digital 
media plays in contemporary life, we believe that by designing towards serendipity, we 
permit not just optimum interactions in the digital medium but also the wide breadth 
of human experience. To that end we establish a theoretically-grounded understanding 
of serendipity, identifying its fundamental concepts and domains. Grounding serendip-
ity in both information discovery and interaction design, we propose a pattern for the 
serendipitous experience consisting of four stages: Prepared Mind, Trigger, Epiphany, 
and Value. Furthermore, observing the feasibility of designing for serendipity through 
an analysis of its accidental nature, we propose a distinction between serendipity that 
occurs naturally and that which may be designed. Following an exploration of the ser-
endipitous approach of existing interactive systems, we proceed to the proposal of a 
framework composed by three identified vectors: Human Factors, Human Activities, 
and Heuristics which, through their articulation and interplay, define both a model for 
the development of serendipitous systems, as well as the analysis of existing ones.

Through the established understanding of serendipity and the developed framework, 
we not only aim for enabling the design of serendipitous systems, but also to alert for 
the necessity and significance of serendipity itself, to both designers and interactors of 
the digital medium.

Keywords: Serendipity, Digital Medium, Interaction Design, Serendipitous Pattern, 
Human Factors, Human Activities, Heuristics.
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Resumo

Esta investigação propõe a criação de uma estrutura metodológica para o design de sis-
temas interativos que permitam e encorajem a serendipidade no meio digital através de 
encontros imprevisíveis e valiosos, expandindo a sua capacidade para a descoberta de 
informação nova, permitindo experiências invulgares, e suportando práticas criativas.

A trajetória atual para o design de sistemas interativos visa o aumento de experiências 
digitais otimizadas e personalizadas que, embora necessárias em certos casos, limitam 
o espectro e potencial do meio digital, restringindo o seu alcance à persona do intera-
tor criada pelos sistemas. Tendo em conta o papel que os media digitais desempenham 
na vida contemporânea, consideramos que, ao desenhar em direção à serendipidade, 
somos capazes de permitir não só interações relevantes e convergentes no meio digital, 
mas todo o espectro da experiência humana. Desse modo, procurámos uma compreen-
são teoricamente sustentada da serendipidade, identificando os seus conceitos e domí-
nios subjacentes. Fundamentado a serendipidade tanto em descoberta de informação 
como no design de interação, propomos um padrão para a experiência serendipitosa, 
consistindo em quatro fases: Mente Preparada, Gatilho, Epifania, e Valor. Ademais, após 
uma observação da viabilidade do desenvolvimento para a serendipidade através de 
uma análise da sua natureza acidental, propomos uma distinção entre a serendipidade 
que ocorre naturalmente, e aquela que pode ser provocada. Tendo observado a abor-
dagem serendipitosa de sistemas interativos existentes, procedemos a uma proposta 
para a estrutura metodológica para a serendipidade, composta por três vetores: Fatores 
Humanos, Atividades Humanas, e Heurísticas que, através da sua articulação, apresen-
tam tanto um modelo para o desenvolvimento de sistemas serendipitosos, como para a 
análise de sistemas existentes.

Através da compreensão desenvolvida sobre a serendipidade, assim como a estrutura 
proposta, somos não só capazes de permitir o desenvolvimento de sistemas serendipi-
tosos, como também alertar para a necessidade e importância da serendipidade, tanto 
para designers como para interatores do meio digital.

Palavras-chave: Serendipidade, Meio Digital, Padrão Serendipitoso, Fatores Humanos, 
Atividades Humanas, Heurísticas.
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Introduction

The instrument (the telescreen, it was called) could be dimmed,  
but there was no way of shutting it off completely. 

George Orwell, 1984

Connected Everyday

The advent and adoption of computational systems—and consequently digital media—
has been transformational to both our society and to ourselves on an individual level. 
It has impacted many aspects of contemporary life, from how we work, communicate, 
as well as how we perceive and understand our surroundings. With the ubiquity and 
pervasiveness of computational media, the present-day is one that, for many, is spent 
observing, interacting with, and gathering knowledge from digital sources. They are 
an integral part of our personal, social, and professional lives, not only as tools but as 
media.

This digital pervasiveness has made it so that “to design digital artefacts is to design 
people’s lives.” (Löwgren and Stolterman 2004) Thus, and as both the designers and 
interactors of digital systems and artefacts, we need to design them in such a way that 
they are able to accommodate the richness of experiences of human life.

However, the vertiginous adoption of digital media as the privileged method for virtu-
ally all our endeavours, from the most mundane to the highly specialised, has resulted 
in a necessity for the tools and methods used to interact with them to be created, trans-
formed and mutated in medias res. The consequence is that we are unable to foresee the 
impact that new systems can have both on our habits interacting with media, as well as 
the impact that these systems have on ourselves—on our psyche and personality—as 
interactors.
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As we further allow these systems into every aspect of our “connected everyday” 
(Giaccardi 2015), the more influence the design philosophies inherent to them have 
on us and on our behaviours. While computational systems were initially optimised to 
the workplace and, as such, were mostly concerned with functionality and productivity 
(Dunne 2005), these have expanded beyond being mere work tools and have, gradual-
ly but surely, become companions and guides for all our interactions with the digital 
medium.1

Life in an Echo Chamber

This user/tool paradigm remains strong in many of the design approaches to interactive 
systems, where a successful design is one that is efficient. Anthony Dunne alerts to the 
risks of adhering blindly and without awareness to the ideological implications of us-
er-friendly methodologies:

User-friendliness helps naturalise electronic objects and the values they em-
body. For example, while electronic objects are being used, their use is con-
strained by the simple generalised model of a user these objects are designed 
around: the more time we spend using them, the more time we spend as a car-
icature. (Dunne 2005, 21-22)

This same paradigm is observable in the design of video games, frequently centred 
around catering to the players’ expectations, privileging safe and predictable experienc-
es, where fun is the main (and often only) goal: 

Too often games are about endless pleasure loops—the moment we’re frustrat-
ed or confused, we’re taught to see this as a flaw because videogame tastemakers 
of yore sold us the toxic myth that fun is paramount. (Holiwell 2015)

This general conservatism in video game design led to Wilson and Sicart’s proposal 
for an “abusive game design” philosophy, that “aims to break the instrumentality”, the 
isolated “toolness” of games, through “idiosyncratic, weird, and confrontational” expe-
riences. (Wilson and Sicart 2010)

1  The digital medium is, according to Murray, “[t]he medium that rests on the inscription and trans-
mission of information by electronic bits, and the procedural, participatory, spatial, and encyclopaedic. 
representational affordances of computation.” (Murray 2012, 416)
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Both Dunne as Wilson and Sicart’s arguments exemplify how the concern for a safe, 
efficient, and user-friendly approach to design is overreaching towards all aspects of 
digital interactions. While these concepts and methodologies may be valuable to many 
instances of design, they are not to all.

Likewise, the concern for efficacy and optimisation may not only diminish the breadth 
of experiences in the medium, but also lead to unintended consequences on the me-
dium and ourselves as interactors. This was the case with the growing popularity of 
machine-learning and user-profiling in digital systems and platforms (such as search 
engines, social networks, e-commerce, among others), particularly when this is applied 
to how we discover and interact with digital information.

With the ever-expanding amount of content being produced every second, there was 
a necessity to develop tools that were able to discover what is relevant to an interactor 
in this sea of information, to discover the signal amidst the noise. This has led to the 
creation of algorithms whose aim is to deduce and provide the most relevant answer to 
a particular need. This is commonly achieved through the creation of user profiles: col-
lections of data2 that attempt to define the interactor through their behaviour patterns. 
This data is used to personalise interactions, catering information to what systems per-
ceive as the most relevant result to a particular need, be it the answer to a trivia ques-
tion, a birthday present for a loved one, what book to read next or where to go to dinner.

The concern, however, is that the reliance on these catering systems is creating a bubble 
that filters out information that differs from the interests that the algorithm consid-
ers relevant to the interactor, leading to a feedback loop and an echo-chamber effect 
(Pariser 2011) which narrows the available information to the interactor, preventing the 
exploration of what may lay beyond the bubble.

It’s a cozy place, populated by our favorite people and things and ideas. If we 
never want to hear about reality TV (or a more serious issue like gun violence) 
again, we don’t have to—and if we want to hear about every movement of Reese 
Witherspoon, we can. If we never click on the articles about cooking, or gadgets, 

2  For the purposed of clarity, we consider data as the raw representation of facts, such as the results of a 
Google search; while information is the result of data plus interpretations, such as the content of a relevant 
result for a Google search.
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or the world outside our country’s borders, they simply fade away. We’re never 
bored. We’re never annoyed. Our media is a perfect reflection of our interests 
and desires. (Pariser 2011, 213)

This extends not only to the discovery of information but also to our social interactions 
in the digital medium, since social networks are currently designed in a fashion that 
promotes our natural homophilic predilection of preferring to be with like-minded peo-
ple, allowing for what Van Alstyne and Brynjolfsson referred to as cyberbalkanisation.

Information technology can link geographically separated people and help 
them locate interesting or compatible resources. Although these attributes 
have the potential to bridge gaps and unite communities, they also have the 
potential to fragment interaction and divide groups by leading people to spend 
more time on special interests and by screening out less preferred contact. (Van 
Alstyne and Brynjolfsson 1996)

The potential implications of the digital echo chamber can be far reaching. While digital 
media has evidenced itself as a powerful medium and tool for political chance (as with 
Iran’s Twitter Revolution and the recent #MeToo movement),3 these systems, through 
actively promoting catered information and echo-chambers of information, may in-
crease political polarisation, which may play a non-trivial role in the political discourse.

The political science professor Henry Farrell and colleagues at George 
Washington University examined the habits of US blog readers using data from 
the Cooperative Congressional Election Study, a large social survey conducted 
by a consortium of thirty-nine universities, and found that blog readers were 
both unlikely to read blogs across ideological lines and showed much higher 
political polarization than the average voter. (Zuckerman 2014, 99)

This issue has recently increased in the public awareness, as exemplified on a 2017 in-
terview of Barack Obama that, when questioned on the changes of the social media 

3  However, authors such as Evgeny Morozov and Ethan Zuckerman question the effective role digital 
tools effectively play in social change, while suggesting that these tools may have the opposite desired ef-
fect by giving the illusion of participation and activism. This argument appears to be supported by studies 
by Lewis et al. (2014), and Kristofferson (2014), suggesting that social (public) acts of activism are less 
effective than private ones and are more easily disengaged.
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landscape during and since his presidency, highlighted the need to: “harness this tech-
nology in a way that allows a multiplicity of voices and a diversity of views but doesn’t 
lead to a balkanization of our society, but rather promotes ways of finding common 
ground.” (Best of Today 2017)

Due to the newness of these tools and our adoption and use of them, we are still at-
tempting to understand their true consequences. What appears to be visible, however, 
is that these currents trends of a convergent4 design to interactive systems are artificially 
limiting the potential of the digital medium itself, through an over-reliance on opti-
misation, personalisation, and user-catering tools. As such, we need new systems that 
introduce divergence in our digital interactions. Namely, we need serendipity.

A Serendipitous Medium

The digital medium is one that not only affords serendipity, but was born from the con-
cepts that serendipity represents, and it can be found in both the medium’s heart and 
genesis.

We can trace back the influence of serendipity in the foundations of cybernetics by 
Norbert Wiener. Citing Fred Turner, Sebastian Olma argues that the Rad Lab was an 
example of an institutionalised serendipity5 environment (Olma 2016, 136) which cre-
ated the necessary conditions—namely openness and interdisciplinarity—that encour-
aged a transversal exchange of knowledge that, in turn, enabled Wiener to create the 
discipline of cybernetics, which itself allowed for the development of ARPANET, one 
of the technical foundations of the internet. As put by Olma: “ARPANET as the first 
iteration of today’s internet can thus be seen as the cybernetic materialisation of insti-
tutionalised serendipity, merging the academic gift economy with the cybernetic dream 
of self-organisation and self-governance through constant feedback loops.” (2016, 145).

4  By convergent, we refer to systems that privilege relevancy “by catering to the user’s perceived in-
tentions, interests and tastes”, as opposed to divergent systems that “promote the exposure to different, 
unpredictable information, outside of the user’s interests” (Melo & Carvalhais, 2016a) We will further 
explore Convergent and Divergent approaches on Chapter 5.
5  While it is Olma, not Turner, that utilises the term “institutionalised serendipity”, the latter describes 
the Rad Lab as a place that encouraged interdisciplinary and transversality that “helped generate new 
ways of thinking and speaking” (Turner 2006, 19), an example of Olma’s concept.
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Olma goes further, exploring how the connections between the digital culture born 
from cybernetics and the LSD6 fuelled tech counterculture of 1960s and 1970s in the 
USA, suggesting that their serendipitous mix gave birth to the notion of removing the 
author and introducing the idea of systems7 and made way for the “digital revolution” 
(Olma 2016, 160).

If serendipity is in the digital medium’s genesis, it is also within its goals, for J. C. R. 
Licklider aimed for the intergalactic computer network to connect idiosyncratic scien-
tific knowledge, a feeling that is echoed in Tim Berners-Lee’s vision for the World Wide 
Web8: “an open platform that would allow everyone, everywhere to share information, 
access opportunities and collaborate across geographic and cultural boundaries.” (2017)

The digital medium was born due to serendipity and was created aiming towards ser-
endipity. It is, as well, one that affords serendipity, due to how it allows for the free con-
nection of people and information.

I happen to believe that the Web, as a medium, has pushed the culture toward 
more serendipitious encounters. The simple fact that information “browsing” 
and “surfing” are now mainstream pursuits makes a strong case for a rise in ser-
endipity, compared to cultures dominated by books or mass media. (Johnson 
2010)

The sheer quantity of information that the digital medium allows one to have access to, 
in theory, multiples the possibilities of connections and encounters that are possible in 
the medium. In practice, the tools we have developed in order to manage and access that 
information have set restrains and limitations to the fortuitous encounters one might 
have.

6  Itself a product of serendipity. (Ban 2006)
7  As well as the concepts of systems-oriented evolutionary biology of Paul Ehrlich that influenced 
Stewart Brand’s creation of the Whole Earth Catalogue, which germinated the concept of networking 
into west-coast USA.
8  Berners-Lee himself has recently shared his worry regarding current trends of relying on user-pro-
filing to discover news and information on the web: “The net result is that these sites show us content 
they think we’ll click on – meaning that misinformation, or ‘fake news’, which is surprising, shocking, or 
designed to appeal to our biases can spread like wildfire.” (Berners-Lee 2017)

Introduction
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A Need for Serendipity

Serendipity is a shortcut to joy.

Eli Pariser, The Bubble Filter: What the Internet is Hiding from You

Perhaps the most transforming invention to how we discover information, not just in 
the digital medium but generally, has been the search engine. Through it, we are able to 
precisely access meaningful content that directly answers our queries and necessities, 
particularly when considering the sharp increase of the sheer amount of information 
that is available in the internet, doubling in size every two years.9 Such scale made in-
formation that much harder to discover organically—through links accidentally dis-
covered while browsing—making search the natural choice for disconvering relevant 
information. 

However, this added relevancy comes, in the words of Ethan Zuckerman, “at the ex-
pense of serendipity”:

Search increases choice at the expense of serendipity, the experience of dis-
covering beneficial stories that we weren’t intentionally seeking. When we 
can easily choose the news that interests us, we may miss stories that didn’t 
appear interesting but that help us make unexpected and useful connections. 
(Zuckerman 2014, 105)

A search engine does not allow for fortuitous discoveries, as we need to know what we 
want to search for, beforehand. For these unplanned discoveries, we resorted to social 
networks, news websites, et cetera. But, as we’ve seen, these platforms are concerned 
with providing catered information based on our habits and behaviour. They do not, 
truly, surprise us, in the sense that they provide information that lies beyond our biases 
and tastes.

These tools help us discover what we want to know, but they’re not very power-
ful in helping us discover what we might need to know. What we want to know 

9  According to www.live-counter.com/how-big-is-the-internet, showing that, at the time of writing, 
the size of the internet was 12.175.533 petabytes, with an average growth of 70 terabytes per second.
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is shaped by what, and who, we think is important. We follow the news in our 
hometown more closely than news an ocean away, and the lives of our friends 
in more detail than those of distant strangers. Our media tools, ranging from 
our newspapers to our social networks, embody those biases; they help us find 
what we want, but not always what we need. (Zuckerman 2014, 6)

The question, therefore, is how can one design for surprise, unexpectedness and the 
unsought? In today’s world of machine-learning and content catering this becomes a 
necessity, as our digital tools and systems, in order to maintain relevancy and finan-
cial success, are concerned with providing safe, predictable experiences, filtered by the 
histories and habits of their users. It is a constant exercise of looking back: books are 
suggested based on those already read, videos on those already watched, songs on those 
already listened. At the least, this means a wasted potential of the digital medium, ar-
tificially limiting its potential to truly enrich our lives, and at the most, it means life in 
an echo chamber and filter bubble (Pariser 2011), where our views are never challenged, 
only reinforced. While it is comfortable to remain within the safe experiences provided 
by these systems, in order to further the potential and premise of the medium, as well as 
broaden our own human experiences in it, we need to go “off the beaten track” in order 
to come across “new ideas, people, and cultures [that] make us feel human.” (Pariser 
2011)

As such, we need digital systems to be designed to provide unpredictability, that allows 
us to discover the unsought and the unforeseeable, that challenge and surprise us, that 
benefit both the end user, enriching their experiences, as well as the industry itself, 
through expanding the reach and potential of interactive systems, increasing user en-
gagement. In other words, we need systems designed for serendipity.

Through designing systems that offer an alternative to search or discovery through so-
cial platforms and that promote serendipity in the digital medium, designers are able 
not only to help overcome the dangers and pitfalls of the current trends of catered, per-
sonalisation, and filter bubbles, but also “not just to gain great fiscal success but to make 
a positive impact on the world, increasing the range of perspectives and strategies we 
can bring to bear on complex problems.” (Zuckerman 2014, 270)

This notion is echoed in Cass Sunstein, in his plea for “an architecture of serendipity” 
through which one is able to counteract homophily, while promoting “self-government 
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and individual liberty” (Sunstein 2017, 4), through offering an alternative to personali-
sation and content catering, through the design of systems that offer divergent experi-
ences and connections.

While the digital medium was both born from serendipity and, particularly in the case 
of the web, serendipity was in its ideals and foundations, as the grasp of the medium 
expanded, systems were created to better navigate through it, to enable the discovery of 
relevancy versus noise. But with this, our choices and experiences as interactors were 
narrowed and restrained. Instead of fulfilling the potential of the medium, and the 
hopes of its creators, these systems are artificially restricting it, focused only on the 
navel-gazing individual. Thus, there is a need for an alternative.

There is enough evidence to disqualify those who argue that the Internet and 
digital technology provide us with an inbuilt mechanism that fosters the oc-
currence of serendipity by default. There is a potential, certainly, but it won’t 
be realised unless the current bad programming is radically changed. (Olma 
2016, 207; emphasis added)

This is the aim of this research: to begin the exploration on how one may change “the 
current bad programming” referred to by Olma, in order to reclaim the serendipitous 
potential of the digital medium.

At the start of this research we believed that this was a significant subject worthy of 
our attention. Throughout the course of it we came to realise that this is not just a rel-
evant topic but an urgent one, as the needs and motivations that spawn this work have 
exacerbated and the need for serendipity is much more pressing now, at the moment of 
writing, than when we began.

Objectives

Our primary objective is to create a framework to help designers develop interactive sys-
tems that promote, facilitate, or induce serendipitous discoveries in the digital medium.

That begets the research question: Which methodologies or strategies can be utilised 
in the design of systems that afford, induce, or facilitate serendipity in interactive 
systems?

A Serendipitous Medium
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This research question, in turn, required the following secondary research questions: 
How are we able to observe and measure serendipity in interactive systems? 

What are the specific contexts and necessary conditions that allow for serendipitous 
occurrences on the digital medium, as well as the necessary mechanics and observa-
ble processes involved in the serendipitous process?

We have, as well, identified a series of secondary objectives that need to be addressed 
during the research, namely:

1. Identify and measure the relative impact of serendipity in everyday interactions.

This objective can be summarised in the question: What is the value of serendipity in 
digital interactions?

2. Study how the personalisation of content possible in the digital medium affects the 
users’ ability to discover new content, outside of their known scope of interests, and 
offer an alternative method of content discovery.

This objective led to the research question: What (if any) is the measurable im-
pact of profiling and content personalisation on user’s identity and access to new 
information?

3. Finally, understand the relationship between serendipity and creativity, ideation and 
problem solving as well as the role of randomness and its characteristics as a methodol-
ogy for creative practices.

Thus, what is the identifiable contribution of serendipity and its mechanics in the 
creative process?

These objectives, and their respective research questions, have guided our efforts 
throughout this work.
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Methodology

Serendipity in interaction design is largely a new territory, requiring a broad-spectrum, 
comprehensive approach.

First it was necessary to establish an understanding of serendipity in its multiple ap-
plications, gather a working definition of the concept and its inherent mechanisms, as 
well as previous attempts to observe and induce serendipity, either online or offline, its 
relationship with creativity and ideation processes, finally its impact in information en-
countering in the digital medium. This was done through an inclusive literature review. 
As works dedicated to this subject are scarce (although growing), we expanded our re-
search to related fields such as new media, computer art, video game design, creativity, 
among others.

Accompanying the literature review we conducted qualitative explorations of identified 
systems that could accommodate serendipitous experiences. These systems varied both 
in kind and in platform: from websites, to off-the-shelf productive software, to video 
games, to interactive artworks. Our intention was to gather all relevant aspects of ser-
endipitous experiences from the whole of the digital medium.

We have chosen systems that identified themselves as serendipitous, be it in the litera-
ture (in the case of academic projects), or through declaring as much in their mission 
statement. 

We have also chosen systems that, while not explicitly designed to be serendipitous, 
have the potential to become so.10 These systems were systematically identified as a re-
sult of interconnected processes throughout the course of this research:

1. Systems identified by authors. Systems that didn’t declare themselves serendipitous 
but that were identified as such by authors studied in the literature review.

2. Observation of users. Our fieldwork permitted access to users (within the context of 
a classroom), including a survey. We have also, throughout this research, observed the 

10  We will further explore this distinction in Chapter 5: Serendipitous Systems
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actions of users while interacting with systems (including our own experiences, such as 
the Serendipitous Cloud and Filtershuffle).

3. Our experience as users and designers. Our own empirical knowledge through both 
using and designing systems.

4. Our established network. The established network regularly contributed to the iden-
tification of systems.

Through the analysis of these systems, we have established a design framework for 
serendipity in interaction design, through identification of Human Activities, Human 
Patterns, and Design Heuristics.

We have also conducted a series of pedagogical exercises with design students of the 
Faculty of Fine Arts of the University of Porto —namely first and fourth year undergrad 
students of Design Research Methodologies and Project Methodologies, respectively 
—in order to explore the concepts of serendipity within the context of design research 
and production. This was the subject of a paper (Melo et al. 2016), as well as of Marta 
Santos’s MSc thesis Princípios de pesquisa online para a serendipidade: o processo cria-
tivo como caso de estudo (2016).11 This collaboration is, at the date of writing, ongoing, 
and further results are expected.

We complemented these exercises with workshops dedicated to serendipity and idea-
tion and narratives, with Antifluffy Go! at the 2016 FUTUREPLACES Media Lab,12 and 
Facebook Exquis, at mm-XX, 2016.13 As well as lectures dedicated to the subject.14

Throughout this work we have experimented with the concepts developed here with 
the speculative design projects Serendipitous Cloud, Filtershuffle, and Get Lost!. These 

11  Co-supervised by the author.
12  Porto, October 19, 2016.
13  Porto, November 3, 2016.
14 July 1st, 2016: Unpredictability in Everyday Photography, video-conference for Transimage 
Conference, Plymouth, UK. March 10th, 2016: Serendipidades, lecture at the Faculty of Fine Arts of the 
University of Porto. August 5th, 2015:…the web told me so, talk at Travelogue Summer School, Faculty of 
Fine Arts of the University of Porto. November 8th, 2014: Designing Serendipities, Narrative Strategies 
Symposium, Madeira.
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projects were an opportunity to test the implementation of the concepts explored 
through the development of this research. The last two were the subject of a paper (Melo 
and Carvalhais 2015).

We have accompanied every phase of our research with scientific publications (Melo 
and Carvalhais 2015a; Melo and Carvalhais 2015b; Melo and Carvalhais 2016a; Melo 
and Carvalhais 2016b; Melo and Carvalhais 2016c; Melo and Carvalhais 2017a; Melo 
and Carvalhais 2017b; Melo et al. 2016). This has not only regularly validated our find-
ings within the community, but also, by presenting our work and incorporating feed-
back, has allowed for the systematic development and advancement of this research.

Thesis Structure

This thesis is structured in two parts: PART I: UNDERSTANDING SERENDIPITY 
and PART II: A FRAMEWORK FOR SERENDIPITY.

PART I: UNDERSTANDING SERENDIPITY establishes a theoretical framework, 
supported by our literature review, on the subject of serendipity as a whole, and its rela-
tionship with the digital medium in particular.

Chapter 1: On Serendipity is dedicated to understanding serendipity, including 
its inherit ambiguity, domains, and our working definition as it pertains to our subject.

Chapter 2: The Serendipitous Pattern analyses the distinct stages that consti-
tute the experience of serendipity, identifying three specific stages—Trigger, Epiphany, 
and Value—as well as a pre-required zero stage regarding the human factor of the 
serendipist.

Chapter 3: The Chance of Serendipity concerns the feasibility of designing ser-
endipity and its unpredictable nature. We explore the possibility of serendipity being 
deterministic, if unpredictable and its implications to the design of interactive systems 
that aim at provoking serendipitous experiences.

Chapter 4: Serendipitous Systems introduces the concept of serendipitous sys-
tems—designed systems that allow for the valuable and unpredictable discoveries—ac-
cording to their method and intentionality regarding serendipity.

Thesis Structure
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Chapter 5: Wrapping Up concludes this part of the research and how it connects 
with our Part II.

PART II: A FRAMEWORK FOR SERENDIPITY is dedicated to the processes and 
methods through which we are able to design serendipitous systems, through an ex-
ploratory analysis of the state of the art, supported by empirical knowledge and ob-
servations of the conducted fieldwork. Through this we present our hypothesis for a 
methodological framework regarding serendipity in the digital medium, identifying 
three distinct vectors of this framework.

Chapter 6: Human Factors explores the different mental models, expectations, 
modes of thought and modes of acting of the interactor that will influence the interac-
tion with a system.

Chapter 7: Human Activities surveys the different activities that are carried out 
by interactors within the digital medium, through the identification of different clusters 
of activity related to serendipitous systems, highlighting common strategies and illus-
trating the various possibilities of action that are possible for these systems.

Chapter 8: Heuristics is dedicated to the level of implementation, namely the me-
chanics through which serendipitous systems may be designed. We identified six heu-
ristics, each with distinct methods of implementation—or sub-heuristics—which share 
a common goal, but differ in approach.

Chapter 9: Wrapping Up concludes this part of our research by summarising our 
contributions towards the design and development of serendipitous systems.

This structure arose partly due to the novelty of the subject, requiring not only the de-
scription of serendipity but also of encompassing it within the scope and intentions of 
our research (PART I), before the design framework that constitutes PART II.

The Introduction and Conclusion chapters are focused on the overall work rather the 
particular findings, which are debated within each part.
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1. On Serendipity

Serendipity is essential in the digital medium and in the design of digital interactive 
systems. Yet, the concept of serendipity is often shrouded in ambiguity, adopting differ-
ent meanings according to the varied subjects and contexts in which it is brought up. In 
order to be able to design towards serendipity, one first needs to understand it.

To experience serendipity is to experience an elusive phenomenon.15 This elusiveness 
is, in many of its definitions, a key characteristic. While a definition of serendipity may 
not require rarity, the unique combination of conditions required for one to experience 
serendipity makes it an uncommon experience.

Campos and Figueiredo sets the scene on the issues and difficulties surrounding a re-
search centred on such a concept:

Does serendipity really exist? What is the purpose of studying it? Isn’t seren-
dipity just a particular form of creativity? Does a word coined by a writer and 
politician in the 18th century suit the very nature of modern accidental discov-
eries in science and technology? Is serendipity predictable? From a pragmatic 
perspective, what can we do to explore it? Could it be anticipated, reproduced 
or programmed? (Campos and Figueiredo 2002)

15  While serendipity is an elusive phenomenon in the sense that it is difficult to observe and capture, 
it is not, necessarily rare, as Björneborn (2017) argues, due to the existence of “micro-serendipities” that 
occur throughout daily life.
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As the concept of serendipity permeates all aspects of research—from sciences, to cre-
ative centres, to urban landscaping, and so on—it becomes unfathomable to aim for an 
understanding of all of if its instances throughout human activity.

Throughout this chapter, we will aim to define serendipity within the scope of this re-
search, namely within interaction design and the digital medium, as well as identify 
the specific mechanics that constitute the serendipitous pattern, meaning the process 
in which one can experience the phenomenon that can be described as serendipitous.

Serendipity has grown from a peculiar and largely unknown term to a popular one. It 
has become something of a vogue word not only in everyday vocabulary, but likewise in 
scientific literature. Merton and Barter exemplified this exponential growth of popular-
ity, utilising the Lexis-Nexis database, which reported 2 instances of the usages of the 
word between 1960 and 1969, and 13,266 between 1990 and 1999. (Merton and Barber 
2004, 287)

This growth hasn’t subsided between 1999 and the time of writing, on the contrary. 
According to JSTOR—the digital library of academic journals, books, and primary 
sources—we can observe how the word “serendipity” has grown from one16 single entry 
in the first decade of the 20th century, to 9,802 entries at time of writing. Between the 
years 2000 to 2009 alone, it recorded 2,978 entries.

In the fields related to this research, we are able to observe a similar growth: in the ACM 
Digital Library there are currently 144 records of “serendipity” within the text, 70 of 
which use serendipity as part of the author’s keywords.

Research centred on serendipity spreads throughout a variety of fields, from urban de-
sign (Zuckerman 2011), to workspace design (Jeffrey and McGrath 2000) (Olma and 
Kryazheva 2012), from public libraries (Björneborn 2008) to digital ones (McCay-
Peet and Toms 2017), from entrepreneurship (Dew 2009) to everyday life (Bogers and 
Björneborn 2013).

16  Exhibitions Open during July, The Burlington Magazine for Connoisseurs Vol. 5, No. 16 (Jul., 1904), 
p. 333), related to an art gallery: “We understand that this wonderful specimen of decorative painting has 
been purchased for America. Ryder Gallery. Works by Alphonse Legros. Serendipity Gallery. Photographs 
by Julia Margaret”.
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Within the field of interaction design alone, serendipity has become the subject of in-
terest in a variety of subjects, such as autonomous assistants (Arvo 1999), recommenda-
tion systems (Ge, Delgado-Battenfeld, and Jannach 2010), web browsing (Beale 2007), 
discovery of personal media collections (Helmes et al. 2011), interaction with “nearby 
strangers” (Paasovaara et al. 2016), music recommendation (Zhang et al. 2012), social 
interactions (Eagle and Pentland 2004), sketching (Benjamin et al. 2014), among many 
others.

Recently we also observe the emergence of a field dedicated specifically to the study of 
serendipity. On June 15th 2017, took place the AISB Member Workshop VII: Serendipity 
Symposium at St Mary’s University, Strawberry Field, London, which aimed to “be the 
first attempt to gather the world’s leading ‘serendiptologists’ in one room” and “bring 
together researchers in computing, the arts, sciences, and other fields of cultural en-
deavor” (Anonymous 2016), with the second symposium planned for April 2018.

We believe that this growing interest on serendipity is due not only to a possible trend-
iness of the term, but also on a common felt necessity for what the term signifies. But 
before exploring serendipity in the digital medium, we first need to establish a common 
ground regarding our particular interpretation of serendipity, as it relates to this re-
search. To that end, we need to address the origin of the term and how it evolved until 
it became part of the vocabulary.

1.1. A Very Expressive Word

It was on January 28, 1754, that the word “serendipity” was first introduced to the 
English lexicon, when Horace Walpole used it in a letter to Horace Mann, in order to 
describe a “critical discovery” (Merton and Barber 2006, 1) he had made regarding the 
Capello arms, apropos of a Vasari portrait he had received from Mann of the Grand 
Duchess Bianca Capello:17

17  While we shall lightly explore the historical context of serendipity, as a means to better understand 
the complexities and ambiguities of the concept, for an in-depth exploration of serendipity’s history, 
please refer to Merton and Barber, which we shall cite throughout this chapter.

On Serendipity—A Very Expressive Word
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This discovery I made by a talisman, which Mr. Chute calls the sortes 
Walpolianae,18 by which I find everything I want, à pointe nomméé [at the very 
moment], wherever I dip for it. This discovery, indeed, is almost of that kind 
which I call Serendipity, a very expressive word, which, as I have nothing better 
to tell you, I shall endeavour to explain to you […]. (Merton and Barber 2006, 
1-2)

Walpole carries on describing the origin of word he had coined, inspired by a fairy 
tale he had read called “the three Princes of Serendip”, in which “as their Highnesses 
travelled, they were always making discoveries, by accidents and sagacity, of things they 
were not in quest of.” (Merton and Barber 2006, 2) Walpole further elaborates, offering 
the example of one of these discoveries by the Princes, which observed that a blind mule 
on the right eye must have travelled the same road lately, for the grass was only eaten on 
the left side.He then further presents another discovery he himself has made:

One of the most remarkable instances of this accidental sagacity (for you must 
observe that no discovery of a thing you are looking for comes under this de-
scription) was of my lord Shaftsbury, who happening to dine at Lord Chancellor 
Clarendon’s, found out the marriage of the Duke of York and Mrs. Hyde, by the 
respect with which her mother treated her at table. (ibid)

The word was left in relative obscurity, appearing only in reprints of Walpole’s letters, 
until it made its first appearance in the year 1875, in Notes and Queries, a periodical 
“that commends itself to people of diversified humanistic inquisitiveness” (Merton and 
Barber 2006, 48), giving those that treasured the type of accidental discoveries seren-
dipity describes—scholars, collectors and scientists—a term to illustrate them.

Thus begins the affinity of researchers with the concept of serendipity: the term re-
emerged within a circle of those to whom both the concept and the curiosity of the 
genesis of the word was of interest. As noted by Merton and Barter:

18  It is interesting to note that, according to Walpole himself, his particular brand of discovery was 
referred to by “Mr. Chute” as a “sortes Walpolianae”, a clear reference to the Sortes Homericae or Sortes 
Sanctorum, the practice of divination through randomly selecting words from the works of Homer or sa-
cred Christian texts, respectably, indicating the apparent role of chance in Walpole’s discoveries. A notion 
that Walpole chooses to reinforce by including it in his letter to Mann.
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The word serendipity fitted rather easily into their intellectual world: Its gene-
sis constituted a nice tidbit of esoteric information, and its meaning aptly de-
scribed many of their adventures in the search of such esoteric morsels. (2006, 
62)

Beyond Notes and Queries, the word would propagate throughout English literature, 
starting by Edward Sully, who, publishing An Index of Hereditary English, Scottish and 
Irish Titles of Honour in 1880, would utilise it to explain the type of accidental discovery, 
defining serendipity as “looking for one thing, and finding another”, a description that 
would be adopted on the Oxford English Dictionary (Merton and Barber 2006, 53-54), 
cementing this particular emphasis on the accidental discovery aspect of Walpole’s am-
biguous explanation of serendipity.

1.2. Accidental and Sagacity

From the onset, the word serendipity would, quoting Merton and Barber, “enrich” and 
“confuse its semantic history” (2006, 2), as Walpole’s description appears to contradict 
itself. While Walpole highlights the accidental nature of the discoveries being made, 
emphasising that these serendipitous findings cannot occur if one is actively looking 
for them, the three Princes of Serendip appeared to be making deductions through 
careful observation rather than a discovery after an (accidental) event.19 This was unlike 
Walpole’s own deduction of the Capello arms, of which Walpole was indeed looking 
for, having found it “at just the right moment” (Merton and Barber 2006, 2), apparently 
without a particular insight.

Walpole further complicates matters with the example of Lord Shaftsbury’s deduction 
of the marriage of the Duke of York and Mrs. Hyde, which would be accidental only in 
the sense that it was an unexpected discovery, but one that required Lord Shaftsbury’s 
attention to the behaviour of Mrs. Hyde’s mother towards her daughter.

While Walpole’s examples and anecdotes describing serendipity to Horace Mann did 
little to define the term, they would imbue the word with what Stoskopf’s refer to as 
“plasticity”. (Stoskopf 2005)

19  Merton and Barber expand upon the story of three Princes, describing the complete (and correct) 
tale. In it, the three Princes would actively make observations and inferences. (2006, 3-4)
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This was evident shortly after the first appearances of the word beyond the reprints of 
Walpole’s letters, giving rise to two particular fields of interpretation of the concept: as a 
discovery of something sough after, but through an unforeseen manner (i.e. unexpected 
means); and as the discovery of something new as the result of a noticing of an unfore-
seen fact of relationship (fortuitous accident).

Furthermore, the retelling of the story by Edward Solly in Notes and Queries framed 
serendipity in a “particular kind of natural cleverness” (Merton and Barber 2006, 51), 
describing it as “a kind of innate gift or trait” (ibid). However, Solly himself defined 
serendipity as an accidental discovery in his 1880 publication of An Index of Hereditary 
English, Scottish and Irish Titles of Honour. (Merton and Barber 2006, 53)

These distinct readings of Walpole’s concept create a divide between those who believe 
that a serendipitous discovery is one that is unexpected and unforeseeable, while others 
consider it as a discovery of a particular item one was, indeed, looking for, but discov-
ered in an unplanned fashion. (Merton and Barber 2004, 54)

There are, as well, different interpretations on the role played by the serendipist.20 While 
Walpole’s “sagacity” is explained by Solly as a “natural cleverness”, Vebna refers to it 
as “a gift”, and Lang as “a faculty” (Merton and Barber 2004, 57). This obscures what 
exactly may be the level of engagement that the serendipist plays: is it a “gift” that one is 
lucky enough to have, or is it a “faculty” that can be instigated and promoted?

Merton and Barber put it as a “fundamental tension in the concept of accidental dis-
covery: a tension between the attribution of credit for an unexpected discovery to the 
discoverer on the one hand, and to the auspicious external circumstances on the other.” 
(2006, 58) Serendipity results from this tension, being not simply the result of the sagac-
ity nor or mere chance, but the combination of both.

It is, likewise, the polysemy of the word that makes it well-suited to be utilised as a 
means to express the objectives of this research.

20  Who experiences serendipity.
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1.3. Valuable and Unpredicted

While there may be different readings of serendipity regarding where lies the largest 
contribution—from chance or from sagacity—one commonality among the various 
definitions is in what can be described as a finding or discovery that was unpredicted,21 
and often as the result of looking somewhere else. This is observable in Quéau which 
defines it as “the art of finding what we are not looking for by looking for what we are 
not finding” (1986 in Campos and Figueiredo 2002), or van Andel (1994) which defines 
serendipity as “the art of making an unsought finding”. Merton, who considers seren-
dipity as a fact of empirical investigation, defines it as “the discovery through chance 
by a prepared mind of new findings that were not looked for” (1968), while Fine and 
Deegan (1996) as “the unique and contingent mix of insight coupled with chance.”

This notion of unsought is likewise present in Margaret Boden’s definition of seren-
dipity, one which is of particular interest to the objectives of this research. Boden de-
fines serendipity as “the finding of something valuable without its being specifically 
sought.” (2004, 234) This definition encapsulates serendipity in the act of finding, while 
at the same time denoting the necessity of value, distinguishing itself from, for example, 
coincidence.22

This relationship between unsought or unanticipated is reflected in Merton’s observa-
tion of the serendipitous pattern, particularly in regard to what he refers to as datum, 
and the necessity that this datum be “strategic”:

The serendipity pattern refers to the fairly common experience of observing an 
unanticipated, anomalous and strategic datum which becomes the occasion for 
developing a new theory or for extending an existing theory. Each of these ele-
ments of the pattern can be readily described. The datum is, first of all, unantic-
ipated. […] Secondly, the observation is anomalous, surprising, either because 
it seems inconsistent with prevailing theory or with other established facts. In 

21  While we could, perhaps, use the terms unexpected, unplanned, and unanticipated instead of un-
predicted, these terms are interchangeable present in the literature. For the case of this particular re-
search, we prefer “unpredicted” for the reasons explored in Chapter 3: The Chance of Serendipity
22  Coincidence which Boden defines as “a co-occurrence of events having independent causal histo-
ries, where one or more of the events is improbable and their (even less probable) co-occurrence leads 
directly or indirectly to some other, significant, event.” (Boden 2004, 235)
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either case, the seeming inconsistency provokes curiosity; it stimulates the in-
vestigator to ‘make sense of the datum’, to fit it into a broader frame of knowl-
edge. […] And thirdly, in noting that the unexpected fact must be strategic, i.e., 
that it must permit of implications which bear upon generalised theory, we are, 
of course, referring rather to what the observer brings to the datum than to the 
datum itself.” (Merton 1968, 158–159)

By considering datum as an individual manifestation of a particular instance of valu-
able discovery, Merton’s three requirements for the serendipity pattern (unanticipated, 
surprising, strategic) correlate to Boden’s own definition (finding, unsought, valuable).

While both Boden and Merton refer to the necessity of the discovery to be unplanned 
or unforeseen, Boden’s definition doesn’t necessarily require that the experience was the 
result of chance alone. And while Merton defines serendipity as a “discovery through 
chance” (1968), in his serendipitous pattern, the datum needs only to be unanticipated. 

It is this key distinction in defining serendipity that, as we will further argue later on,23 
allows for the argument that, while the discovery can be perceivably accidental, it may 
not, necessarily, be unplanned or the result of fortuity. This leaves open the possibility 
of an agent (or designer, if you will) that creates the conditions for planned, albeit, un-
predicted (from the perspective on the one experiencing it) serendipity.

Lastly, serendipity is also dependent on the ability and cognitive awareness of the sub-
ject to recognise the value of the event (what Walpole referred to as “sagacity”) since 
serendipity, at the moment and as we define it, can only be experienced by human be-
ings, while the machine may be able to provide the necessary conditions for it to occur. 
(van Andel 1994) We will further expand on the subject in the Chapter 2.1: The Stages 
of Serendipity, particularly Stage 0: Prepared Mind.

1.4. Domains of Serendipity

Having explored the origins and meanings associated with the word serendipity and es-
tablished an initial understanding of our own definition as it relates to this research, we 
now look towards the various domains in which we are able to identify that serendipity 

23  See Chapter 3: The Chance of Serendipity.
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has historically made important contributions, and possibly to identify how serendipity 
differs between distinct domains.

From his collection of “more than one thousand examples of serendipity” (van Andel 
1994), van Andel identified four distinct domains in which serendipity acts: Science, 
Technology, Art, and Daily Life, offering one example24 that illustrates each one of these 
domains.

Van Andel’s domains offer a starting point to identifiable applications and measura-
ble impact of serendipity, particularly in regards to what Boden defines as H-creativity 
(Boden 2004, 71), meaning moments of discovery and creativity that are historically 
significant.

However, instead of specifying scientific, technological, and artistic field, we prefer the 
larger domain of Creativity and Innovation, which include all H-Creative discoveries: 
scientific, technological, and artistic, as well P-Creative ones, such as everyday creative 
breakthroughs.

Likewise, van Andel’s example of the Daily Life domain could, perhaps, be represent-
ative of a business or marketing domain for serendipity. While we do believe that a 
domain for everyday serendipity is apt, as there are various examples of serendipity that 
do not translate in innovation or creative acts,25 we choose to focus on the act of infor-
mation discovery as defining the domain.

1.4.1. Innovation and Creativity

Serendipity’s importance on both scientific and technological discoveries is well doc-
umented via historical and anecdotal accounts of insights and breakthroughs that 

24  In the case of Science, the example offered is that Röntgen’s chance discovery of X Rays; for 
Technology the discovery of “the first to construct hydraulic constructions like a cylinder with a piston”. 
In Art the example offered is that of Picasso’s blue period motivated by the lack of other colours; while 
finally, for Daily Life, Honda’s success in sales of small motorcycles when these were offered after the large 
models showed defects.
25  Such as in Raya Fidel example of information encountering (a form of serendipity): “Finding a tele-
phone number one will need tomorrow while surfing the web, or happening upon a nice toy store when 
going to a new movie theater, after unsuccessfully searching for a toy shop.” (2012, 24)
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resulted from chance and unexpected encounters. Discoveries such as X-rays, penicil-
lin, the law of gravity, pulsars, and many others. (Rosenman 1989)

Friedel (2001) identifies three forms of serendipitous discoveries framed within such 
historical examples:

– Columbian, which occurs when “one is looking for one thing of value, but finds an-
other thing of value” (2001, 38), from Columbus’s discovery of America while searching 
for the Far East;

– Archimedean, which occurs when one discovers “sought-for results, although by 
routes not logically deduced but luckily observed” (2001, 38), from Archimedes’s famed 
“Eureka” moment;

– Galilean, which occurs when one discovers something valuable without intention-
ally seeking it, from Galileo not predicting what he would be able to see through his 
telescope.

As it relates to scientific discoveries, the sagacity part of Walpole’s original definition of 
serendipity has a much larger contribution to the serendipitous moment than the acci-
dental part of it, as noted by Rosenman. “At least 28 scientists before Fleming reported 
a mold killing one or more colonies of bacteria during an experiment, but all chose to 
view it as an unfortunate error rather than an opportunity for discovery”. (Rosenman 
1989)

In his exploration of the nature of ideas, Johnson (2010) identified serendipity as one of 
seven paths towards innovation,26 and argued that it can be cultivated not only “in the 
private space of [our] own mind” (2010, 109), but also in larger institutions and society 
itself.

Race and Makri cite Johnson (2010), as well as Guha (2009), and McBirnie (2008), in 
their argument that serendipity “can lead to a change in a course of an action”, as well 

26  Besides “The Adjacent Possible”, “Liquid Networks”, “The Slow Hunch”, “Error”, “Exaptation”, and 
“Platforms”.
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as “a change in interpretation”, and/or “in the perception of the overall picture (Sabelli 
2008)” that, in turn, can lead to producing innovation.

Likewise, and as further explored through this work, serendipity is intrinsically related 
to ideation, where “an ‘aha’ moment of insight” (Makri and Blandford 2012) is funda-
mental for the creative process.

In the arts, serendipity has, as well, been thoroughly identified as a crucial actor. It can 
be observed in van Andel’s example of the lack of other colours as a driving force for 
Picasso’s Blue Period, as well as in Desmond Paul Henry machine-generated art, where-
as any “loose screw” in his drawing machines “could have an unforeseen and dramatic 
effect on the final graphic result.” (O’Hanrahan 2017) Likewise, serendipity, according 
to McBirnie, plays a “documented role in jazz” and music improvisation (2008).

In fact, and as we will see in the following chapters, through “rolling dice to catalyze 
serendipity” (Rourke 2015, 96), artists are able to utilise and instrumentalise serendipity 
as a process for creative and artistic output.

1.4.2. Information Discovery

One emerging field of information interaction is of what can generally be defined as 
an unintentional discovery of valuable information, has been referred to by a variety 
of terms, such as information encountering (Erdelez 1999), encountering (Fidel 2012), 
serendipitous information retrieval (Toms 2000), serendipity in information seeking 
(McBirnie 2008), opportunistic discovery of information (Erdelez and Basic 2011), inci-
dental information exposure (Yadamsuren and Erdelez 2016), and accidental informa-
tion discovery (Race and Makri 2016).

A great deal of research is dedicated to this particular domain of serendipity. Just within 
the context of libraries, we can observe examples of this research both on the digital and 
physical or analogue medium, such as Björneborn (2008) study on the different dimen-
sions of a public library that may affect serendipitous discoveries; or McCay-Peet and 
Toms (2011) exploration of chance encounters on digital environments. Both explore 
the subject of serendipity—how it can be promoted and encouraged—within discovery 
of information, whilst in distinct media.
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One possible motive for the high degree of interest of serendipity within the field of 
information discovery is, perhaps, due to the close relationship between the practice of 
research itself and this type of serendipity, as observed by the research dedicated to the 
relationship of serendipity with scientific discoveries (Roberts 1989) and research itself 
(Fine and Deegan 1996; Hannan 2006).

How the discovery or encountering of information can be observed in the digital me-
dium is be the subject of the Chapter 6. For the moment, it is our aim to indicate its 
significance as a serendipitous domain that has and continues to urge research.

1.5. Summary

Before dwelling upon serendipity and its relationship with the digital medium, we first 
needed to establish a working definition of the term as it pertains to our research, iden-
tifying its core concepts in order to guide our following steps.

While the term serendipity began as an ill-defined term, it’s vagueness encouraged 
thought and enquiry to its concept within scholarly fields, where it resonated with those 
who would often experience it themselves.

Throughout the academic discussion regarding the concept of serendipity, emphasis has 
shifted between the accidental nature of serendipity, and the sagacity of the serendipist, 
leaving serendipity itself as the result of this tension. To the purpose of this research, 
however, and building upon Boden’s definition of serendipity (2004, 234), we consider 
that serendipity, at its core, is defined by its value to the serendipist, as well as its per-
ceived unpredictability.27

Due to its plasticity and universality, serendipity has been the subject of research 
through a variety of domains: from scientific discoveries to that of daily life encounters. 
We have summarised these domains into Innovation and Creativity, and Information 
Discovery.

27  While we offer that the distinct characteristic of a serendipitous experience is in its unpredictability 
and perceive value, in this research we will accommodate a variety of definitions of serendipity, many that 
differ from our own. The position of this research is to offer all possible approaches to the experience of 
serendipity, allowing designers and those interested in the development of serendipitous systems to utilise 
our findings, regardless of their own interpretations of what does and does not constitutes serendipity.
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However, as we will observe in the following chapters, while serendipity extends to the 
aforementioned domains, it’s value can manifest itself in three distinct forms: as knowl-
edge, as experience, and as creativity.
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2. The Serendipitous Pattern

Having identified the fundamental principles to serendipity—a valuable and unpre-
dictability discovery—as well as the domains in which it operates, in order to further 
explore serendipity and to create the establishing principles that enable the design of 
serendipitous systems, we need to explore the distinct core moments that identify and 
define serendipity.

Acknowledging serendipity’s relationship with information discovery, we began our 
approach by establishing a serendipity model by looking into information behaviour 
literature for theoretical constructs and models that could be applied to the experience 
of serendipity, such as with T.D. Wilson’s for information-seeking behaviour.
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CONTEXT OF
INFORMATION NEED
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SELF EFFICACY
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PASSIVE SEARCH

ACTIVE SEARCH

ONGOING SEARCH

Fig. 1: T.D. Wilson’s model for Information-Seeking Behaviour. (Fidel 2012, 76)

T.D. Wilson’s model suggests four distinct methods that describe information-seeking 
behaviour: Passive attention, passive search, active search, and ongoing search. Of these, 
one may argue that the moment that begins the serendipitous process occurs during a 
process of passive attention. However, this would ignore the cases in which the discov-
ery that triggers serendipity occurs in moments where there is no attention or search 
being paid, passive or otherwise.

As such, traditional representations of information-seeking behaviour do not apply in 
the case of serendipity, as serendipity does not begin with human intention (a conscious 
act as a response to an identified need), even if the position towards information seeking 
is a passive one, as Wilson’s model foresees. Serendipity, as established, is the result of a 
change in the world—an unexpected encounter, henceforth described as trigger—that 
begets the serendipist attention. Traditional information seeking models do not con-
template this trigger. For that we need to look to other models of information interac-
tion, such as Erdelez’s (2004) model of information encountering.
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CAPTURING

EXAMINING

RETURNING

STOPPING

NOTICING

Information seeking related 
to the foreground problem 

Information encountering related 
to the background problem 

Fig. 2: Erdelez’s graphical representation of an event of information encountering within an activity 

of information seeking. (Erdelez 2004)

Erdelez’s (2004) model of captures the noticing aspect of serendipity, however it ignores 
the potential of the human actor, as well as the unpredictability aspect, focusing in-
stead around the concept of finding something while looking for something else, or 
when engaged on a different activity. While relevant, Erdelez’s model does not represent 
the entirety of serendipity as we believe it. Lawley and Tompkins’s model, on the other 
hand, is more encompassing and representative of serendipity, as well as identifying a 
necessary pre-stage: Prepared Mind.

E -1 
PREPARED MIND

E
UNEXPECTED EVENT

E+1
RECOGNISE POTENCIAL

E+2
SEIZE THE MOMENT

E+3
AMPLIFY EFFECTS

E+4
EVALUATE EFFECTS

ITERATIVE CIRCULARITY

Fig. 3: Lawley and Tompkins’ perceptual model of serendipity. (Lawley and Tompkins 2008)

E-1: Prepared Mind is followed by an act of noticing by the observer, such as with 
Erdelez’s model for information encountering. However, in Lawley and Tompkins this 
act of noticing is explicitly the result of an “unexpected event”. These are followed by a 
moment of Recognise Potential, in which there is a “forward-facing” evaluation of the 
event, recognising a serendipitous potential. This is followed by an event to Seize the 
Moment, in which there is an action to “to preserve and amplify the potential”, followed 
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by a possible a moment of Amplify Effects wherein other events can occur to “turn an 
event from an interesting anomaly into serendipity”, finally followed by a final moment 
of Evaluate Effects, in which there is a “backward-facing” reflection upon the events, 
adding to it judgement and evaluating the possible effects that resulted from the event 
on the one experiencing it.

Lawley and Tompkins’s model shares common ground with Rubin et al.’s four facets 
of serendipity (Rubin, Burkell, and Quan Haase 2011): Prepared Mind, Act of Noticing, 
Chance, and Fortuitous Outcome, identified in their study of serendipity in everyday 
encounters accounted in personal blogs.

Facet A: Prepared Mind builds upon Walpole’s original concept of sagacity and reflects 
Lawley and Tompkins’s E-1 (both share the same name, which we also utilise in this 
research). According to Rubin et al., prepared mind is the result of a prior concern—“a 
pre-existing problem”—that is linked with a previous experience—“a personal accu-
mulated knowledge or expertise”—that shed light towards a particular find, defining its 
importance, as well as influence the actual act of noticing “making it more likely that 
some types of finds (those related to prior concerns) will be noticed.” (Rubin et al. 2011)

Facet B: Act of Noticing describes a need “to be able to notice the find and shift the at-
tention from a primary activity to a clue in the environment”. Rubin et al. cites Erdelez’s 
term of “trigger” as an example of this act of noticing.

The act of noticing is followed by Facet C: Chance, a “necessary pre-condition of ser-
endipity” that “captures the accidental nature of the encounter and underlines the per-
ceived lack of control” (Rubin et al. 2011).

While Rubin utilises the term chance to describe the third facet, she defines it as both 
possibly accidental as well as unplanned and is characterised as the perception of lack 
of control. The key issue here is that the experience was not motivated by the one ex-
periencing it but comes unexpectedly. It mirrors Lawley and Tompkin’s “unexpected 
event”. (2008)

Lastly, Facet D: The Fortuitous Outcome describes the necessity of the “chance en-
counter” to provide “unexpected benefits linked to the find”, wherein the experience 
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of serendipity is framed as a valuable experience with tangible, beneficial, results. This 
mirrors Lawley and Tompkins Recognised Potential that is the result of an evaluation of 
the effects.

Building upon both Rubin et al. (2011) as well as Lawley and Tompkins (2008) models, 
Makri and Blandford empirically-grounded process model of serendipity chooses to 
focus not on events but on the mental connections. (2012)

MAKE NEW 
CONNECTION

(INVOLVING A MIX 
OF UNEXPECTED 

CIRCUNSTANCES AND 
INSIGHT)

PROJECT 
POTENTIAL VALUE

OF OUTCOME

EXPLOIT 
CONNECTION

VALUABLE, 
UNANTICIP ATED 

OUTCOME

REFLECT ON VALUE OF 
OUTCOME

REFLECT ON UNEXPECTEDNESS OF CIRCUNSTANCES THAT LED TO CONNECTION 
AND/OR ROLE OF INSIGHT IN MAKING CONNECTION

CONSIDER AS 
SERENDIPITY

Fig. 4: Makri and Blandford’s empirically-grounded process model of serendipity. (2012)

Makri and Blandford’s (2012) model reinforces that serendipity is the result of a reflec-
tion on the perceived value of the outcome that begins with “making a new connection”. 
It is the result of 28 semi-structured interviews to graduate students and research and 
academic staff as previous studies “had suggested that serendipity is often an important 
part of research”. While Makri and Blandford’s model is of particular interest to the 
mental processes of deriving insight from unexpected connections in the process of re-
search (what we define as “Serendipity as Knowledge”), it largely ignores other possible 
serendipitous outcomes (values) of serendipity, such as Experience and Creativity.

As this research is encompassed within the subject of interaction design, we attempted 
to situate the serendipitous moment within interaction itself. Donald Norman’s action 
cycle is well-suited for this since, as he himself explains, it can be motivated not only by 
the establishment of a new goal, but also from an event that triggered it.

The Action cycle can start from the top, by establishing a new goal, in which 
case we call it goal-driven behaviour. In this situation, the cycle starts with the 
goal and then goes through the three stages of execution. But the action cycle 
can also start from the bottom, triggered by some event in the world, in which 
case we call it either data-driven or event-driven behaviour. In this situation, 
the cycle starts with the environment, the world, and then goes through the 
three stages of evaluation. (Norman 2013, 43)
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While not explicit, Norman describes the action cycle as relating to what can be con-
sidered serendipity, towards what he describes as “opportunistic [tasks] rather than 
planned” (2013, 43):

Thus, we may not have planned to try a new café or to ask a question of a friend. 
Rather, we go through the day’s activities, and if we find ourselves near the café 
or encountering the friend, then we allow the opportunity to trigger the appro-
priate activity. (Norman 2013, 43)

As such, the interaction action cycle is able to accommodate the encounters and unex-
pected events previously identified. This occurs following a change in the world (trig-
ger), starting the Bridge of Evaluation, which consists by first a moment of perceiving 
(which corresponds with Erdelez’s moment of noticing), followed by a moment of in-
terpretation (Lawley and Tompkins’s recognise potential) that leads to a moment of 
comparison, whereas there is a reflection on the possible value (comparing the change 
in the world with an underlying necessity).
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PLAN COMPARE

INTERPRETSPECIFY

PERFORM PERCEIVE

WORLD

BRIDGE OF EVALUATIONBR
ID
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F E
XE
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TIO

N

Fig. 5: Norman’s Action Cycle. (2013, 39)

If, following a reflection of value, that value is recognised, there is a moment of epiphany 
that generates said value.
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However, in the case of serendipity, not every change in the world requires a completion 
of the action cycle, as the moment of serendipity exists before the possible formation of 
a goal. In the cases that the moment of serendipity begets further action,28 Norman’s 
action cycle is completed, if not, there is a moment of capture (Erdelez 2004), followed 
by returning.29

As such, building upon previous models, as well as Norman’s action cycle for interac-
tion, we identify three specific stages that are key for the definition of serendipity.

These stages are common both within Merton’s pattern as well as following models of 
serendipity. We can consider them core stages of serendipity. Here we refer to them as 
trigger, epiphany, and value.
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if not actionableif actionable

RETURNING

epiphany

Fig. 6: Norman’s Action Cycle with our three stages of the serendipitous pattern.

The observer notices an event that acts as trigger (by connecting that event with some 
previously established data), leading to a moment of epiphany and the creation of value.

28  Returning to Walpole’s initial examples of serendipity, the value derived from Lord Shaftsbury’s 
discovery of the wedding is the discovery itself. This discovery isn’t necessarily actionable, in the sense 
that it can translate into something else besides the acquired information.
29  As it relates to “serendipitous” web browsing, De Bruin and Spence identify a third possibility: for-
getting, which occurs if there is moment of recognised serendipitous value as well as no immediate action. 
(De Bruijn and Spence 2008)
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These stages do not replace other models, but encompass them and encircle them with-
in Norman’s cycle, identifying key moments that are relevant for the development of 
serendipitous systems.

2.1. Stage 0: Prepared Mind

Preceding any experience of serendipity, and as we’ve seen in Lawley and Tompkins 
(2008), Rubin et al. (2011), Makri and Blandford (2012), as well as in Walpole’s origi-
nal definition, there is a stage (to which we refer to as Stage 0: Prepared Mind)30 that 
concerns the human actor that experiences the serendipitous pattern and describes the 
required openness in order to allow for the serendipitous pattern to occur. 

This pre-required stage of the serendipitous pattern correlates to E-1 of Lawley and 
Tompkins’s model: “a mind that is prepared to recognise unexpected potential and 
then seize the moment” (2008), encompassing both prior study as well as knowing one’s 
self-bias.

There is an argument to be made regarding the necessity of a mind-set that can be culti-
vated and incentivised, in order to encourage serendipitous experiences, as (Rosenman 
1989, 137): “By realising that discovery involves a dynamic interplay between conven-
tional scientific methods and chance in all of its forms, and by cultivating an aptitude 
for serendipity, scientists can greatly enhance their investigative powers”. This argu-
ment puts forward the notion that serendipity is less the outcome of chance and more of 
what the serendipist brings to the experience, as remarked by O’Connor:

The serendipitous discovery is not a matter of blind luck, rather it is the rec-
ognition of a valuable document attribute/connection discovered by means 
outside established access system rules and relying on a user’s self-knowledge. 
(O’Connor 1988)

30  The term “prepared mind” is based on both Lawley and Tompkins and Rubin et al.’s utilisation of 
the expression, which in turn reckons back to Louis Pasteur famous aphorism “Dans les champs de l’ob-
servation le hasard ne favorise que les esprits préparés” (In the fields of observation chance favors only the 
prepared mind). (1978)
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This relates to Erdelez’s suggestion of the existence of super-encounterers (1999), who 
“encounter information on a regular basis and perceive it as an important element of 
their information acquisition”, which would be particularly apt to experiencing (or 
identify) serendipity recurrently. According to Erdelez, these super-encounterers count 
on these experiences to occur.

The super-encounterers count on information encountering. This habit is, how-
ever, not something they are willing to talk about casually, mainly because in-
formation encountering does not adhere to the traditionally prescribed meth-
ods for finding information.

The idea that there are preconditions that influences the experience of serendipity is 
corroborated by Makri and Blandford, that suggest that “being open to new connec-
tions could be influenced by their mood and by exposing themselves to new situations 
and experiences —particularly those outside their comfort zones.” (2012)

Likewise, this notion was reflected on our own studies, through the observations and 
exercises realised with first-year design students, wherein those that were receptive to 
the concepts related to serendipitous discoveries produced the richest results (Melo et 
al. 2016).

While this subject will be further explored in Chapter 6.3: Human Factors, it is here 
identified as a key component of the serendipitous pattern, and one that influences the 
following observed stages.

2.2. Stage 1: Trigger

The first stage of the serendipitous pattern starts with a moment of noticing a trigger 
(Erdelez 2004; McCay-Peet and Toms 2010). This act of noticing can be the result of a 
casual observation done by the human actor, or by an action done by a system that de-
manded her attention.

This stage corresponds to Lawley and Tompkins’s Unexpected Event as well as both 
facets B and C of Rubin’s facets of serendipity, although sequential and reversed (first 
there is a moment of chance/accident/event that occurs outside human control (facet 
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C), followed by a moment of observation and attention (facet B). These two moments 
are interlinked and cannot be disassociated. An unobserved event is an irrelevant event 
(therefore it cannot act as a trigger) and without an unexpected event, there is no obser-
vation to be made.

While seemingly accidental encounter and the result of chance, as we shall further ar-
gue in Chapter 3: The Chance of Serendipity, these triggers may not be at all accidental 
and could, in fact, be planned and pre-determined. What they do need is, as identified 
by Makri and Blandford (2012), appear unexpected or, as we prefer in this research, to 
be unpredictable.31

Van Andel and Bourcier (1997, in Campos and Figueiredo 2002) offer a distinction be-
tween triggers that are a result of an external event, and those that are the result of some 
sort of mental activity, classifying them in two sets:

[A]d oculus stimuli (produced externally, mostly in tangible means); and “men-
tal” stimuli (proceeding from some sort of mental activity). According to this 
classification, Kekulé’s dream was the accidental event.32 Because the dream 
was not sought for, and far from the final concept of the cyclic structure of ben-
zene, it may be regarded as a pure accidental stimulus. (Campos and Figueiredo 
2002)

As observed in Stage 0, every serendipitous pattern requires a mental, internalised pro-
cess that leads to a ‘aha’ moment. However internal triggers are those that do not require 
any external event to kickstart the mental processes that lead to the moment of insight. 
It is not within our objectives to explore the possibilities to design the necessary mental 
processes that could lead to an internal trigger,33 as opposed to external triggers.

31  From the serendipist standpoint.
32  “Friedrich von Kekulé, dozing by the fire, had a dream suggesting that the structure of the trouble-
some benzene molecule might be a ring.” (Boden 2004, 25)
33  Beyond the identification of the particular qualities that encourage serendipitous experiences, such 
as was introduced in Stage 0, qualities that can, nonetheless, be actively developed. These internal factors, 
however, differ from those described by van Andel and Bourcier that can lead to an internal trigger. While 
there is an argument to be made that practices such as psychoanalysis could have a visible impact on en-
couraging internal triggers, they lie outside the scope of this research.
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Makri and Blandford (2012) propose that triggers can be based on a memory, being 
that it is not absolutely necessary to experience the trigger in real time for serendipity to 
occur. While apparently similar these differ from internal triggers in the sense as these 
are remembered external triggers.

According to Makri and Blandford, these triggers address needs, which can be well-de-
fined or vague, through things, such as:

– A person (both previously acquainted and non-acquainted – i.e. family, colleagues, 
friends, friends-of-friends, strangers);

– An event (such as a conference, meeting, party etc.);

– A place (a geographical location, such a as particular town, street, building etc.);

– Information (may come from a person or from physical or digital sources); 

– An (non-informational) object (which could be anything from a particular piece of 
technology to an item of apparel, to something from nature). 

Building upon Makri and Blandford collection of things that address an explicit or im-
plicit necessity that the serendipitous experience address, we’ve identified four broad-
er categories of external triggers—Things, Places, Events, and Agents—that encompass 
Makri and Blandford’s examples along with others that were identified in our research.

2.2.1. Things

Our usage of the term things differs from Makri and Blandford (2012) as we do not con-
template persons, places or events in it. Instead, we consider things as inanimate ma-
terial objects, natural or artificial (when artificial, we shall refer to things as artefacts). 
Things can, likewise, be both physical or digital (it also follows that all digital things are 
artefacts, hereby mentioned as digital artefacts when necessary), and need to be percep-
tible in some fashion in order to act as triggers. A notification on a smartphone, a book, 
an informative flyer, a rock, a pop-up window, both a song or a single note on a piano, 
all of these are things.

The Serendipitous Pattern—Trigger
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While Makri and Blandford distinguish between informational and non-information-
al objects, we adopt Buckland’s approach of information as things (1991), although we 
prefer the term meaning instead of information to differentiate from things that are 
designed to communicate, and those that aren’t but do.34

As such, anything can have implicit or projected meaning. Things with implicit mean-
ing are those with encoded information, such as data and documents (Buckland 1991). 
Things with projected meaning are those that, nevertheless, communicate and are 
meaningful to the observer, but their meaning is projected upon the thing by the person 
noticing and experiencing it, based on the person’s thoughts, experiences, and feelings.

Take, for instance, a paper-clip found in a pocket while grocery shopping. This pa-
per-clip could act as a trigger, remembering the shopper to buy office supplies as well. 
Or a cold gush of wind when stepping outside, remembering the person to wear a jacket. 
There is no implicit meaning on these things but, nonetheless, they communicate.

As such, anything can communicate meaning and, therefore, act as a trigger in the 
serendipitous pattern.

2.2.2. Places

Triggers can occur as the result of specific places. These can be physical (towns, streets, 
buildings, as in Makri and Blandford’s own examples), as well as virtual (websites, soft-
ware, virtual reality), or the combination of both (such as augmented reality or loca-
tion-aware software). The key component of these triggers is the interaction between 
who experiences serendipity and the space where it happens.

The design of physical spaces in order to encourage serendipity can be described as what 
Cooper describes as environmental serendipity:

Creative organizations can go overboard with environmental design, but there’s 
a method in what may seem like madness: Casual interactions with people, 

34  As it relates to this research, and to avoid ambiguity, we adopt Raya Fidel definition of information 
as “a strung of symbols that 1. Has meaning, Is Communicated, 3. Has an effect, and 4. Is used for decision 
making.” (Fidel 2012, 6)
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artifacts, or architectural moments set the tone for creativity. Small environ-
mental surprises—a bold color, a new texture, an interesting surface—offer ex-
ternal encouragement for sparky ideation. (Cooper et al. 2014, 421)

In the case of places, serendipity is not triggered by interaction with a particular thing, 
as in the previous example, but through the interaction where these things are encoun-
tered. The classical example is an unexpected book being discovered while browsing 
through a bookcase in a library. The trigger here is not the book (which would be a 
thing), but the library itself (a place).

These spaces can be traversed three-dimensionally, as in the aforementioned example 
or in a virtual environment (such as in a 3D video game). It may also occur in 2D envi-
ronments that are able to be such as a website, but also the pages of a particular book, as 
long as the navigation and interaction are non-linear.

Both Björneborn (2017) and Dörk et al. (2011) consider the concept of explorability a 
“key guiding principle for design of urban or digital environments” (Björneborn 2017) 
that may trigger serendipitous experiences, encouraging “information flâneurs” (Dork 
2011). 

Taking inspiration of the artistic urban movement of psychogeography and the dérive, 
the intention is to enable an exploration of space that encourages the stumbling and 
unexpected encountering of information.

Besides explorability Björneborn (2017) identifies as well sensoriability, traversability, 
and diversifiability as key components that enable serendipity to be triggered in physical 
spaces. However, he argues that while sensoriability is rich in physical spaces, the same 
is not true in digital ones where “typically only sight and hearing are activated” (2017). 
On the other hand, traversability may be richer in digital environments, where mobility 
is not encumbered by the limitations that exist in physical spaces for the “transporta-
tion of people and resources”. Finally, Björneborn suggests equal level of diversifiability 
both in physical and digital spaces.

The Serendipitous Pattern—Stage 2: Epiphany
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Lastly, places can trigger serendipity through the experience of an aporia (Aarseth 1997, 
3)—where the environment (or place) itself is designed in order to prevent the reader35 
to make sense of the whole. The moment that there is a realisation—an insight—that al-
lows the reader a “link out” (Aarseth 1997, 91) that permits her to understand the whole 
of the place, an epiphany replaces the aporia. This moment of serendipity is the result of 
a process of defamiliarisation.36

2.2.3. Events

Events, as suggested by Makri and Blandford (2012), can be triggers for the serendipi-
tous pattern (as well as information themselves (Buckland 1991)). These are happenings 
that exist at a particular time and may, or may not, exist at a specific place.

While the examples Makri and Blandford offer for events relate to a particular place 
(conferences, meetings, and parties (2012)), this is not a requirement. In fact, and more-
so with modern communication technologies, events can be decentralised, defined only 
by a particular time. Consider, for example, a memory triggered by the fact that it is 
nightfall. The defining factor of the event is the sunset itself, not where the sunset is 
experienced.

Events can be experienced on an individual level (as the aforementioned example) or 
collectively, where something occurs at different places and spaces but are characterised 
by a common time and action (as, for example, Earth Hour, where lights are turned off 
during an hour at various different places). Naturally, serendipity only occurs individu-
ally, but the trigger that begets it can be the result of a collective event.

2.2.4. Agents

We have also identified other agents (such as human beings) as possible triggers for the 
serendipitous pattern through their interaction (or communication), which Race and 
Makri identifies as “instrumental to accidental discovery” (2016, 20).

35  In the particular case of hypertext.
36  Which shall be further discussed in Chapter 6.
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Here we choose the term agents in order to represent the actors besides the ones that ex-
periences serendipity (the serendipists), but actors that have, nonetheless, agency as de-
fined by Murray (2012), thus agents. This means that agents are actors that can “initiate 
behaviors autonomously” (Murray 2012, 410) and whose behaviour is, in practicality, 
unpredictable to the serendipist.

For the sake of simplicity, when referring to agents we shall refer mainly to human 
agents or those that are equally complex37, while other non-human agents shall be un-
derstood as things.

In this sense, agents are undesignable triggers. However, we are able to design things, 
places, and events that act as a medium between agents and encourage interaction. 
These could be done through encouraging awareness between agents (Jeffrey 2000), 
mediating intimacy (Gibbs et al. 2005) collaborating creatively (Bryan-Kinns 2004), or 
through environmental design, such as the example of the design of the Pixar building, 
that has a single shared entrance, with common facilities (such as “meeting rooms, re-
strooms, a mailroom, three theaters, a game area, and an eating area”) which “result-
ed in cross-traffic—people encountered each other all day long, inadvertently, which 
meant a better flow of communication and increased the possibility of chance encoun-
ters.” (Catmull and Wallace 2014, 365)

Here, there is a thin line that separates serendipity through interaction with places or 
with other agents: if the serendipitous experience ends with the discovery of another 
agent in a particular space, the trigger is the space, while if the serendipitous pattern is 
the result of the interaction with said agent, the trigger was the agent. In both cases, the 
space can be a designed medium to facilitate serendipity.

2.3. Stage 2: Epiphany

Following the trigger that sets the serendipitous pattern, and the sub-sequent act of 
noticing, interpreting, and comparing (described in Norman’s ”Gulf of Evaluation” 
(Norman 2013, 39) where the investigator is stimulated to “make sense of the datum” 
(Merton, 1968, 158) the second stage of the serendipitous pattern corresponds to the 

37  These could include a hypothetical advanced AI or, perhaps, certain animals. 
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moment in which the connection is made between the serendipist need and the trigger 
event observed.

This stage, here called epiphany, is where there is a recognised potential from the trigger 
(corresponding to Lawley and Tomkins’ E+1: Recognise Potential). At that moment there 
is a “projection” of the “potential value of the outcome” (Makri and Blandford 2012).

While the term conjures images of a heavenly light shining around Saul on the road to 
Damascus, this creative moment is not a gift from the gods but the moment where the 
subconscious work of incubation bursts into the surface of consciousness.

This moment is described by Boden as a flash of insight, according to Poincaré’s four 
phases of creativity (named by Hadamard as preparation, incubation, illumination, and 
verification), in which there is an unexpected moment of creativity following a phase of 
subconscious incubation. (Boden 2004)

Next comes the flash of insight, to which – despite its unexpectedness as a con-
scious experience – Poincaré ascribed a significant mental history: ‘sudden illu-
mination [is] a manifest sign of long, unconscious prior work’. (Boden 2004, 30)

Epiphanies, minor or larger, are prevalent throughout all human experience, and not all 
epiphanies are the result of an unpredicted external trigger, thus not all epiphanies are 
the result of serendipity. However, all experiences of serendipity do require a moment 
of epiphany.

Just as Archimedes famed proclamation following the observation of the water level on 
the bath, epiphany is the result of what McCay-Peet and Toms (2010), citing Koestler, 
refers to as a bisociation (a surprising association between disparate, previously un-
connected pieces of information), or what Makri and Blandford (2012) refer to as a 
connection. 

As an epiphany is the result of a mental process, it is difficult to describe (Makri 
and Blandford 2012). It can answer an underlying query or need, such as Makri and 
Blandford’s example of “to find love”, but as they demonstrate in the example of one of 
the interviewees realising that he needed a bicycle the moment his neighbour gave him 
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one, the need being addressed by the serendipitous moment is only realised “at the time 
the connection is made.” (2012)

Considering the ambiguity of the word serendipity, it is unsurprising that many of the 
subjects of what we may define as a serendipitous experience, may be reluctant to call 
it that, as observed by one participant of Makri and Blandford’s study: “I don’t know 
that I’d use the word serendipity, but I did think of it as being a lucky side.” (Makri and 
Blandford 2012) To realise that serendipity has occurred, the subject requires first to be 
aware of the concept and, secondly, to reflect upon the event and frame it as such.

2.4. Stage 3: Value

To be considered as serendipity, the epiphany that results from the process must be val-
uable to the human actor/serendipist. 

Your discovery may well be interesting and informative, but it will not be truly 
serendipitous unless it helps you fill in a piece of a puzzle you’ve been poring 
over. (Johnson 2010, 109)

As such, the final stage of the serendipity process is the identification of value from the 
experience. This value is a key element of serendipity and what distinguishes it from 
coincidence (Bogers and Björneborn 2013).

Corresponding to Lawley and Tompkins E+4 moment of serendipity “Evaluate Effects”, 
as well as Facet D of Rubin et al.’s: “Fortuitous Outcome”—in which there is a perceived 
gain/happy ending—value is recognised looking backwards to the experience and re-
flecting upon it. According to Cunha’s definition of serendipity (2010) as “the accidental 
discovery of something that, post hoc, turns out to be valuable”, value is only considered 
upon reflection (immediately following the moment or afterwards in, what Rubin et al. 
call a “reframing of events” (2011).

Although already considered valuable to some extent, the full extent of the val-
ue of the outcome becomes apparent over time – through an iterative process 
of projecting further value to be gained from the connection, continuing to 
exploit the connection and reflecting on the value of the outcome.

The Serendipitous Pattern—Stage 3: Value
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After reflecting on both the value of the outcome and the involvement of un-
expectedness/insight, the experience can be considered as serendipity. (Makri 
and Blandford 2012)

Also, as observed by Makri and Blandford, future events can increase or decrease the 
perceived value of the serendipitous experiences (what Lawley and Tompkins refer to as 
an “Amplification of Effects”), based on following subjective experiences and the rela-
tive impact that value had in the subject’s life. Although the long-lasting impact of the 
value derived by the serendipitous experience can only express itself over time, there is 
still a necessity, at the moment of the serendipitous experience, to recognise a certain 
value and, if necessary, act upon it (completing Norman’s action cycle) or, if no further 
action is required (no goal is established), then there is a moment of capturing (as per 
Erdelez’s model of Information Encountering) and a return to the World.

The value of serendipity, however, can manifest itself in different fashions, each of it 
with different implications on the experience. As we observe in the previous chapters, 
serendipity is present in different domains which change how it is both perceived and 
expressed. We have identified three ways in which serendipitous value can be expressed: 
through the acquisitions of knowledge, through experience, and through a creative act.38

2.4.1. Serendipity as Knowledge 

Perhaps the most researched aspect of serendipity, and the most commonly associated 
with the term itself, is the creation and production of new knowledge as a consequence 
of the serendipitous experience. A new insight that follows a connection with informa-
tion (Makri and Blandford 2012) regarding an underlying question or necessity, com-
monly illustrated by the examples of Archimedes or Alexander Fleming in which an 
unexpected (and unpredicted) event triggers a deduction. This may be the result of new 
(relevant) information, as well as previously known information that it is presented at 
an opportune time.

38  These correlate, to some extent, with Fine and Deegan’s three potential opportunities that “chance 
provides”: temporal serendipity, serendipity relations, and analytic serendipity” (Fine and Deegan). 
While Deegan’s serendipitous opportunities are in regard to qualitative research, those identified here 
are in regard to interaction design. Nonetheless, the possible correlations between shall be appropriately 
identified.
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Described by Fine and Deegan as “analytical”, this manifestation of serendipitous value 
“involves the ability to establish connections between data and theory.” (1996) It is the 
assumption in Merton’s pattern of serendipity, where the insight that is generated “stim-
ulates the investigator” to “fit it into a broader frame of knowledge” (1968, 158-159), 
which leads to an abduction and the production of knowledge.

In order for knowledge to be created, in the context of qualitative research, Fine and 
Deegan identify a series of possible processes that allow for an insight to occur: The 
first is exposure to previous knowledge (such as relevant literature on the matter) al-
lowing for one to see “relevance where none was noticed before”, perhaps as the result 
of interdisciplinary interests and influences. Secondly, the data needs to “speak to the 
researcher”. Thirdly, the problem needs to be conceptualised in a novel form that re-
frames the problem (as, perhaps, a dramatic metaphor or narrative strategy); Finally, 
the researcher “may be influenced by being part of a scholarly world”, in the sense that 
the social ties that connect researchers can influence the work being developed. (Fine 
and Deegan 1996)

By knowledge, however, we do not necessarily mean historically and scientifically sig-
nificant knowledge that is required to be produced. It can be pedestrian, such as Raya 
Fidel’s example for information encountering: “Finding a telephone number one will 
need tomorrow while surfing the web, or happening upon a nice toy store when going 
to a new movie theater, after unsuccessfully searching for a toy shop, or finding infor-
mation when reading for pleasure.” (Fidel 2012) This is knowledge, even if only individ-
ually significant.

2.4.2. Serendipity as Experience

Serendipitous value can be found not only through the discovery of new and meaning-
ful knowledge, but also through an unexpected and meaningful experience,39 where 
one does not necessarily discover a particular bit of information that may or may not 
produce insight, but where one finds oneself the subject of a particular experience with 
unexpected and unsought results. Research in serendipity as experience has been de-

39  Leong utilises the term as “serendipity as a UX (Leong 2009), while we choose simply Serendipity 
as Experience, as this describes not only experience from interaction with tools as systems but in other 
contexts when there is the “feeling” of serendipity, even if there is no tangible outcome from it.
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veloped as it relates to listening digital music (Levy 2006), as well as when interacting 
with personal media collections. (Bentley, Metcalf, and Harboe 2006; Helmes, O’Hara, 
Vilar, and Taylor 2011)

One example of how serendipity can be a valuable user experience is Tuck Leong’s em-
pirical studies with random-led listening to digital music (Leong, Vetere, and Howard 
2008). Leong’s argument is that the necessity of having to choose what to listen to within 
a large musical library can be “unpleasant and even paralysing”, particularly when the 
user doesn’t have a particular preference. As such, abdicating of their ability to choose 
what to listen to, can lead to an enriched listening experience and even encourage “en-
counters with serendipity”.40 In his studies, participants were asked to listen to their 
personal music collections on shuffle and to record their listening experience daily, for 
7 weeks. Findings reported that “the surrender to a random process coloured partici-
pants’ listening experience with unpredictability”. By experiencing music through this 
shuffle functionality, individual listener perception was increased for not only each 
track but also of for those that preceded and followed, creating the necessary condi-
tions for “intense experiences such as serendipity”. Some examples of these experiences 
of serendipity could be observed with the listener having a desired track start to play 
randomly, at the right moment; when a track meaningfully resonates with a particular 
sentiment the listener was experiencing or simply as a freak coincidence, such as with 
the following example from one participant:

I was on Wikipedia, reading articles, clicking around and then I was reading 
about 60s and 70s music and that led me to Led Zeppelin. I thought about 
Stairway to Heaven and looked it up and was reading it. Then the song starts 
off slowly while I was reading, and I looked at my iPod and that’s weird, it’s 
playing!! (Leong et al., 2008)

Leong also puts forward the notion that defamiliarisation, as a result of the shuffle me-
chanic, can play a significant part in our perception and consumption of digital arte-
facts. By taking an audio track out of its context and juxtaposing it with other, ran-
domly selected tracks, a unique perspective on the tracks themselves is created and the 
listening experience is heightened. As one test-subject of Leong’s study reported: “I’m 

40  Which Leong defines as “the meaningful experience of chance encounters”. (Leong, Vetere, and 
Howard 2008)
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quite inspired by my iPod shuffle; I’ve got Missy Elliot, Peaches, and John Cage. It’s not 
exactly the song [sic]; it’s what’s between them.” (Leong, Vetere, and Howard 2008)

As Leong concludes, there is a great deal of value to be discovered if we explore al-
ternative methods of interaction (randomness and abdicating choice in this particular 
example), that are capable of creating meaningful experiences. 

Leong’s study of music listening as a form of serendipitous experience can also be ex-
trapolated to other instances of media consumption, as observed when considering 
aporias as triggers for serendipity. The process of achieving epiphany from an aporia 
described by Aarseth is, likewise, a manifestation of serendipity as an experience: there 
is no production of knowledge or creative output, but there is a substantial feeling of 
delight that followed the moment of insight, differencing these experiences from those 
of a coincidence.

Serendipity as Experience accommodates, as well, the “temporal” and “relations” exam-
ples of serendipity described by Fine and Deegan (1996).

“Temporal serendipity” refers to “being exposed to a particularly dramatic event can, at 
times, transform a mundane ethnography into a classic”, where who experiences seren-
dipity will recognise it “as significant when they occur and will be shaped into powerful 
narratives”, while by “serendipity relations”, Fine and Deegan refer to the establishment 
of personal connections through acts of “good fortune” that still require the ability of 
the serendipist to “capitalize on this contact” (1996), leading to serendipity.

In both cases, there is the experienced value while there isn’t necessarily identifiable 
knowledge or creation that resulted from the serendipitous moment. Regardless, this 
value should not be ignored from the development of serendipitous systems.

2.4.3. Serendipity as Creativity

Serendipity is intrinsically connected with creativity. To experience serendipity is to 
experience a moment of creativity that results from a moment of unpredictability. As 
with creativity, while one cannot systematically provoke serendipitous moments, we 
can create the necessary conditions that have proved to be conducive to serendipity.
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Boden’s own definition of creativity—“the ability to come up with ideas or artefacts 
that are new, surprising and valuable” (2004, 1)—is reminiscent of many definitions 
of serendipity. In fact, we may even consider that, while not every creative moment is 
necessarily serendipitous, all serendipitous moments are creative ones.

To experience serendipity is to experience what Boden defines as psychological (or per-
sonal) creativity, as such, it is a personal discovery. That is not to say that it cannot lead 
to a historical, or absolute-creativity, as the eventual outcome (in fact, the history of 
inventions and creativity are filled with anecdotes of such events), but the process is 
circumscribed to a P-creative one.41 

Value in serendipity is found in creative outcome, but the act of serendipity is, in it-
self, a moment of combinational creativity42, as it is the result of a connection, done 
unconsciously and after a particular input or signal that triggers that moment. When 
describing creative value in a serendipitous finding, we are referring to the utilisation—
and expectation—of serendipity within the creative process, deployed knowingly and 
purposefully.43

This particular intentionally can be observed in Philip Galanter’s definition for genera-
tive art, in which artists use systems with a certain degree of autonomy to create a work 
of art (2006). Through the use of autonomous or semi-autonomous systems (such as, for 
example, an algorithm), the artist knowingly expects to be serendipitously surprised by 
a particular result. This will be further explored in Chapter 6.

Systems and creative tools could be designed in order to further explore accidents in the 
creative process in order to turn them into serendipitous moments, as Boden suggests: 
“If knowledgeable agents were developed to help us make the best of our mistakes (not 
just avoid them), they could lead to some real surprises.” (2010, 171)

41  Boden describes a P-creative idea as one that is “surprising” and “valuable”, “new to the person who 
comes up with it”, while a H-creative idea is one that, as far as one can know, “no one else has had it before 
[…] in human history.” (Boden 2004, 2)
42  Described by Boden as “making unfamiliar combinations of familiar ideas.” (Boden 2004, 3)
43  In order to exemplify the distinction between the serendipitous value in the creative process and the 
one in an experience, we can consider algorithm-based music performance that relies in random and/or 
unpredictable processes: to the musician that uses such techniques, the serendipitous result to be found 
is valuable creatively.
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2.5. Summary

Based upon a review of the existing models for information discovery and the serendip-
itous process, we established a model for serendipity built upon Norman’s Action Cycle, 
establishing a based within interaction design for the experience of serendipity. This 
was followed by an exploration of the three core stages necessary for serendipity to be 
experienced—Trigger, Epiphany, and Value—as well as a required zero stage—Prepared 
Mind—regarding the human component in recognising serendipity.

In the following chapters, we shall explore the apparent accidental and fortuitous nature 
of serendipity, as well as the possibility of it being encouraged through design.
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3. The Chance of Serendipity

Serendipity was born from the combination of Walpole’s concepts of accidental and 
sagacity, of the interplay between a seemingly chance event and the capacity and avail-
ability of an observer to derive meaning from that event. While throughout the un-
derstanding, definitions, and interpretations of the idea of serendipity have attributed 
different weights in the balance of this interplay, the core concept remains.

As we have observed in our study of the serendipitous pattern, the experience of seren-
dipity starts, in effect, with a trigger, a change in the world that grabs the attention of 
an observer.

But while this trigger appears random, does it mean that serendipity is absolutely inde-
terminable? Do these triggers need to be the result of chaos and chance alone, or are we 
able to plan for serendipity?

While establishing the core concepts of serendipity as valuable and unpredicted, we, cit-
ing both Merton and Boden, suggested the notion that serendipity need not be the result 
of pure chance, as the key element to it is that serendipity is “unanticipated” (Merton 
1968, 158–159) or, in the words of Boden:

Although serendipity is sometimes due to coincidence, they are not the same 
thing. For serendipity need not involve any inherently improbable event. 
(Boden 2004, 235)
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Boden dissociates serendipity from coincidence, alluding to the idea that the former 
can be, in some fashion, determined, by not being, necessarily, an “improbable event”. 
The events that lead to serendipity may be constructed and provoked, as what it is re-
quired is that the experience of it be unexpected and unanticipated. If the experience is 
read by who is experiencing it as random or accidental, even if it is not, it still remains 
serendipity.

This was illustrated by Boden (2004, 237) giving as example the parents of a child leav-
ing a book open on the table that would help the child solve a particular school problem. 
The child would find the book that would nudge her, seemingly serendipitously, towards 
the required answer.

From the child’s point of view, the event is mere happenstance, a lucky, fortuitous coin-
cidence, even if it was planned by the parents. While serendipity is not guaranteed—the 
child may not notice the book or ignore it, failing to make the necessary mental connec-
tions or not being in a stake of Prepared Mind—the potential for serendipity remains. 

With this in mind, we are able to argue that there is an opportunity for planned seren-
dipity. This, however, begets a distinction between what we are referring to as Natural 
and Artificial serendipity.

3.1. Natural and Artificial Serendipity

Considering that the distinguishable factor of serendipity is not its accidentality, but its 
unpredictability,44 from the standpoint of the serendipist, Natural Serendipity—mean-
ing the serendipity that occurs naturally in the world—is absolutely unpredictable, as 

44  Throughout the literature, serendipity has been described as unforeseen, unexpected (Makri and 
Blandford 2012), unplanned (Björneborn 2017), and so on. While apparently attempting to represent 
the same core concept, the term selected to define serendipity has an implicit connotation, as argued by 
(Björneborn 2017) on the differences between saying unexpected versus unplanned: “Saying ‘unexpected’ 
or ‘unplanned’ when defining serendipity makes a difference, as unexpected events always are unplanned, 
but unplanned events are not always unexpected given the situation.” (Björneborn 2017) We, therefore, 
choose unpredictable, as it accommodates all natural serendipity, as well as all artificial serendipity from 
the serendipist standpoint. As argued by Boden “both serendipity and coincidence […] are in practice 
unpredictable.” (Boden 2004, 252)
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the number of factors and variables that create it are impossible (at least for now), to 
calculate.

This, however, does not mean that it is indeterminable. One can argue—and the pan-
computational concept does—that the universe itself can be considered a computa-
tional system and as such it is, by definition, deterministic (Rucker 2005, 11). What 
distinguishes physical from artificial computation is not their deterministic or nonde-
terministic nature, but the complexity of the computation itself, as the natural world 
implies an unforeseeable number of variables that prevent the states of computation 
from being wholly replicable, making them unpredictable. (Carvalhais 2016, 67)

As such, we can consider natural serendipity—as a phenomenon experienced by hu-
mans—as deterministic, if unpredictable in practice, as we are unable to foresee the 
results. However, when considering serendipity as the result of artificial interactions—
meaning those that were the product of human design—the conditions that lead to ser-
endipity can be, to some extent, reproducible and, as such, are capable of being designed 
as well.

Artificial serendipity is one where an agent (natural or artificial) is able to create the 
necessary conditions for serendipity to occur. This agent (or designer, if you will) can 
create experiences that feel serendipitous, even if they are the result of careful planning. 
In the words of Björneborn: “serendipity may thus be intended by designers, but must 
always be unplanned by users.” (2017)

To be recognised as serendipity, the process needs to be experienced by a secondary 
agent: natural or artificial, that is blind to the process. This blindness creates the neces-
sary experience here defined as serendipity.

Artificial serendipity is therefore relatively unpredictable, as it is experienced as unpre-
dictable from the one experiencing it. This is already common practice in video game 
design, as, through planned and considered design, user observation and testing, the 
player can naturally and gradually discover how to play the game, and be empowered to 
do so, without knowing that she’s being taught how.

The Chance of Serendipity—Natural and Artificial Serendipity
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Table 1: Distinctions between Natural and Artificial serendipity.

Natural Serendipity Artificial Serendipity

Absolutely unpredictable Relatively unpredictable

Unforeseeable Foreseeable

Extemporaneous Designed

While the experience of serendipity isn’t guaranteed (just as a game designer cannot 
guarantee that the player truly learns gameplay mechanics) systems can be designed in 
order make serendipity emergent. 

This is the case with the parents in Boden’s example: acting as agents, they could predict 
that the child would experience a moment of serendipity, while the child could not. 
While serendipity was never guaranteed for the reasons discussed previously, meaning 
that, at this moment, we maybe be unable to design serendipity, we are able to design for 
serendipity. (Campos and Figueiredo 2002)

3.2. Designing for Serendipity

Serendipity’s apparently fickle nature notwithstanding, we have identified a number 
of attempts for the design of frameworks and models that aim towards provoking it in 
both the digital and the analogue mediums. These previous attempts have informed 
our own.

Of these, we believe that MacCay-Peet and Tom’s factors for serendipity within digi-
tal environments, and Björneborn three key-affordances for serendipity are the most 
relevant,45 and we’ve used it as a starting point for our own approach to designing for 
serendipity.

45  Björneborn’s study was published nearing the end of our own research. However, we found that there 
was a great degree of confluence between our developed framework and Björneborn’s findings. As such, 
we considered pertinent to articulate, when relevant, his findings into our work developed framework.

Part I: Understanding Serendipity
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Starting with an earlier work by Björneborn where he identified 10 factors for serendip-
ity in public libraries, MacCay-Peet and Toms conducted an empirical study that aimed 
at exploring the application of Björneborn’s factors to digital environments. (McCay-
Peet and Toms 2011) In their analysis they propose that, and in the context of digital en-
vironments, they observed relevancy in five factors from the original ten: enabled con-
nections, encountered unexpected, presented variety, triggered divergence, and induced 
curiosity. These factors established the core concepts that led to the identified heuristics 
in our framework for serendipity (while most are found throughout all six heuristics, 
some are more closely related than others).

By enabled connections, MacCay-Peet and Toms refer to the events in which the in-
formation system would encourage the finding of “an unexpected piece of informa-
tion” that would encourage connections or bisociations (Koestler 2014) with underlying 
questions or problems. 

Through encountered unexpected, a system would permit rich diversity and cross con-
tacts dimensions (Björneborn 2008), encouraging findings outside those anticipated by 
the user, of “unexpected topics or content” that the user wouldn’t, otherwise, encounter. 

Presented variety relates to systems allowing for a diversity of divergent information 
and content that would enable “interesting juxtapositions [that] may not only support 
serendipity, but potentially prime for it”, while facilitating “varied or diverse behaviours 
such as exploration and browsing.” (McCay-Peet and Toms 2011)

Triggered divergence describes the situations where a system “in some way sparked or 
triggered their attention and initiated divergent thinking and behaviour”, based on 
Björneborn’s dimensions of striking contrasts and pointers (2008).

The final factor, induced curiosity, relates “to the inducement of deeper exploration or 
consideration of information encountered and curiosity-teasing triggers.” (McCay-Peet 
and Toms 2011) In this factor, MacCay-Peet and Toms highlight the role the human 
factors play in the experience, such as “be curious about what is being displayed and be-
come actively engaged” and not being a “passive observer” (2011). These human factors 
will be further explored on our own framework in Part II.

The Chance of Serendipity—Designing for Serendipity
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Building upon his original 10 factors and MacCay-Peet and Tom’s empirical study, 
Björneborn (2017) proposes three key affordances for serendipity, consisting of diversifi-
ability: the capacity of an environment to allow a diversity of contents and easily permit 
the exchange and combination of content; traversability: the capacity of a particular en-
vironment to be easily traversed, allowing for exploration; and lastly sensoriability: the 
quality of an object or environment of being perceived by the senses, and the richness of 
stimuli that are able to be sensed. These three factors cover a series of sub-affordances, 
dealing with different aspects of implementations of each affordance. (Björneborn 2017)

Taking into consideration these approaches for designing systems that promote and 
afford serendipity, and considering the context of interaction design and the digital 
medium, we are now able to consider the different factors, methods, and mechanics that 
allows for the design of interactive systems towards serendipity.

Part I: Understanding Serendipity
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4. Serendipitous Systems

Having acknowledged the value of serendipity in the digital medium, we will now con-
sider interactive systems that may be capable of increasing the chances for serendipity.

By definition, serendipity can occur virtually anywhere and at any time, in the digital or 
the analogue domains. There are, however, certain conditions that are more conducive 
to serendipity, and interactive systems of all sorts have been designed to explore those 
conditions, some with a certain degree of success. This leads us to believe that one may 
be able to design an interactive system that encourages serendipitous discoveries, if we 
are capable of identifying the necessary mechanics.

While serendipity is underrepresented in current trends of interactive design, particu-
larly that aimed towards mass markets, it remains quintessential to the digital medium 
and as such is identifiable in products that do not have serendipity in mind, if uncom-
mon. However, most examples of systems purposefully aimed for serendipity are found 
in academic research, artistic projects, or speculative design solutions.

4.1. On Systems

Throughout this work we will continue to refer to systems as a general term for all 
artefacts that allow for interactivity. While we will mostly be concerned with digital 
systems, analogue systems can also be used when appropriate, and as such will also be 
described.
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Through reducing all digital products and artefacts to systems—be it websites or off-
the-shelf software solutions—allows us to look at the macro-level, as some systems are 
composed of systems within systems, depending on their complexity or the specific 
processes we are analysing. Take for instance the macOS media player iTunes: we will 
observe both the media playing function of the software as well as its functionality as a 
media store.

As such, systems may encompass software, websites, video games, as well as scripts or 
other self-contained processes. A JavaScript script within a website is a system, just as 
the website itself is one. The possible outcomes of certain productive systems will be 
considered artefacts: a Word file is the resulting artefact of the system Microsoft Word.

4.2. Explicit and Implicit

Throughout our research we discovered a number of systems that are explicitly posi-
tioned as serendipitous:46 those designed in order to, in some way, provoke or induce 
serendipity; as well as a number of systems that, while not explicitly declared as ser-
endipitous, or in which serendipity is a declared goal, afford nonetheless the valuable 
unpredictability that, as seen, characterises serendipitous experiences. It is both these 
categories of systems—those that explicitly aim for serendipity and those that implicitly 
do so—which will be the subject of this and the following chapters. We will observe the 
diverse areas of activity in which interactive digital serendipitous systems exist as well 
as the different approaches for the design of these systems.

Despite having found distinct interpretations of serendipity throughout the observed 
state of the art, one common factor for the choice of the systems referred here is their 
capacity to help or enable the discovery of something valuable that is not being sought 
after, as per Boden’s definition of serendipity (2004). As such, for a system to qualify as 
serendipitous, it needs to actively promote the ability to discover new, unpredictable, 
and valuable information. Not all systems might be able to answer to all those criteria 
(some might help discover new and valuable, however predictable, information, while 

46  Explicit serendipitous systems can further be divided into the different ideological approaches to-
wards serendipity: one of actively aiming towards a particular experience of serendipity, or one that aims 
at creating the necessary conditions for serendipity to occur. We will further explore these concepts in 
the following chapter.

Part I: Understanding Serendipity—Serendipitous Systems
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others might help to discover something that is unexpected, but of no immediate value), 
still, the serendipitous potential can be found in any of these systems presented here.

Currently, and particularly due to how we define it, serendipity is exclusively a human 
experience. As such, by a serendipitous system we do not mean a system that is capable 
of experiencing serendipity. Likewise, and as we’ve seen, Natural serendipity cannot be 
designed, for the moment that it is, it becomes Artificial serendipity. In this regard, we 
agree with Pek van Andel’s statement that “pure serendipity47 is not amenable to gener-
ation by a computer.” (van Andel 1994) We can, however, design systems that favour the 
necessary conditions which may create serendipitous systems, just like in van Andel’s 
example of how one could programme towards serendipity: “if the unforeseen happens, 
the system alerts the user and incites him to observe and act by himself by trying to 
make a correct abduction of the surprising fact or relation.” (van Andel 1994)

We will approach this subject in agreement with Campos and Figueiredo, that state that 
“although it may not be possible to program serendipity, it is quite possible to program 
for serendipity, that is, to induce serendipitous insights through the use of computers.” 
(Campos and Figueiredo 2002) As such, we will look at interactive systems that are able 
to offer the conditions that induce serendipitous insights.

4.3. Convergent and Divergent

Throughout our analysis of implicit serendipitous systems, we identified two main 
distinctions in both the interpretation of what serendipity means and the methods to 
achieve it: one which we define as convergent and another which we define, by exten-
sion, as divergent.48

We propose these two concepts as key differentiators in the classification of serendip-
itous systems based not in their ultimate goal (i.e. to design, engineer, encourage or 
provoke serendipity), but in a bottom-up fashion, through the methods they utilise to 
achieve their goal of serendipity. Through this, we are able to accommodate different 

47  What we would refer to as Natural serendipity.
48  Modelled after J. P. Guilford’s Convergent and Divergent intellectual processes. In Guilford’s mod-
el, Convergent thinking is productive, goal-driven and intended in discovering a single solution, while 
Divergent thinking concerns itself with creativity, with generating multiple solutions to a problem. 
(Guilford 1967)

Explicit and Implicit
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interpretations of serendipity while, at the same time, differentiate these distinct sys-
tems, grouping them within similar ones and qualifying the discussion.

When translating Guilford’s model to interactive systems, convergent systems approach 
serendipity as the capacity to discover the right thing at the right time, to cater to the 
user’s perceived intentions, interests and tastes. Their goal is to foresee the user’s inten-
tions and cater accordingly. On the other hand, divergent systems approach serendipity 
by an increased diversity of information that the interactor is exposed to, in order to 
expand the user’s horizons and to help uncover a surprising discovery.

In his 1995 book Being Digital, Nicholas Negroponte foresaw this divide between con-
vergent and divergent systems through two examples of what could be the future of 
newspapers: The Daily Me and the Daily Us.

Imagine a future in which your interface agent can read every newswire and 
newspaper and catch every TV and radio broadcast on the planet, and then 
construct a personalized summary. This kind of newspaper is printed in an edi-
tion of one. […] It would mix head-line news with “less important” stories re-
lating to acquaintances, people you will see tomorrow, and places you are about 
to go to or have just come from. It would report on companies you know. […] 
You would consume every bit (so to speak). Call it The Daily Me. (Negroponte 
1995, 153)

This Daily Me – a convergent system – would show only what it perceived to be relevant 
to a particular reader and would be one’s sole source for news throughout the day, a way 
to keep up with only what would be of interest.

20 years later and we have the Daily Me, although not centralised in one singular plat-
form, but distributed between several, such as social networks and news aggregators. 
In some – such as Flipboard or the RSS feed aggregator Feedly – we decide what our 
interests are, and the systems pull content accordingly. In others – such as the social 
networks Facebook or Twitter – we define “whom” we’re interested in, and we let others 
become our curators of the world, while the platforms act as mediators (an active inter-
face between user, network and information).

Part I: Understanding Serendipity—Serendipitous Systems
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While the goal of relevance of convergent systems is of particular important in com-
mercial applications, authors such as Steven Johnson and Cass Sunstein highlighted the 
possible impact of a personalised, Daily Me-like news source (Johnson 2010) (Sunstein 
2001), as the increased positive feedback in one single direction – that of the user’s 
preferences – would result in an echo-chamber in which we would only listen to those 
who shared our beliefs, as in Pariser’s Filter Bubble (2011) concept. Sunstein points to 
the rise of blogs as an example of these echo-chambers: “The rise of blogs make it all the 
easier for people to live in echo chambers of their own design. Indeed, some bloggers, 
and many readers of blogs, live in formation cocoons.” (Sunstein 2006, 188) This issue 
has since exacerbated with algorithmically generated feeds such as those found on so-
cial networks. This raises the question of the role these systems can have in shaping the 
values and opinions of those who use and rely on them.

In the paragraph immediately following the description of the Daily Me, Negroponte 
describes the Daily Us, an example of a divergent system, to which one would resort 
to when wishing “to experience the news with much more serendipity, learning about 
things we never knew we were interested in” (Negroponte 1995, 154).

If the Daily Me is built upon personalisation, the Daily Us relies on heterogeneity, on the 
information that might not be directly relevant to the reader and that lies beyond her 
known interests. Information that the reader might not necessarily want but, nonethe-
less, might need to know. This is the essence of a divergent system: exposure to informa-
tion beyond the perceivable interests of the user.

While we are able to see various examples of a Daily Me in practice and that take ad-
vantage of the possibilities of the digital medium, the same cannot be said for a truly 
serendipitous Daily Us, beyond a few academic prototypes and exercises.49

49  One good example of an attempt at a Daily Us is Catherine D’Ignazio’s Terra Incognita: 1000 Cities 
of the World, a “serendipitous global news recommendation system designed to help people out of their 
personalised media filter bubbles”. While D’Ignazio’s study didn’t show a significant shift in user be-
haviour in aggregate, 87.5% of the users reported to have learned about a new city and 63% of users 
consider that Terra Incognita “prompted them to reflect on the geography of their news reading”, helping 
to broaden users’ horizons while piquing “their curiosity and helped some feel ‘more connected’ to un-
known places” (D’Ignazio 2017).

Convergent and Divergent
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Social networks such as Facebook and Twitter have the potential to be divergent sys-
tems, acting like a Daily Us, if one would take the initiative to add diverse voices to our 
network of connections, although we seldom do. As such, building upon our friends, 
and friends of friends, ends up contributing to our natural propensity for homophily, 
as those who we add to our inner circle of connections tend to share our interests and 
beliefs. Facebook itself is not a neutral party but acts in order to deliver information that 
it perceives are useful and relevant for us, hiding those which its algorithm perceives to 
be less relevant.

Crowd-curated news aggregators such as Digg, Reddit and Slashdot could also be a pos-
sible Daily Us example, as these platforms allow users to “upvote” or “downvote” (in 
the particular case of Reddit) specific content, creating a platform in which the content 
perceived to be the most interesting or commented upon at a particular moment rises 
to the top. However, due to the particular demography of these platforms (mostly US 
males between the ages of 18 and 29) what ends getting up-voted the most is the type 
of content that fits to the interests to this particular demographic, consequently hiding 
other content that lies beyond their interest and preventing these from being true di-
vergent systems.

Fig. 7: Reddit’s crowd-curated home page.
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4.3.1. The Mechanics of Convergent and Divergent systems

Convergent systems approach serendipity as the discovery of the right thing at the right 
time, by catering to the user’s perceived intentions, interests and tastes. To do so, they 
resort to user-profiling and machine-learning, gathering all possible information re-
garding the user and her patterns in order to more precisely cater content accordingly.

Perhaps the earliest example of a convergent system is Fishwrap, “an experimental elec-
tronic newspaper system”. This system, developed at MIT, would draw – from a pool 
of four thousand stories a day delivered via the Associated Press, Knight Ridder, and 
Reuters wire services – stories regarding a student’s hometown, favourite sports teams 
and other topics of interest.

Another example of a convergent system is Netflix, the provider of on-demand internet 
streaming media. When the user first creates an account on Netflix, she is asked to 
choose some of her favourite films or television series. Through those initial choices, the 
platform optimises the presented content accordingly. Furthermore, the platform con-
stantly tracks the viewing habits of the user, adapting its graphical user interface (GUI) 
accordingly. While navigating Netflix’s GUI, we clearly see how our declared interests 
and viewing history affect the content that is being presented.

MIT’s Serendipity project (Eagle 2004) is an example of a convergent system aiming 
for serendipitous connections between people, by encouraging professional “synergies” 
that otherwise would remain unnoticed within professional environments. Users of the 
service would register in a match-making service, declaring their interests, skills and 
needs, while turning an “available” mode in a Bluetooth enabled mobile phone. This 
would allow for ad hoc, serendipitous connections between individuals with shared in-
terests or complementary needs.

Convergent and Divergent
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Fig. 8: Serendipity’s user screen. (Eagle 2004)

Perhaps the definitive example of a convergent system is Google Search. When using it, 
the results presented to the user are based on a myriad of (non-disclosed) signals that 
tailor the content accordingly.

While results presented in Google Search were initially ranked solely by Google’s Page 
Rank algorithm—which looked at the websites themselves—such is no longer the case. 
Nowadays, the results are a combination of a variety of different factors, weighted by 
Page Rank algorithm as well as a multitude of information regarding the user: search 
and click history, location, language, operating system, et cetera.

While convergent systems use data to cater towards the perceived interests of the users, 
divergent systems promote the exposure to different, unpredictable information, out-
side of the user’s interests. To do this they rely on mechanics that remove interactor’s 
control, such as randomisation, and defamiliarisation. While divergent systems 
can also use machine-learning and user profiling,50 they do so in order to present what 
lies outside of the user’s profile.

Chatroulette.com or randomyoutube.net are examples of divergent systems where ran-
domness is a key mechanic. In the former, two users are randomly paired with each 

50  Although they rarely do.
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other for video-based interactions while in the latter, users can watch a random video 
from YouTube.

Fig. 9: randomyoutube.net

While divergent systems are often capable of presenting surprising and unexpected 
content, possibly leading to serendipity through unpredictability, they can generate 
more noise than signal, which could ultimately lead to a disinterest on the system itself 
from the user.

Convergent systems, on the other hand, can offer highly relevant content directed to 
the user’s known interests and values, however, intensive use of personalisation could 
lead to an echo-chamber, trapping the user in a feedback loop of positive reinforcement.

Convergent and Divergent
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Table 2: Distinctive features between convergent and divergent systems.

Convergent Divergent

User-Profiling Randomisation

Machine-Learning Defamiliarisation

Personalisation Lack of Control

Catering Unpredictability

Signal Noise

Echo Chamber Indifference

There are, however, levels of implementation between convergence and divergence in 
which, while there is an overall convergent or divergent approach, they implement 
divergent or convergent concepts, respectively, to reduce the echo-chamber/indiffer-
ence potential of each system. As such, we need to distinguish between Absolute from 
Relative convergence and divergence.

4.3.2. Absolute convergence and Relative convergence

In Absolute convergence (A-convergence) systems, all data leads to one representation 
of the user. This representation, while constantly improving, would be the canonical 
representation of the user’s interests, such as with Google Search.

Relative convergence (R-convergence) systems, on the other hand, create distinct rep-
resentations of the user based on different entry points, which may not relate to each 
other. Returning to Netflix, certain recommendations are specifically based on things 
the user has previously seen. This can also be observed in online shopping platforms 
such as Amazon.com, which recommends certain items based on items the user has 
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viewed or purchased before. The suggestions aren’t being created on the whole of the 
user’s actions, as in Google Search, but on specific actions.

4.3.3. Absolute divergence and Relative divergence

Absolute divergence (A-divergence) occurs when the system returns a different result 
every single time, without limiting factors. If we return to the case of randomyoutube.
net, while there is a chance one would see the same video twice, given the 2,907,475 
random videos available to the platform (more if we consider the entirety of YouTube), 
this is highly unlikely, making it, in practicality, A-divergent.

Relative divergence (R-divergence) systems are those who diverge within specific pa-
rameters. For example, when randomly drawing from a card deck, the resulting card is 
unpredictable, but it is constrained by the cards within the deck. When applied to the 
example above of, consider not the entirety of YouTube but a particular channel or play-
list. The randomised video is still unpredictable—hence, divergent—but relative only to 
the videos that consists the channel or playlist.

Through R-convergence or R-divergence systems, we can design systems that can 
foresee a user’s intentions and cater towards them, while at the same time introduc-
ing unpredictability, or to create systems that aim to surprise users through chance 
and randomness but keeping the user engaged and interested in what is being present-
ed. In the following chapters we propose a framework that enables the design of both 
R-convergent and R-divergent serendipitous systems, by observing and analysing the 
specific methods and processes used to provoke serendipity in both explicit and implicit 
serendipitous systems.

Convergent and Divergent
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5. Wrapping up PART I

In PART I we aimed towards establishing an understanding of serendipity, its signifi-
cance, how it occurs, and its impact. To do so we began with an analysis of the historical 
origin of the term, how it was received within literary and academic circles, and how 
this influenced its definition, namely on the interplay between the role of chance and 
the acuity of the serendipist. This led to a framing of serendipity, as it pertains to the 
objectives of this research, in its fundamental traits of unpredictability and value, when 
considering the interactor’s experience of it. We finished this exploration of the concept 
and term of serendipity with an analysis of the domains in which we are able to identify 
a significant impact from serendipitous experiences.

Having addressed the term itself, we examined the actual moment when serendipity is 
experienced, establishing the serendipitous pattern. This was done first by a review of 
the existing models from information discovery theory, as well as those that are dedi-
cated to serendipity itself. Due to this research’s framing within interaction design, we 
grounded our proposed model for the serendipitous pattern within Norman’s action 
cycle. Through this we were able to identify the fundamental and necessary stages for 
each serendipitous experience, starting with a pre-required Prepared Mind (Stage 0), 
that encompasses the interactor’s role in the pattern, the serendipitous moment begins 
in earnest with Trigger (Stage 1), in which a Thing, a Place, an Event, or an Agent claim’s 
the serendipist’s attention. This leads to recognition of potential from the serendipist, 
manifested in a moment of Epiphany (Stage 2) which leads directly to an identification 
of the value of the experience concerning the serendipist’s requirements. While there 
is an immediate derived value ending the serendipitous pattern, this value can be in-
creased or decreased following the experience according to its relative impact upon the 
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serendipist experience. Lastly, we have identified three core manifestations of value: as 
knowledge acquired (this can be new knowledge, or previously known but meanwhile 
forgotten); a particular experience (where serendipity is felt but no particular insight is 
gathered or created); and lastly serendipitous value can be manifested as a creative act, 
in which there is a tangible outcome from the serendipitous experience in the form of a 
novel idea or creation.

This is followed with an analysis of the role chance plays on serendipity itself. While 
Walpole’s original definition identified the accidental nature of serendipity, we argue 
that serendipity needs only to be experienced as accidental, manifested in its unpre-
dictability. This led to a separation between what we define as Natural Serendipity and 
Artificial Serendipity, the latter being the relevant focus point of our following research, 
as it allows for the design of serendipity (or at least the design towards serendipity, by 
creating the necessary conditions in which serendipity may occur).

We end PART I with an analysis of what we define as serendipitous systems: systems 
that are designed, explicitly or implicitly, to enable serendipity in user interaction. We 
also explored two different ideological approaches in the design of serendipitous sys-
tems: Following Negroponte’s Daily Me/Daily Us dichotomy, we propose a distinction 
between Convergent and Divergent systems, identifying the specific mechanics of each 
and proposing a distinction between Absolute and Relative convergence and diver-
gence, through which a median approach between the signal/noise ratio is achieved.

As such we proceed to PART II where we will address our proposal for how one is able 
to design towards serendipity in the digital medium.

Part I: Understanding Serendipity—Wrapping up PART I
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Introduction

We have established, in PART I, an understanding of serendipity, its mechanics and 
how it can manifest in the digital medium. We will now explore how designers can 
leverage the unique advantages that the digital medium has to offer in order to create 
systems that afford serendipity. 

To do so, we identified three relevant areas: Human Activities, Human Patterns and 
Heuristics for serendipity. Through the analysis of these three areas—which constitute 
our Framework for Serendipity—we are able to approach the why, where and how of 
serendipity in interaction design.

A FRAMEWORK FOR SERENDIPITY HEURISTICS

UNEXPECTED INTERACTION

ENCOURAGING EXPLORATION

GUIDING THE INTERACTION

INTERACTOR CEDES CONTROL

LINKING INFORMATION

TIMELY INTERACTIONS
HUMAN FACTORS

INTERNAL FACTORS

PREOCCUPATION

INTERACTION ENGAGEMENT

INTERACTION DYNAMICS

HUMAN ACTIVITIES

COLLABORATING

CREATING

INFORMATION INTERACTION

PLAYING

SOCIAL NETWORKING

WAYFARING

Fig. 10: Framework for Serendipity: Human Factors, Human Activities, and Heuristics.
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6. Human Factors

In order to establish the serendipitous framework, we need to consider the role that 
human agents play in the interaction. Jenifer Tidwell, in Designing Interfaces, identi-
fied 14 behaviour patterns for interaction design that address a number of expectations 
users may have regarding any interaction.51 To design with these behaviour factors in 
mind, “will help users achieve their goals far more effectively than interfaces that don’t.” 
(Tidwell 2010, 75) 

As it pertains to this research, we build upon Tidwell’s behaviour patterns and propose 
human factors for serendipity, since not all human behaviours are conducive to seren-
dipitous experiences. In this chapter we will address the different human behaviours 
and mind-sets that do.

The first of the Human Factors—Internal Factors—are an exploration of the implica-
tions of Walpole’s sagacity in the original description of serendipity, in order to gain a 
better understanding of what “sagacity” entails. In the literature we observe attempts 
to address the vagueness of Walpole’s description, such as with Austin’s inclusion of 
a need for “general behaviour” and “individualized action”, Boger’s and Björneborn’s 
need for preoccupation by part of the serendipist, Roberts “awareness”, “curiosity”, 
flexible thinking”, and “persistence” (1989), Rance and Makri’s seven “serendipitous 
strategies”(2016),52 and McCay-Peet and Toms three internal factors “relating to the in-

51  Namely Safe Exploration, Instant Gratification, Satisficing, Changes in Midstream, Deferred Choices, 
Incremental Construction, Habituation, Microbreaks, Spatial Memory, Prospective Memory, Streamlined 
Repetition, Keyboard Only, Other People’s Advice, Personal Recommendations. (Tidwell 2010, 9)
52  “varying their routines; being observant; making mental space; relaxing their boundaries; drawing 
on previous experiences; looking for patterns; seizing opportunities.” (Race and Makri 2016, 21)
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dividual”: openness, prepared mind, and ability to make connections. (McCay-Peet and 
Toms 2015) 

Based upon these previous attempts at gathering an understanding of the factors as-
sociated with sagacity, Björneborn proposes a framework for serendipity as an affor-
dance—which may arise through “a correspondence between environmental and personal 
factors”—, offering 3 key personal factors for serendipity (that articulate with his 3 key 
affordances for serendipity): curiosity, mobility, and sensitivity. (Björneborn 2017) Of 
these 3 key personal factors, Björneborn proposes 10 personal sub-factors.

Building upon Björneborn framework,53 and considering the context of this research in 
interaction design, we propose a new top-level structure that describes the whole of the 
human influence regarding the interaction: 

Starting from the interactor’s Internal Factors—that is, the human characteristics and 
personality traits—, which include Björneborn’s Curiosity and Sensitivity personal 
factors, we approach the intrinsic qualities of the interactor that are favourable to in-
crease the potential of experiencing serendipity.

Following the internal factors, we explore the level of Preoccupation (Bogers and 
Björneborn 2013) of the interactor: the needs and motivations that precedes interaction.

Following the Preoccupation factor, in Interaction Engagement we explore the distinct 
modes of engagement of the serendipist with the interaction that leads to serendipity.

Lastly, in Interaction Dynamics we build upon Björneborn’s mobility personal factor, 
examining their implications in interactions with the digital medium.

The factors here described are specific to interactions aimed at serendipity and should be 
considered in addition to other patterns that are concerned with interaction in general, 

53  Björneborn’s article was published while we were finalising this chapter and having previously 
identified the exploration, idleness, playfulness, Purposelessness, purposefulness, and fore-
ground/background question sub-factors. However, Björneborn’s own research not only closely relat-
ed to our own but added relevant information in such fashion that we thought necessary to incorporate 
his framework into our own, while focusing within the context of interaction design. This, however, high-
lights the emergency of the discussion and subject within our current zeitgeist.
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such as Tidwell’s. Also, these factors describe human behaviours instead of the system’s, 
which results in a certain degree of fuzziness regarding their observation and identifi-
cation, as any interaction can be the result, motivated, or influenced by a number of 
different human patterns at work.

The factors were gathered from both the literature and our own fieldwork observations, 
however as new methods of interaction are discovered and explored, different patterns 
may be identified in following work, as such these factors are in a constant state of flux.

A FRAMEWORK FOR SERENDIPITY HEURISTICS
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Fig. 11: Framework for Serendipity: Human Factors.

6.1. Internal Factors

As touched upon on the Stage 0: Prepared Mind of Chapter 2, there are certain traits and 
qualities from the serendipist that permits her to experience serendipity and describes 
someone that is “serendipity prone” (Merton & Barber, 2004). As observed by Race and 
Makri: “cultivating serendipity depends on personal internal characteristics” (2016). 
These constitute the specific Internal Factors here described.

There is a number of terms that have been utilised to describe these internal factors, 
such as curious (McCay-Peet and Toms 2011; Keller 2007; Roberts 1989), sensitive 
(Erdelez 1999), persistent (Roberts 1989), observant (Makri et al. 2014), alert (Cunha, 
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2010; Makri et al., 2014), assiduous (Cunha 2010; Makri et al. 2014), outgoing and spon-
taneous (Heeter and Greenberg 1985 in Rice, McCreadie, and Chang 2001), among 
many others. 

From these aforementioned traits identified in the literature and starting from 
Bjorneborn’s key personal factors (in specific the Curiosity and Sensitivity factors), we 
gathered here the observed necessary internal factors that enable serendipity.

6.1.1. Curiosity

The first of Björneborn’s key personal factor for serendipity, Curiosity is systematically 
identified within the literature as a crucial element of serendipity. Erdelez observes that 
curiosity, adventure seeking, and a wide range of interests are often found among fre-
quent encounterers (1997); Stoskopf (2005), while arguing that serendipity is key to the 
advancements of science, states that “curiosity and observation are necessary precur-
sors to scientific discovery”; Åkerström points to the connection between curiosity and 
serendipity, arguing that, without curiosity, observations would never be transformed 
into “findings” (2013); and Toms argues for the importance of stimulating curiosity and 
encouraging exploration in the pursuit of knowledge has been around for quite some 
time (2000). Likewise, Race and Makri identified curiosity as one of the internal fac-
tors for serendipity (besides “observant”, “alert”, and “assiduous”), highlighting its role 
as a way to push beyond the boundaries of self-limiting knowledge, creating potential 
openings for accidental discovery, while warning for the dangers of a lack of curiosity:

A researcher who lacks curiosity may be quick to dispel outlier or anomalous 
data that could be triggers for accidental discovery. If they lack curiosity, fund-
ing agencies, researchers, and their associated administrative structures may 
fail to support projects that explore beyond what we already know to be feasible. 
Students who lack curiosity ingest information lazily, skipping key steps that 
lead to personal discovery—such as analyzing, connecting to prior knowledge, 
and exploring implications. (Race and Makri 2016)

McCay-Peet and Toms (2011), in the their analysis of Björneborn’s ten dimensions for 
serendipity (2008), identified curiosity as one of the five that had observable serendip-
itous results, drawing attention to the fact that this factor in particular underlined the 
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active role of the individual “in the success or failure of a serendipity-enabling envi-
ronment” (McCay-Peet and Toms 2011), where the serendipist is an active agent, rather 
than a passive one, in the observation and interaction with the medium and environ-
ment in which serendipity occurs.

Lastly, Keller (2007) argues that curiosity, while key to serendipity, is often hindered in 
our current funding and education systems, and that is often unrecognised as signifi-
cant in scientific innovation.

In our framework we have identified two sub-factors that are intrinsic to curiosity. These 
sub-factors—receptiveness and playfulness—were modelled from Björneborn’s 
sub-factors—Interest, Playfulness, and Inclusiveness. However, in our research while we 
maintain the playfulness sub-factor, we aggregate both Interest and Inclusiveness into 
the more wide-reaching concept of receptiveness, as we consider a more apt and in-
clusive trait that explores the same principles of Björneborn’s original sub-factors, as 
well as others that we consider applicable.

Receptiveness
Curiosity is dependent of the ability of the interactor to be receptive to the unknown 
and unexpected, particularly considering the necessity of stepping out of the comfort 
zone of personalisation and content catering within the rich and diverse information 
available in the digital medium. 

Receptiveness addresses both McCay-Peet and Tom’s openness ”to be curious or open 
or receptive to experience” (2015), as well as both Björneborn’s interest sub-factor—“to 
find something interesting that may trigger some of our uncountable, bigger or smaller 
interests”54 (2017)—and the inclusiveness sub-factor—“being flexible and allowing im-
perfection, uncertainty, and mistakes” (2017)—, as we believe that both manifest in the 
capacity of the serendipist to accommodate to the unknown and incorporate them in 
their own needs.

54  In our research we observed that while the serendipist does not need, necessarily, to have a partic-
ular interest in the specific triggers she needs, however, to be open the serendipitous potential of them. 
In our fieldwork, for example, when asked students to incorporate random images into a larger design 
project, while the students did not reveal a particular interest in the images per se, those that that were 
open to experimentation (in other words, that manifested receptiveness) experienced serendipity in 
their own work.
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Receptiveness is what permits the serendipist to articulate the unexpected trigger into 
pre-existing preoccupation and derive value from it. It is represented in van Andel’s “no 
hypothesis” and “forgetting” (1994), may be the defining characteristic to Erdelez’s su-
per-encounterers (1999), and on Makri et al. “relaxing boundaries” and “making mental 
space” (2014).

This trait was identified not only in the literature review but also on our own fieldwork, 
as we observed that those who were receptive to incorporate unpredictability into their 
own work not only reported experiencing serendipity (while not necessarily expressed 
in such terms55), as well as evidenced arguably richer results, creatively.

Playfulness
Play is key to creativity. To use Edward de Bono’s concept of vertical and lateral modes 
of thought (2009), when the user is in an analytical, logic-based mind-set—that is, a 
vertical mode of thought—she’s less prone to new, lateral, and possibly relevant infor-
mation that might lead to a creative breakthrough that she would have in a horizontal 
mode of thought. 

As such, by encouraging playfulness, a system is able to encourage this horizontal 
mode of thought that is permissive for moments of creativity. When combined with 
methods for unsought discoveries, these systems, as noted by Thudt, Hinrichs, and 
Carpendale, can utilise play “as a facilitator of creativity might also stimulate serendip-
itous discoveries.” (2012)

Playfulness is Björneborn’s second personal sub-factor for serendipity, inspired by 
Walz’s “ludic architecture” and “ludic practices in space” (Walz 2010, 133), and arguing 
that serendipity “can be viewed as a ludic practice in space; as a playful way of tinker-
ing and making use of cross-contacts, etc., encountered in unplanned ways.”, Likewise 
drawing attention to the relationships between play and creativity and closely relat-
ing play with “unplannedness”, or the capacity of being spontaneous, improvising, and 
playing.

55  We observed that the word serendipity, or its Portuguese translation “serendipidade”, is fairly un-
known and unused among Portuguese speakers, opting instead for terms such as curiosity, inspiration, 
surprise, epiphany, and joy to describe these experiences.
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6.1.2. Sensitivity

Sensitivy regards the sensory capabilities of the serendipist, that allows her to sense and 
experience her environment and surroundings and, as such, to identify and observe the 
input that may act as triggers for the serendipitous experience.

Serendipity is fundamentally based on the presence of bodies available for a 
multi-sensoriality cognitive experience. (Levy 2011, 45 in Björneborn 2017)

Björneborn identifies three personal sub-factors of Sensitivity: attention, surprise, and 
experience. While we concur on attention and experience, we do not consider surprise 
as a personal sub-factor, as surprise is dependent of a number of factors beyond those 
inherit to the interactor herself. However, one may argue that surprise is the necessary 
result of the attention sub-factor, coupled with the unexpectedness of the trigger.

Attention
Björneborn highlights the need for the interactor to be attentive as “crucial for noticing 
serendipitous affordances”. Related to the immersion Interaction Dynamic, attention 
here refers to a specific trait and capacity of the interactor, similarly identified by Rubin 
et al. as “act of noticing: observation/attention” (2001), and “being observant” (Makri 
et al., 2014).

This was corroborated in our own research as the level of attention of the partici-
pants would translate in a better understanding of the processes, a greater immersion, 
as well as an increased noticing of potential triggers, all contributing to an increase in 
moments of serendipity.

Experience
Björneborn’s experience sub-factor refers to the previous knowledge, “concerns” 
(Rubin et al. 2011), or background that the serendipist possesses and that allows them 
to recognise the serendipitous potential in a particular trigger. This was addressed by 
Race and Makri’s as “topical knowledge”:
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Being open to the possibility of serendipity entails knowing enough to recog-
nize the significance of an accidental discovery and successfully exploiting the 
moment. (Race and Makri 2016, 18)

As Race and Makri argue, without the necessary knowledge, one is unable to recognise 
the value of a potential moment of serendipity, instead it is considered a mere coinci-
dence, a chance encounter, or simply ignored. Furthermore, Race and Makri, citing 
Johnson (2010), draw attention to the importance of interdomain knowledge, where 
one is able to connect ideas from different disciplines, increasing the potential for truly 
unexpected, and original, insight, and “expanding our knowledge horizons beyond the 
topics we already know something about and beyond our existing domains of exper-
tise.” (Race and Makri 2016) We, in this case, prefer Björneborn’s term as it encompass-
es more than tacit knowledge, including the serendipist’s whole human experience as 
an influencing factor.

6.2. Preoccupation

Considering serendipity as a process of creative breakthrough that is instigated by an 
unanticipated event, the serendipitous moment should answer to a motivation or ne-
cessity of the user, even if not consciously aware of it existing but that, through expe-
riencing the serendipitous moment, is made visible. As Merton and Barber define it, 
this act of discovery must be “strategic” in the sense that it has “implications which 
bear upon generalised theory” (2004, 196). This, however, and as Merton himself noted, 
refers more to “what the observer brings to the datum than the datum to itself”. This 
preoccupation (Bogers and Björneborn 2013) that is added by the observer may come in 
the form of a foreground or background question.

6.2.1. Foreground Question

Foreground question or “problem/interest” (Bogers and Björneborn 2013) refers to 
an identified need that precedes and motivates the interaction. In this case there is a 
manifested intention by the interactor, but the interaction itself might offer complemen-
tary information, leading the interactor to unexpected paths, or even offering insight 
to a completely different preoccupation. As an illustration, the interactor may have the 
intention of discovering a book on a particular subject when going to the library but, 
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while in the library, she may find something unexpected but nevertheless relevant and 
valuable.

Systems can, and have, been designed to motivate the user to reach the breakthrough 
moment and that transforms what seemed to be an unrelated fact into a meaningful 
one. Brian Eno and Peter Schmidt’s Oblique Strategies (1975) are an example of such 
systems in which, aphorisms that are vague enough to accommodate meaning and in-
terpretation in most circumstances and can be used strategically in moments of need. 
The system is used when there is an identified—foreground—question, but the result is 
unpredictable.

6.2.2. Background Question

Background questions, whoever, are preoccupations that do not motivate the inter-
action but exist nonetheless and are manifested through the serendipitous experience 
itself. This is the unexpected finding of articles of interest in an “information journey” 
(Adams and Blandford 2005) or, as put by Adams: “information need being recognized 
at the time of information discover rather than the more common situation of discovery 
following recognition of need.” (2005) Background questions are key to the moments 
of “micro-serendipity” in “everyday contexts, conditions, and attributes of serendipity.” 
(Bogers and Björneborn 2013)

6.3. Interaction Engagement

The following human factors address what are the interactor’s actions (or lack-thereof) 
when interaction is initiated. We’ve identified three distinct possible engagement levels 
for the interaction: idleness—in which the interactor is not engaged, and the inter-
action is initiated by the system—, Purposelessness—where there is no identifiable 
intention or goal for the interaction—, and purposefulness—where there is.

6.3.1. Idleness

Idleness refers to when the interactor isn’t actively engaged with a system, be it because 
they’re in between interactions, switching from one system to another, or away from 
the system altogether. As creative breakthroughs are often associated with moments of 
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idleness (Csíkszentmihályi and Sawyer 1995), serendipitous systems could take advan-
tage of a perceived idleness.

With current technology (such as wearables), systems are able to more precisely detect 
idle times and act accordingly, allowing for a deeper exploration of this pattern.

6.3.2. Purposelessness

Purposelessness refers to the state of interacting with a system without a specific 
aim or goal, as goal-driven interactions are less conducive to serendipitous experiences 
(Toms 2000), often referred to as “capricious” (Bawden 1986, 211) or “serendipitous” 
(Cove and Walsh 1988) browsing.

Besides “capricious”, Bawden proposes two other types of browsing: “purposive” and 
“exploratory” or “semi-purposive” (1986, 211). Both purposive and exploratory (or 
semi-purposive) types of browsing require a degree of intentionality. The former as a de-
liberate seeking of new information, while the latter a search for inspiration. Capricious 
browsing, however, is one that results from a “random examination of material without 
a definite goal”. In it, the information seeker acts upon unforeseen information and, 
of it, a goal emerges. This capricious type of browsing is where the Purposelessness 
pattern occurs.

Cove and Walsh (1987) proposes the concept of serendipitous browsing (as well as search 
and general purpose) as one of three other types of browsing. They define serendipitous 
browsing as “purely random, unstructured and undirected activity”, akin to Bawden’s 
“capricious” browsing.

De Bruijn and Spence expand further on the concept of serendipitous browsing, pro-
posing two distinctive categories: opportunistic browsing, intentional but without goal, 
a “see what’s out there” mindset; and involuntary browsing: unintentional and goal-less, 
in which the user’s gaze wanders, without conscious aim, but may fixate on an informa-
tion item that can lead to serendipitous insight.
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When acting purposelessly, the interactor can float from opportunistic browsing to in-
voluntary browsing, being guided by queues afforded by the interface. Serendipitous 
systems can be designed in order to take advantage of both states.

6.3.3. Purposefulness

While we have identified a Purposelessness interaction engagement, we have also 
contemplated a case for a purposefulness behaviour in regard to serendipity.

While Purposelessness mostly concerns itself with browsing an interface, unmotivat-
ed by goal, this purposefulness refers to an active act of putting oneself open to the 
possibility of serendipity, or when serendipity occurs while one is actively engaged in a 
particular activity.

This is often used in creative practices in order to allow the system to create surprises 
or creative breakthroughs, and related to the foreground question preoccupation, in 
which there is an intention that precedes interaction, and an active act of interacting. 

While Toms (2000) observed that purpose diminish the potential for serendipity, this 
may be adverted by systems designed to remove control from the interactor, as in the 
Interactor Cedes Control, Unexpected Interaction, or Timely Interactions heuristics, in 
which the interactor puts herself in a state of wanting to be surprised, and by mindfully 
cultivating a state of Receptiveness.

6.4. Interaction Dynamics

As Interaction Dynamics we refer to the actions that are enabled by the medium and 
that are carried out by the interactor. These dynamics—corresponding to Björneborn’s 
Mobility factor—when present in a particular environment and corresponding with 
the respective affordances of that environment,56 makes it conducive for experiencing 
serendipity.

56  Namely accessibility, multi-reachability, explorability, and slowability. (Björneborn 2017)
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6.4.1. Searching

The first dynamic, as well as the first sub-factor of Björneborn’s Mobility personal factor, 
searching refers to the purposefulness act of looking for something, goal-directedly, 
convergently (Björneborn, 2008), and being confronted with an unplanned discovery 
that leads to a particular insight relating to that particular search (such as described in 
the foreground question preoccupation).

While Toms study observed that “when the interaction was not guided by an objective, 
user decisions seemed less definitive and less predictable” (Toms 2000), and therefore 
there is an increase of the potential for serendipity in the form of unplanned discover-
ies, serendipitous systems may encourage detours or offer connections to initial search 
queries, not initially foreseen by the user.

6.4.2. Immersion

The second dynamic (and personal sub-factor for serendipity) immersion, refers to a 
level of engagement of the interactor with the interaction itself.

Immersion in the digital medium is a metaphor for “the physical experience of being 
submerged in water” (Murray 1997, 98), but here the interactor is submerged in the ex-
perience of interacting with the medium. It occurs when the interactor is absorbed in 
the interaction itself, invested and believing in it, and is disrupted when there is “incon-
sistency and incompleteness of the environment”. (Murray 2012, 425)

Through immersion, the interactor may experience serendipity through interacting 
with an “information-rich environment” (McCay-Peet and Toms 2011), through which, 
and while maintaining agency in the interaction (Murray 2012, 425), would “inevitably 
[lead] to serendipity” (Björneborn 2017).

6.4.3. Exploring

Exploring is Björneborn’s third personal sub-factor of mobility (which we define as 
Interaction Dynamics) as refers to “divergent behaviour” that “may expand our infor-
mation horizons and lead to serendipitous encounters.” (Björneborn 2017)
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Björneborn, quoting Bates (2007), presents the argument that exploration was neces-
sary from an evolutionary perspective, as it allowed “motile” animals the ability to ex-
plore new environments or information, increasing the possibilities to discover new 
food sources, mates, and spaces free of predators. In sum, exploration had the potential 
for a “positive payoff for the animal”.

Regardless of its evolutionary inception, in contemporary settings exploration is key to 
creativity, particularly to Boden’s non-combinatorial creativity:

Exploration is the start of non-combinational creativity. Indeed, if the style of 
thought is an interesting one […], then even just exploring it will lead to many 
novelties, and may reasonably be regarded as ‘creative’. (Boden 2004, 58)

Throughout our fieldwork research, we observed that those who dedicated more time 
experimenting and exploring the systems were more likely to yield positive results in 
the long run (Melo et al. 2016). As such, we modelled this pattern according to Bartle’s 
“explorer” category of player, those that “seek out the new”. (2004, 130) 

Explorers, when engaged with serendipitous systems, are more likely to experiment, 
to favour the interaction and the experience, as opposed to users that are goal-driven. 
This was observed by Toms, in her study of digital newspapers, where participants that 
weren’t given a particular goal “were less concerned about selecting a priori meaningful 
content, but were more interested in coverage and exploration.” (2000)

Systems that are designed in order to encourage free-form exploration may create 
the necessary conditions of experiencing serendipity. This was the guiding principle 
in Shigeru Miyamoto’s design of The Legend of Zelda (1986), which was inspired by 
Miyamoto’s experience of travelling the country “without a map, trying to find [his] 
way, stumbling on amazing things as [he] went.” (Sheff 2011, 51) As such, The Legend 
of Zelda hides various secrets that can only be found by the player through extensive 
exploration of the game world.
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6.4.4. Stumbling

Stumbling, the last dynamic (as well as Björneborn’s fourth personal sub-factor of mo-
bility), references the act of “coming across”, “happening upon” and “stumbling upon” 
(Björneborn 2017) information that may act as triggers for serendipitous experiences, 
as exemplified by Picasso’s famed quote “je ne cherche pas, je trouve” 57 (in Boden 2004, 
142), serendipity occurs when one accommodates unexpected detours in an interaction. 

Serendipitous systems may be designed in order to promote this act of stumbling (such 
as the autologically-named StumbleUpon).

6.5. Summary

These human factors represent different mental models, expectations, modes of thought 
and modes of acting of the interactor that will influence the interaction with a system. 
In order for a system to provide a serendipitous experience, it needs to accommodate 
and design towards accentuating the internal factors (such as encouraging curiosity in 
the interactor), identify the relevant preoccupation (will the system be utilised with a 
foreground or a background question), consider the specific engagement level (if 
it is the system or the interactor that initiates interaction), and encourage the specific 
dynamics within its interface design.

Furthermore, the human factors here described, when designing a serendipitous sys-
tem, should be articulated with the particular human activities (as described in the 
following chapter) that the interactor is engaged with.

While the factors were described separately, they are not, for the most part mutually ex-
clusive (with some exceptions, such as with Purposelessness and purposefulness). 
In fact, a particular serendipitous system can be designed in order to take advantage 
of a number of these factors. In the Analysis chapter, we will discuss examples of such 
systems.

57  I do not search, I find.
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7. Human Activities

In Part I we observed that the domains of serendipity—meaning the contributions of 
serendipity—could be summarised in two larger fields: Innovation and Creativity and 
Information Discovery. We also identified three possible outcomes of serendipity as 
perceived value: as knowledge, experience, and creativity.

In this section, we shall explore how these domains of serendipity and their manifesta-
tion as value translate into different activities that are carried out by interactors within 
the digital medium, through the identification of different clusters of activity related 
to serendipitous systems, highlighting common strategies and illustrating the various 
possibilities of action that are possible for these systems.

According to Janet Murray, the digital medium has four particular affordances: proce-
dural, participatory, spatial, and encyclopaedic (Murray 1997, 71). These affordances de-
fine the design space of digital systems, with some “exploiting one property more than 
another.” (Murray 2012, 51) Likewise, the activities here identified correlate to Murray’s 
affordances, some with a more direct correspondence (such as collaborating and par-
ticipatory) while others (such as playing) are transversal across all of the affordances of 
the medium. The defining factor for the Human Activities of this framework is that they 
reflect the different verbs that are possible in the medium (or which the medium affords) 
while encouraging serendipitous experiences.

While at the time of writing, we consider this a list that is representative of the state of 
human activities in the digital medium where serendipity can manifest, as the medium 
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grows and expands, so can these activities, accommodating new methods of interaction 
in which serendipity can be experienced.
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Fig. 12: Framework for Serendipity: Human Activities.

7.1. Collaborating

As observed by Murray, the computer is a participatory medium and, increasingly, this 
means a social participatory one, due to its ability to allow one-to-one, one-to-many, 
many-to-many, synchronous and asynchronous communication (Murray 2012, 56). 
This has permitted different forms of serendipitous collaborations.

As we have observed, both places as other agents can act as triggers for the serendipi-
tous pattern. Through allowing for a shared space, such as Tee et al. Community Bar 
(2006)58 or through connecting multiple agents such as with Tanaka et al.’s CC-Remix 
(2005),59 systems can create an environment that, through making the interactors aware 
of each other’s activities, or through relinquishing control to a different agent, allows 
for serendipity.

58  Described in page 192.
59  Described in page 185.
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Furthermore, the digital medium, through its capacity to connect different people, is 
one that permits the interdisciplinary that is fundamental to serendipity (Olma 2016, 
145), particularly if systems are design in order to allow diverse and transversal connec-
tions, enabling and encouraging Björneborn’s diversifiability affordance for serendipi-
ty, specifically—in the case of serendipitous collaborations—his cross-contacts sub-af-
fordance where “Serendipity may happen when dissimilar resources (information, 
things, people, etc.) meet or collide across contact surfaces, edges, intersections, etc.” 
(Björneborn 2017) In the case of collaborating, this occurs when there is a cross-contact 
of different agents, bringing different information and/or actions, creating unpredicta-
ble connections with a potential for serendipity.
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7.2. Creating

As observed in Chapter 2: The Serendipitous Pattern, creativity is an identified serendip-
itous value. In this section we will observe how serendipity has been utilised as a process 
for creativity in the digital medium.

When exploring serendipity in creative practices, we are able to observe methods and 
processes that have been used throughout history as ways to break creative blocks and 
provoke inspiration and ideation. These methods and practices are similar to those of-
ten used in divination and fortune telling. In these mystical practices, serendipity is the 
experience of discovering meaning on what chance provokes, such as in the drawing for 
Tarot cards in cartomancy, or the yarrow sticks in the I Ching. In these cases, chance 
and randomness were used to draw symbolic representations of ideas that, when con-
fronted with the thoughts, expectations, and experiences of that whose luck was being 
foretold, would gain meaning and value. The system itself had not inherent value be-
sides the one that was added to it through the divination act. When chance60 created a 
meaningful event, for the believer it would result in serendipity.

The practice extended to cultural productions in the form of bibliomancy, such as 
with Sortes Homericae, Sortes Virgilianae and Sortes Sanctorum in which the works of 
Homer, Virgil, and the Bible, respectively, were used for divination, through the draw-
ing of a random page, sentence, or line. (Usher 2015) Serendipity came when the pas-
sage reflected a question or worry of the reader.

This same concept, devoid of mysticism and applied to creative practice, can be found 
in Brian Eno and Peter Schmidt’s Oblique Strategies, where cards taken randomly offer 
aids that can be used to break through creative blocks. The aphorisms printed on these 
cards—just as in the divination practices—are often vague and abstract and it is up to 
the user to interpret them in a way that can be applied to their own work.

60  And, perhaps, the skill of the fortune-teller.
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Fig. 13: Oblique Strategies (1975). Image by Cory Doctorow.61

Serendipity extends beyond ideation and into the creative act itself,62 in which the ser-
endipist utilises certain practices (explored in the heuristic Interactor Cedes Control) in 
order to let herself be surprised by the creative act (as in the Purposefulness human 
pattern).

61  CC BY-SA 2.0. https://flic.kr/p/eLVW55. 
62  We have explored the potential of serendipity within the context of creative acts—namely in design 
practices—as part of the fieldwork conducted in this research. This has been explained in detail in the 
Appendices.
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7.3. Information Interaction

Interacting with information, be it on the web, a digital catalogue, or our own personal 
documents, is one of the key areas of activity of serendipitous systems. This is especially 
true when there is a financial gain to keeping users engaged with the system, and here 
serendipity, as a user experience, has an important role for continuing and enhancing 
this engagement.

Regarding the objectives of this research we are concerned with the type of information 
interaction that can be described as encountering (Erdelez 1997), here defined by Raya 
Fidel:

People encounter information when they “bump into” information they were 
not seeking at the time—information that can solve a particular information 
problem that presented itself in the past or is schedule to be solved in the future. 
[…] Today, various terms are used, such as serendipity, casual information-gath-
ering, passive information-seeking, incidental information acquisition, and ac-
cidental discovery of information. All these phrases mean encountering, but 
they are not synonymous, as each represents a slightly different approach and 
has a unique flavor. (Fidel 2012)

Encountering is characterised by the unsought discovery of information, distinguished 
from the active, problem- and goal-driven information seeking, and is visible through-
out the digital medium: from search results, to social networks, to Wikipedia. In fact, as 
evidenced by Campos and Figueiredo, “the web is, in fact, recognised as a well-suited 
medium for information encountering” (2002) as, according to Toms “people immerse 
themselves in the items that interest them, meandering from topic to topic while con-
currently recognizing interesting and informative information en route.” (2002)

While nowadays we talk about searching the web, prior to search engines being the 
predominant method of discovering websites, the verb most often associated with nav-
igating from web page to web page was surfing. One would surf the web, going from to 
hyperlink to hyperlink, often via curated websites, organised within categories. Front-
pages, such as Yahoo!’s became popular for this kind of information discovery. 
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Even the software we use to access the web is referred to as a “browser”, suggesting a 
notion of wandering. To browse is to be noncommittal, to read superficially, perhaps 
even randomly.

With the advent of the search engine we no longer surf, we ferry across the web, being 
taken directly to our goals, without much opportunity for chance or side tracks.

Even if Google considers search a “serendipitous engine” (Krotoski 2011), when using a 
search engine the onus of information discovery is on the part of the user, which has an 
active, not passive, role in the information interaction process. When presented with a 
search box, the user has to first have an idea of what she wants to discover. This could be 
as vague or as particular as the user requires, which may result in a feeling of searcher’s 
block, where the user does not know what she needs to input in the search field in order 
to get the desirable result.

This means that goal-less information retrieval is now much harder. Certain systems 
proposed new methods for introducing information discoverability. Two of such sys-
tems StumbleUpon and Max have distinct approaches.

StumbleUpon’s premise is to enable its users to, as its name indicates, stumble upon 
interesting websites. Starting with a declaration of the user’s interests, the platform se-
quentially shows websites randomly63 which it had indexed in its database and are cate-
gorised according to the user’s preferences. The user can then like or dislike the particu-
lar website being shown, improving the algorithm. Pressing the “Stumble” button will 
present a new, randomly selected website.

63  Or pseudorandomly.
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Fig. 14: StumbleUpon’s interest selection menu.

Max (Campos and Figueiredo 2002) has no front-end GUI of its own. Instead it re-
cords and analyses the user’s browsing history and sends suggestions via email of links 
that it believes the user will be interested in. In order to deliver not only information 
that desired, but also new information, Max also adds to its suggestions alternatives 
pulled from random profiles, as well as random links. Max was able to produce 27.7% 
of unknown, relevant information, 5% of it being “unknown, unexpected” pages, that 
sparked a new area of interest, while 6.5% of the results showed “a new and unknown 
connection between two current domains of interest”. This led to the authors conclu-
sion that “programming for serendipity is possible.”
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PROFILES
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FROM: USER TO: USER

Fig. 15: Max’s architecture. (Campos and Figueiredo 2001)

While StumbleUpon requires engagement and constant feedback to improve the algo-
rithm. Max is passive and presents its recommendations at a later date, not forcing the 
user to act immediately on a suggested website. In StumbleUpon, you are taken website 
after website, with minimal control. In Max you choose which suggestion you wish to 
explore.

StumbleUpon requires user investment to improve the algorithm at a time where noise is 
greater than signal. And, depending on the user’s declared interests and StumbleUpon’s 
database, when the algorithm is sufficiently accurate to the user’s tastes, the system will 
then only show results catered to them, with the potential for unexpected websites, out-
side of these perceived tastes, greatly diminished.

Mitsikeru, another approach to information encountering on the web, models the user’s 
behaviour and, while interacting with a specific website, looks at the page linked in 
order to determine its relevance, as a means to “support users in their search for inter-
esting and relevant information.” (Beale 2007)

Nowadays, a common source of information encountering are social networks, such as 
Twitter or Facebook, where we stumble into tweets or posts: links and comments, vid-
eos and images. These, however, are reliant on our social connections: our self-made, 
self-chosen networks. Information comes to us, filtered by our acquaintances, which we 
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visit and casually scroll through. In most cases, there is no direct relationship between 
different bits of information that are presented in the feed.64

We have identified four main areas where information encountering is paramount, 
both to the intentions of the interactor, as well as those that create the different systems 
and platforms.

7.3.1. Data

Serendipity has been historically associated with scholarly activities: academics and li-
brarians, those often accustomed to the process of discovery new data amongst a large 
catalogue, and those to whom the relationship between ideation and discovery is key.

It is unsurprising then, that some65 interactive systems that deal with digital catalogues 
look towards provoking the feeling of wandering through bookshelves but in the digital 
medium, attempting to re-create the nostalgic quality of serendipitously discovering a 
book.

It is in these same scholarly systems that we can find analogue systems created to pro-
voke serendipity. Such is the case of the commonplace books, written compilations of 
information scholars came across, such as “proverbs, quotations, ideas, speeches” (Locke 
1706). These commonplace books differed from journals since they weren’t chronologic 
or introspective, but rather collections of data that the authors came across and found 
relevant. While some obeyed to a structure and taxonomy, with distinct methods of 
arranging and grouping information, others were organised more arbitrarily, with no 
apparent logic, creating surprising juxtapositions of information. (Eddy 2010) 

Regardless of organisational method, these commonplace books were methods of stor-
ing possibly pertinent information, to be retrieve on a latter moment, or to be perused 
in search of inspiration.

64  However, certain social networks (such as Facebook and Instagram) have started to algorithmically 
chance the order of the feed according to what they perceive to be more relevant.
65  Such as The Bohemian Bookshelf, StackLife, LibraryThing, or iBooks (particularly between iOS 4.3 
and iOS 6)
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Fig. 16: Sample page of a commonplace book, 1723.

We may cultivate serendipity through the methods we choose to organise informa-
tion. The was the case with German sociologist Niklas Luhmann, who practiced a 
unique method of organising his private notes, which he called his “secondary mem-
ory” (Schmidt 2016, 295) and that enabled him to “ask questions” to the system and 
be surprised by the answers, creating a file managing system that acted as a “surprise 
generator” (ibid) capable of generating creative ideas. This was made possible due to 
Luhmann’s unique organisation and categorisation method. 
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While the system did not have a systematic classification, both of his collections were 
roughly characterised according to subject area and divided across two larger collec-
tions. Each individual note created in DIN-A6 paper was assigned a number—corre-
sponding to a specific subject area—, followed by a comma (if it belonged on the first 
collection) or a slash (if it belonged to the second). However, as Luhmann pursued a 
new, but secondary, idea related to a particular note, he would place that note with the 
original one in his categorisation system, a process that could be repeated. For example, 
a card that was initially numbered 1,1, could lead to the creation of a new note related 
to the original, which would be given the number 1,1a, and be inserted between 1,1 and 
1,2. This process could be repeated with either a note numbered as 1,1a1 or 1,1b (if it was 
a continuation of 1,1a or a new concept that originated from 1,1), and so on. This led 
to a ‘inward’ growth of this collection, with combinations of numbers and letters up to 
13 digits (21/3a1p5c4fB1a), allowing for what Luhmann called a “capacity for internal 
ramifications” (innere Verzweigungsfähigkeit). (Schmidt 2016, 301)

Fig. 17: A Niklas Luhmann note numbered 17,1a. © This image is reproduced by permission of the 

Bielefeld University.
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Apart from the advantage of a potentially infinite taxonomy for his personal notes, 
as well as having any individual notes with a unique identifier (which means being 
able to exactly reference any particular note), the fact that this system abandons any 
conventional organisation or categorisation, establishes not a hierarchy but a network, 
is what makes of this system a method for serendipity. According to Luhmann him-
self, his method of organisation was a ‘cybernetic system’ “combination of disorder and 
order, of clustering and unpredictable combinations emerging from ad hoc selection”. 
(Luhmann, Zettelkasten ii, index card no. 9/8. in (Schmidt 2016, 295)) Entering a par-
ticular subject and following a stream of thought, being also able to be taken, at any mo-
ment, to a different, although related, subject makes this system not unlike something 
like Wikipedia, in which one is able to wander from topic to topic.

We are now able to observe two different—although equally valid—methods for achiev-
ing serendipity: with the commonplace books and Luhmann’s secondary memory, ser-
endipity occurs as the result of discovering or connecting different bits of information, 
organised within a system that easily affords those discoveries and connections; in the 
case of divination methods or creative aids such as the Oblique Strategies, serendipi-
ty occurs after chance and/or recombination of data (Cope 2005, 88) which creates a 
meaningful result or interpretation.

Considering the amount of information that is generated and stored digitally, or-
ganisation methods that were applied to physical storage of information (such as the 
aforementioned commonplace books, Luhmann’s system, or even the Dewey Decimal 
System) are now impractical. With the digital medium, the methods for organisation 
of physical information need to be replaced by new ones, that take advantage of the ca-
pacities of the medium, and are equally capable of providing serendipitous experiences.

Advances in search technology solved the problem of information seeking: by know-
ing something about what we are looking for, we are now able to find it, with a certain 
degree of accuracy. The question then becomes how do we discover what we don’t yet 
know, since a search box isn’t very helpful when one doesn’t know what to search for.

Several systems have attempted to solve this problem, through distinct methods. The 
Bohemian Bookshelf (Thudt, Hinrichs, and Carpendale 2012) approached this issue 
through recreating the feeling of wandering through a physical library or bookstore in 
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a digital catalogue, while taking advantage of the opportunities that the digital medium 
allows, as a way to “support serendipitous discoveries through information visualis-
ation”, through the use of specific visualisation design techniques.66

While to this date no validation of the serendipitous potential of the Bohemian Bookshelf 
has been made public, it remains a promising example of interaction design applied to-
wards serendipity, as one that attempts to translate the concepts related to serendipity 
into that of information visualisation and interface design, presenting a rich and novel 
system for browsing a digital catalogue.

This approach to serendipity in information discovery, and in particular in the brows-
ing of a digital catalogue through the use of the physical book metaphor as a method to 
recover the feeling of wandering through a bookshelf, can also be observed in ., a visual 
navigation for The Harvard Library System.

Designed to “help users explore topics, find the next works they need, and help others 
in their own explorations”, StackLife (formerly ShelfLife) uses the visual representation 
of the book as a metaphor for its metadata: horizontal lines tell how old the book is, 
vertical lines the number of pages (and this directly relates to the book’s physical form), 
while its colour (StackLife uses only shades of blue) represents how popular the book is: 
the darker the shade the more times its metadata has been downloaded.

Selecting the book sends the user to a Subject Stack: a new vertical stack that group 
books within a genre or theme. We also get access to Community Stacks—stacks that are 
user-generated—as well as tags associated with a particular book.

66  See Rhizomes in Encouraging Exploration.
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Fig. 18: StackLife’s visual representation of book spines.

The Bohemian Bookshelf and StackLife take the visual representation of the book and 
use it, in different forms, as metaphors for the exploration of a digital catalogue. Both 
explore serendipity within the same area of activity, attempting to provoke the feeling 
of discovering the right book at the right time. Both rely on visual metaphors, while at 
the same time taking advantage of digital medium and what it can offer, although, to 
this date, neither have demonstrated their serendipitous potential.

While both the Bohemian Bookshelf and StackLife use the concept of thematic group-
ing of information, DEVONThink—a macOS programme by DEVONTechnologies—
provides a similar functionality for information discovery, although with a different 
approach to the GUI. Relinquishing analogies to the physical world, the programme 
uses the paradigms of the OS for representing documents, be them books or other piec-
es of information. These documents are organised in a similar way as one organises 
documents in the Finder – the file manager and GUI shell used on macOS – through 
hierarchies of files, folders and tags. However, DEVONThink has a unique functionality 
that displays related information, one that Steven Berlin Johnson in Where Good Ideas 
Come From claims to “fosters private serendipity” (Johnson 2010). This functionali-
ty, called See Also & Classify analyses the content of an open document and searches 
DEVONThink’s database for similar documents, organised by Score. The metrics used 
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for this score aren’t clear, however it appears that it is based on common keywords be-
tween the documents. The stronger the score, the more common words the documents 
share between them.67

Fig. 19: DEVONThink’s UI, showing possible relationships between documents, organise by Score.

This is somewhat similar to Luhmann’s Zweitgedächtnis, but while it is still the user 
who ultimately decides on the relevance of the suggestion, the system can help discover 
connections that could, otherwise, remain hidden, just as van Andel’s previously exem-
plified contribution of a computer to the serendipitous process (van Andel 1994).

These recommended connections, however, lack any kind of granularity. If one could 
define which specific keywords one wanted to use for retrieving related documents 
(as well as which keywords to exclude), it could lead to more relevant results. For ex-
ample, one would want to discover articles related with creativity but unrelated to 
artistic practices. While this could be achieved through a boolean text search, which 
DEVONThink permits, this would eliminate the serendipitous act of discovering con-
nections that weren’t being looked for, as a text search required the user to know what 
to search for (as well as what to exclude). By showing the user what keywords were used 

67  The software appears to ignore synonyms and related words. Testing with two documents in the 
database: one with the word “dog” the other with the word “canine”, neither appeared in each other’s “See 
Also & Classify”.
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for suggesting similar documents, it could highlight relevant terms in the document 
used by DEVONThink’s score that the user was unaware. Still, increasing the complexity 
of the See Also & Classify functionality could have the contrary result to the expected, 
hence requiring testing.

While DEVONthink can help users discover related documents and, therefore, connec-
tions, it is the user that needs to initiate the action of discovering. The system is passive, 
receiving information and waiting for the user to engage.

Trevor et al., in their study Contextual Contact Retrieval (Trevor et al. 2004), present a 
system which attempts to show the user the right information, at the right time. A sys-
tem which, according to the authors, “supports serendipity”.

Considering the need that particular knowledge-intensive professions have for personal 
and organisational contacts, and the issue of needing to manually look up the right 
contacts at the right time, Trevor et al. created a system that attempts to spontaneously 
provide valuable information at an opportune time, without the need for the user to 
remember to look it up.

To accomplish this, the system consists of both a capture and a recommender com-
ponent. The capture component is composed of a video guestbook kiosk in a public 
location, where visitors are encouraged to leave their details, a touch-screen display that 
greets and instruct visitors, a business card scanner and a video camera and micro-
phone, which captures the visitors face as well as name pronunciations. Employees can 
also use this kiosk to add their own contacts.

Information gathered in this kiosk is stored in a shared contact database, accessed via a 
web interface or web service for “contact retrieval, management and contextual match-
ing.” (Trevor et al. 2004)

The front-end recommender component consists of a toolbar implemented in Microsoft 
Outlook and Internet Explorer. This toolbar extracts the full text of an email or website 
being displayed on a screen and anonymously uploads it to the server where contact 
matching operations are run. If identifying contact information, the toolbar displays 
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recommendations of individuals or organisations which the user can click on in order 
to access additional information which might have been uploaded to the database.

Fig. 20: Contextual Contact Retrieval “Contact Bar”. (Trevor et al. 2004)

One alternative method to the contextual-aware system proposed by Trevor et al. is the 
one explored by Hsieh, Wood, and Sellen, where digitally created handwritten notes 
are displayed in an interactive peripheral display, as a way to enable “serendipitous idea 
generation.” (Hsieh, Wood, and Sellen 2006)68 

68  Further discussed in peripheral information on page 192.
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Fig. 21: Deployed version of the interactive peripheral display. (Hsieh, Wood, and Sellen 2006)

Continuing with this concept of grabbing the user’s attention and projecting digital 
abstracts into a physical world, Helmes et al. created two ambient devices that explored 
the potential of randomness (specifically choice abdication) and defamiliarisation 
in our personal media collections (Helmes, O’Hara, Vilar, and Taylor 2011). In order 
to “enable serendipitous presentation of digital content from people’s personal media 
collections”, Helmes et al. designed two devices—Meerkat and Tuba—that engaged the 
user in two distinct fashions and offer distinct methods of interacting with personal 
media: the former initiating interaction while the latter requiring a deliberate act 
by the user.69

Fig. 22: Meerkat (left) and Tuba (right). (Helmes, O’Hara, Vilar, and Taylor 2011)

69  See glanceable information on page 198.
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Helmes et al. reported that the deployment of these devices on user’s familiar contexts, 
as potential serendipitous devices, created certain expectations that that could decrease 
the potential for serendipitous interactions:

As with Tuba and Meerkat’s manifestations, it was sometimes felt as if the sys-
tems were “trying too hard”. People had a certain expectation whilst interact-
ing with the devices, but that expectation seemed, to some extent, to decrease 
the chance for a serendipitous and delightful interaction to emerge. (Helmes, 
O’Hara, Vilar, and Taylor 2011)

This suggests that presenting a system as serendipitous creates an expectation that any 
and all interactions with said system would result in a serendipitous experience. An 
expectation that the system, naturally, cannot keep. Still, the random and unexpected 
behaviour of these devices created a level of engagement between the users, their per-
sonal media and the devices themselves.

7.3.2. Media

One key area for information encountering, particularly due to financial implications, 
is the discovery and consumption of media.

Let’s consider, as an example, two popular video-sharing platforms: YouTube and 
Vimeo. Usability or aesthetic qualities aside, in YouTube there is a strong emphasis on 
what to watch next, with recommendations composed next to the video being played 
that somehow relate to it.
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Fig. 23: YouTube’s “Up next” recommendations, highly visible next to the video being played.

Likewise, when first visiting YouTube’s home page, one can see tailored recommen-
dations based upon one’s viewing history or geographical location, and the popular 
videos at the time. Compare this to Vimeo, where the focus is, primarily, on the video 
being watched and, secondarily on “Staff Picks”, curated lists of videos uploaded to the 
platform.

Fig. 24: YouTube’s home page, showing algorithmically recommended videos based on the geographic 

location of the device.
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Fig. 25: Vimeo’s home page highlighting a curated selection of videos.

While it can be argued that the viewing experience of an individual video is better on 
Vimeo, the same cannot be said for the discoverability of other, related videos. These 
choices are easily explained by the business models of these platforms: while Vimeo 
has a paid option for users to upload their content, YouTube is free but ad-based. It 
is in YouTube’s interest that users are constantly engaged with content, viewing video 
after video (as well as the accompanying ads). It is through these recommendations 
and related videos that the user can experience serendipity: by making a surprising 
discovery of a, previously unknown video, related in some way to the video currently 
being watched. Although excessive similarities between the videos being recommended 
and the ones being played might diminish the serendipitous potential of YouTube – the 
surprise effect ends up disappearing – the potential exists and could be further explored 
through suggestions that slightly deviate from the viewing history or are not-related but 
complementary. We will further explore how recommendations may or may not be a 
mechanic for serendipity.70

Another platform where discoverability of new content is paramount is Netflix, the pro-
vider of on-demand internet streaming media. So much so that, between 2006 and 2009 
the company organised an open competition with a grand prize of US$1,000,000.00 for 
who could improve their movie recommendation system CinematchSM by 10%.

70  See Recommendations on page 177.
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While navigating Netflix’s GUI, we can see how our declared interests and viewing 
history affect the content that is being presented. The GUI clearly states the sources 
for the recommendations. Moreover, the organisation of the GUI changes and adapts 
according to the users’ viewing habits.

Fig. 26: Netflix’s GUI, featuring changes due to recent user activity.

Knowing what we might like is particularly relevant to music-listening, particularly to 
music-streaming services such as Spotify or Apple Music, with reportedly over 30 mil-
lion songs in the catalogue of the former and, presumably, over 40 million in the latter.

To address the issue of how to find amidst those 30 million songs new music to lis-
ten to, Spotify introduced Discover Weekly, a personalised playlist created according to 
the listening habits of the users as well as what other people are listening to “around 
the songs” the user listens. (Spotify AB 2015) Continued use of the feature improves 
Spotify’s algorithm, increasing the odds that the songs in Discover Weekly are relevant 
to the listener.71 Apple Music, on the other hand, while also relying on recommendation 
algorithms, highlights in their advertising for the service (Apple Inc. 2018) the role of 
human curation for music discovery, instead of machine-learning.

71  In a similar fashion to Pandora’s Music Genome Project. (Pandora Media, Inc. 2017)
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Fig. 27: Spotify’s “Browse” section, featuring the Discover Weekly playlist, plus other catered 

recommendations.

Fig. 28: Apple’s website advertising Apple Music and curated playlists.

Kyle McDonald’s Serendipity (2014) and Open Work’s Predominant.ly (2015) offer two 
different methods for discovering music. Instead of relying on algorithmic or human 
curation for musical recommendations, they resort to information visualisation as a 
method to discover and interact with a digital database of songs.
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Serendipity72 (2014) displays on a world map every time two people press play on a spe-
cific song at the same time during one hour of one day. With the visual representation 
of the geographical location of the listeners we are able to hear a short, couple of seconds 
long clip of the music that was listened to. Clicking on one song (which might be quite 
difficult, due to the speed in which songs are changed) takes the user to that song’s entry 
on Spotify.

Fig. 29: Kyle McDonald’s Serendipity (2014). Image from Vox Media

On the other hand, Predominant.ly offers a GUI for music discovery, based entirety on 
colour. Showing in an initial screen a colour spectrum, the user can click on a particular 
colour, showing albums that have that chosen hue as the predominant in their album 
cover.73 The user can then choose, among other options, to save the result as a Spotify 
playlist. With Predominant.ly, Open Work wanted to “bring an element of serendipity 
back into the search for music, making the experience as personal and delightful as 
stumbling across a long-forgotten favourite in a second-hand record store.” (Work 2015)

72  The project appears to no longer be available.
73  See hidden information.
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Fig. 30: Predominant.ly’s interface, with white selected as predominant colour.

7.3.3. News

With the transition to the digital medium as a preferred method for receiving our news, 
came with it a transition from a curated approach to news to one where the user is em-
powered to choose what matters to her.

While traditional media often catered their content in regard to what drove the highest 
audiences, this was still an editorial decision that required a mediator that would pick 
and choose what information was the most relevant, or the most appealing. It was the 
collective viewers and readers that were being catered to, rather than the individual.

However, with current systems, the individual is able, through search or personalised 
newspapers, consume information that is relevant to her tastes and interests, just as 
predicted by Negroponte’s Daily Me.

This is possible through news-aggregators such as Google News in which the aggregation 
is automatic through algorithms that group similar stories together and in which users 
can fine-tune what their interests are and what sources to favour, as well as through feed 
aggregators, such as the discontinued Google Reader or Feedly, Flipboard, Digg, or My 
Yahoo! in which it is the user who chooses what sources to add.
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As we’ve seen, the danger of relying on search or personalised news is that, while we are 
able to see the news that we want, we may miss the news that we need to see. As Ethan 
Zuckerman states in Digital Cosmopolitans:

Search increases choice at the expense of serendipity, the experience of dis-
covering beneficial stories that we weren’t intentionally seeking. When we 
can easily choose the news that interests us, we may miss stories that didn’t 
appear interesting but that help us make unexpected and useful connections. 
(Zuckerman 2014)

It was with this concern in mind that Catherine D’Ignazio developed Terra Incognita: 
1000 Cities of the World, a “serendipitous global news recommendation system designed 
to help people out of their personalized media filter bubbles”. (D’Ignazio 2017)

A “speculative design intervention”, Terra Incognita, an extension for the Google 
Chrome browser, becomes the default screen for every new browser window, and every 
time it is opened shows a city of which the user has not yet read about and gives her op-
tions to read about it. The user can read one of the recommended news or press on a red 
button which will show a news story drawn by chance. In the interface the user can see 
which of the 1,000 cities available she has already read about as well as navigate to the 
other cities and see which users in the system has read the most about a particular city.
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Fig. 31: Terra Incognita, showcasing news from Cairo, Egypt.

While a user study didn’t show a significant shift in user behaviour in aggregate, 87.5% 
of the users reported to have learned about a new city and 63% of users consider that 
Terra Incognita “prompted them to reflect on the geography of their news reading”, 
helping to broaden users’ horizons while piquing “their curiosity and helped some feel 
‘more connected’ to unknown places.” (D’Ignazio 2017)

Doodlebuzz (2011), a project by Brendan Dawes, approaches the serendipitous discovery 
of news through an interactive visualisation, helping the user to “bump into connected 
articles and topics” and “find things you didn’t know you were looking for”. (Dawes 
2011) The user initiates interaction by typing a keyword, similarly to how one would 
in a search engine, afterwards the user is prompt to draw (or “doodle”) a line in the 
screen. Results related to the initial query are presented across this line, which the user 
can expand (by drawing a connected line) to see in detail as well as further explore in 
related topics. This “draw-to-explore system”, according to the author, “creates a chaotic 
structure that allows for a greater level of serendipity than traditional linear paradigms 
normally allow for.”
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7.3.4. Goods

Helping customers discover something valuable and unexpected is core to the online 
shopping business, where the challenges faced are similar to those of digital reposito-
ries: there are no shelves that costumers can browse to see if they find anything they 
are interested in, as such, they much rely on methods that promote the discoverability 
of their content.

Amazon.com recommends items based on a number of different user data, such as pre-
viously viewed items, purchase and browsing histories.

In the “Recommended for you” page, users can discover recommendations as well as 
information on why those recommendations are being displayed, usually in the form 
of “Recommended because you added x to your Shopping Basket and more”, with an 
option labelled “Fix this” in which users can define if they already own that particular 
recommendation or are not interested in it.

Fig. 32: Amazon.com’s “Recommended for You” page.

Currently, Amazon.com offers tools to fine tune their recommendations, through their 
“Improve Your Recommendations”, allowing its users to rate purchase items or videos 
watched, select if they want the system to use each particular item for recommenda-
tions, as well as edit items marked as owned or as not interesting for the user.
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Fig. 33: Amazon.com’s “Improve Your Recommendations” page.

However, as these recommendations are mostly done through past interactions with 
the system, Amazon.com won’t offer recommendations that differ greatly from the us-
er’s history. While this ensures a high degree of possible accuracy, it greatly diminish 
the possibility for true surprises. The system could be further improved by introducing 
outlier recommendations—those that are outside the user’s history—possibly through 
cross-checking with other users in order to identify non-obvious connections. We will 
explore this further in the Recommendations mechanic of the Guiding the Interactor 
heuristic.
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7.4. Playing

Serendipity can also be experienced in the act of playing video games. While serendip-
ity can manifest itself in a myriad of ways while playing (be it through the discovery of 
a key information, the feeling of a lucky accident or of the right thing at the right time), 
what is particular to the playing activity is that the serendipitous act is predicated by 
action from the player and the necessary (re)action by the system, as action is the core 
mechanic of the medium. (Cardoso 2016, 28)

In an UX event entitled “An Evening of Serendipity”74, the game studio Space Ape 
Games, exploring how they could design for serendipity that would “delight and sur-
prise the players” define four major categories for development of serendipity with-
in game design: Total Immersion, Breaking the Fourth Wall, Unexpected Naturalistic 
Behaviour, and Flattery and Nostalgia. (Bharij 2015) However, some of the testimonies 
presented that offered examples and memories of their “favourite serendipitous mo-
ments in videogames” may not fall into the notion of serendipity here presented.

However, considering our notion of Artificial Serendipity, one could design for the ex-
perience of serendipity through adjusting the difficulty level of the game itself75. To a 
player that is unaware of this mechanics, this can be considered serendipitous.

Likewise, serendipity can be experienced in game playing as a moment of understand-
ing following a seemingly unrelated sequence of events (that were, nonetheless, de-
signed), as in the Invisible Tutorial example of the Guiding the Interactor heuristic.

While, throughout this work we will refer to play, and video games, as a possible vehicle 
for serendipity, we do believe that, due to the inherent complexity of video games as in-
teractive systems—with its variety of systems, platforms, genres and methods of play—
it requires dedicated future work regarding serendipity in video games, specifically on 
its impact in the various dimensions of play.

74  London, 2015.
75  Discussed in Negative Feedback Loops, of the Guiding the Interactor heuristic.
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7.5. Social Networking

Interactive systems are also being used to introduce serendipity into our relationships 
with one another: help us discover new people, possible romantic interests, as well as 
help us collaborate. In here we will focus on systems that promote social interaction 
through a digital layer.

Social networks appear to enable just that, by providing a shared ground where con-
tacts are able to connect and share. Yet, these platforms—such as Facebook—were not 
designed to enable discovery of new people beyond our social circle. This was Shaker’s 
aim, a startup that won the 2011 edition of TechCrunch Disrupt’s that intended to turn 
Facebook into a common virtual space—namely a virtual bar—that enabled synchro-
nous connections between friends, as well as between friends of friends.76 (Rao 2011)

Fig. 34: Shaker’s UI.

MIT’s Serendipity project attempts to provoke serendipity in the workplace (Eagle 
2004). By encouraging professional “synergies” that otherwise would remain unnoticed 
within professional environments. Users of the service would register in a match-mak-
ing service, declaring their interests, skills, and needs, while turning on the “available” 

76  At the moment, it appears that Shaker has been discontinued.
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mode in a Bluetooth-enabled mobile phone. This would allow for ad hoc connections 
between individuals with shared interests or complementary needs.

Gibbs et al., explored a different form of serendipitous connection, one that focused 
less on the usefulness or utility of the interaction but rather on its intimacy and so-
cial aspects. As such, they presented SynchroMate, a Phatic Technology77 concept for 
“Mediating Intimacy”. (Gibbs et al. 2005)

Having identified significance in “ongoing connectedness between intimates”, frequent 
exchanges of simple expressions, apparently trivial but meaningful on the whole as 
expressions of connectedness, Gibbs et al. sketched a wearable device that would be 
placed in that palm of one’s hand and could be used to send messages to another person 
equipped with a SynchroMate. While user A would be composing a message to user B, 
user B would begin to feel the device pulse while at the same time circles on the device’s 
touch screen would change colour according to who user A was. As the message nears 
receiving, the circles would pulse faster, giving a receiver a sense of anticipation, while 
increasing the feeling of connection. User B could start composing a reply at the same 
time user A was writing, creating the feeling of synchronous communication. Gibbs 
proposes that these phatic technologies afford “serendipitous synchronous exchanges.” 
This can be observed nowadays with certain wearable devices such as the Apple Watch 
and its digital touch functionality.78

Fig. 35: SynchroMate’s concept (left), featuring a touch sensitive display and a “small number of 

programable buttons” (Gibbs et al. 2005), and Apple Watch (right), featuring the digital touch.

77  Phatic Technologies are those whose purpose is to “establish, develop and maintain personal and 
social relationships.” (Wang, Tucker, and Haines 2012)
78  In which an Apple Watch user may send another a message—such as a sketch, tap, or even the user’s 
heartbeat—, causing the recipient’s Apple Watch to vibrate accordingly.
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7.6. Wayfaring

With mobile technology, we are now capable of extending our interactions far beyond 
the keyboard, mouse and screen and into our daily lives, our physical space and with 
others. The computers we use are no longer blind to our environment, thanks to con-
text-aware devices. With technologies such as GPS, Wi-Fi triangulation, the ability to 
connect to cellular networks, NFC79, iBeacons80, as well as new categories of computing 
devices, such as smartphones, tablets and wearables, these systems have become the 
connecting tissue between many aspects of our lives.

Likewise, the opportunities for serendipity – with the help of interactive systems – can 
now extend to our discovery of places and people.

Technologies such as iBeacons and NFC can alert us to meaningful events as we pass 
through them. Geo-localisation-enabled software can remind us of opportunities. This 
can be applied to mundane tasks such as our shopping list, alerting us that we’re near 
a supermarket, or to help us experience a new city, showcasing the most recommended 
places to visit.

Mobile application such as Foursquare or Yelp, are able to detect our location and rec-
ommend nearby places according to their users’ ratings as well as showing people from 
our social network who have been to those same places. We are able to personalise these 
tools, stating our preferences in order to receive even more catered recommendations.

Most of these tools help us travel faster, discover the most popular places to visit and 
what to avoid. In sum, to optimise our experience with the city. However, optimisa-
tion and efficiency are not always the most desired outcomes. There is a growing con-
cern (Danzico 2010) that the reliance on these systems may take away spontaneity, un-
predictability, chance and the possibility to be surprised. We are less likely to get lost, 
wander and stumble upon something unexpected. Through the complete control, and 

79  Near-field communication, a set of protocols that enable devices to establish a communications 
protocol when at a close distance to each other.
80  Protocol developed by Apple Inc. for Bluetooth low energy hardware transmitters that broadcast 
their identifier to nearby devices.
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consequent predictability of our tools, errors and accidents become rarer, and so do the 
serendipitous discoveries that can result of them.

Magitti Mobile Leisure Guide (Bellotti et al. 2008), on the other hand, showed that the 
use of these systems can encourage the discovery of new and unfamiliar places. Magitti, 
a location-aware software running on mobile device equipped with a touch-screen, GPS 
and Wi-Fi, would infer the user activity, through context and patterns of user behav-
iour, and generate recommendations for leisure activities in the area. Regarding their 
goal of “supporting serendipity” and encouraging the discovery of new places, they re-
ported a 53% of success on discovering new places, as well as in 69% of the outings 
“people noticed unfamiliar places that they planned to visit in the future” (Bellotti et al. 
2008), through the use of the Magitti Mobile Leisure Guide, with one user commenting 
that “it makes life more interesting. It allows you to get out of your daily routine, almost 
as if you’re going to a different city.”

Fig. 36: Magitti’s main screen. (Bellotti et al. 2008)

These systems aim not only to introduce serendipity into the process of discovery of 
new physical places but also to our relationship and interaction with physical spaces, 
through a digital interface.
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That is the premise of Serendipitor (2010), an alternative navigation app for the iPhone 
that helps you find something by looking for something else. Questioning if we are 
becoming too relying on applications to optimise our lives and experiences, Mark 
Sheppard and his team created Serendipitor, a navigation application for a smartphone 
inspired by Guy Debord’s dérives. From your current location and desired destination, 
Serendipitor suggests possible routes to take, with instructions for action and movement 
inspired by Fluxus, Vito Acconci, and Yoko Ono, such as “Head east toward [name 
of street] and then follow a cloud. If there are no clouds, make some. Take a photo of 
them.” 

Similarly, the Dérive app: Urban Exploration App (2011), also takes the ideals of the 
Situationists and merges them with digital means to create a tool that would imply an 
exploration of urban space in a random unplanned way as a game. It proposes to let you 
get “lost in your city” (Cachucho et al. 2018), and to enable users to break from their 
normal daily routines and explore their city in a novel and surprising fashion. Through 
the use of general cards and city-specific cards, the user is able to create unique combi-
nations of directions.

Fig. 37: Examples of Dérive app’s cards.
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Drift (2012), by Broken City Labs, is designed around the same concept as Serendipitor 
or the Dérive app, to help one “get lost in a familiar place” through instructions sug-
gesting to move in a specific direction and look for “something normally hidden or 
unnoticed in our everyday experiences.” (Broken City Lab 2012) As the user finds these 
hidden or unnoticed things, she is asked to document the event with the camera on the 
mobile phone, creating a photographic record of the walk.

These systems are responding to a perceivable issue regarding the trend towards opti-
misation and efficiency, as we can observe in this comment to the video demonstration 
of Serendipitor on Vimeo:

Im [sic] completely addicted to google maps and lately Im [sic] not taking con-
sciouness [sic] of the city or getting to know it because Im checking the phone 
for directions all the time. And, especially in NYC, everytime I stop to cross the 
street I see at least 3 people around completely focused on their phones. Usually 
in a very bad posture.

Honestly, Im not using my brain so much to understand locations and direc-
tions and I think thats [sic] really bad.

A balance is needed. But on nowadays rush, who can afford the time to get lost? 
:( (Shepard 2010)

However, these systems that attempt at provoking chance and unpredictability in our 
navigation of physical space have been received with mixed results. While there are us-
ers who, anecdotally, reported the positive serendipitous experiences, others have also 
reported that they felt they were mostly just following instructions on a mobile screen 
and not paying attention to their surroundings, contrary to the declared intention of 
these systems.

While some of these systems were created somewhat ironically, such as Serendipitor 
which challenges our reliance on technology while at the same time offering a techno-
logical layer to surrealism, most do position themselves as viable methods for intro-
ducing unpredictability to the experience of exploring a physical space, and while there 
is the case being made for the necessity of these systems, perhaps we should consider 
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different interfaces or methods of interaction with such systems, while maintaining the 
focus of the interactor in the actual goal: the exploration while navigating and not on 
the UI.

7.7. Summary

In these activities we have identified the potential for serendipitous experiences, exam-
ples of how they are able to encourage serendipity, as well as some potential shortcom-
ings, from how we encounter information in the digital medium, to how we leverage 
serendipity in the creation and consumption of artefacts, to how we collaborate and 
interact, how we travel and play.

While we have mapped the current state of the art in regard to serendipitous experi-
ences, this remains a snapshot of the medium’s potential, and as the medium—and the 
activities it affords—mutates, so does the possible experiences to be had on it. We will 
continue to identify and map different activities that relate to the serendipitous experi-
ence here examined.
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8. Heuristics

Through an explorative, qualitative analysis of serendipitous systems—by which we 
mean systems that allow for the unsought discovery of something valuable—we have 
identified a series of heuristics for systems to afford serendipity.

We define these as heuristics since, due to the nature of serendipity itself, they are not 
patterns for achieving serendipity but identifiable rules of thumb. We won’t, as well, 
offer detailed guidelines for their implementation, as they vary immensely from a myr-
iad of different factors, from the system’s aim, to the system’s platform, to the different 
restrictions of implementations. What we attempt to do here is to describe the general 
heuristic, and describe examples and variations of implementations.

These heuristics were identified, when possible, through empirical, qualitative obser-
vation and exploration of the state of the art of both explicitly serendipitous systems,81 
as well as those where serendipity is implicit in its implementation.82 We also relied on 
peer-reviewed literature for the works that weren’t possible to experience first-hand.

While the heuristics and respective examples of implementations are here described 
separately, they are not mutually exclusive, and many could be used in combination 
with one another. In addition, all of these heuristics, to an extent, correlate with one or 
more of the human patterns, and should be employed with them in mind.

81  Those in which serendipity is an explicitly stated goal.
82  Systems that while not purposely stating their intention of inciting serendipitous experience are, 
nonetheless, permissive for it to happen.
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A FRAMEWORK FOR SERENDIPITY HEURISTICS
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Fig. 38: Framework for Serendipity: Heuristics.
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8.1. Unexpected Interaction

With today’s pervasiveness of the digital medium, we often neglect that it was designed 
with an inherent ideology, even if not consciously so, and that that ideology has an im-
pact on the interactor. Even user-centred design, which aims to have the process guided 
by users, is implicitly stating a design philosophy that conditions the product and our 
usage of it, gradually adapting our own actions to better accommodate the generalised 
user that these objects are centred around and attempting to be friendly to. (Dunne 
2005a)

While designing to please the user, these methodologies, logically and unavoidably ex-
clude all possible experiences that are unpleasant and “user unfriendly” (Dunne 2005), 
even if these interactions could expand the experience. Steven Fokkinga and Pieter 
Desmet make the case for negative emotions “as a key element of rich product experi-
ences, instead of an unwanted side effect of product interaction” (2012), such emotions 
as well as those arising from frustration and aggravation from unfriendly designs could 
be explored in a way to produce novel and valuable experiences.

As we continue to create systems built on a functional mind-set, which privilege op-
timisation and productivity, promoting pleasurable, knowable experiences built upon 
best practices of user-friendliness, we fail to explore the potential of these increasingly 
smarter devices and of the digital medium itself as a means for creative and unexpected 
experiences which may deliver actual serendipity.

Through the methods here described, we explore alternative methods of design that 
break with design conventions and methodologies and that explore the creative/diver-
gent potential that interactive systems can have, and their potential to create serendip-
itous experiences.83

8.1.1. Defamiliarisation

As observed, serendipity can be the result of aporias that lead to insight. This can be 
achieved in interactive systems through a defamiliarisation of the interaction.

83  This chapter was adapted from (Melo and Carvalhais 2016b)
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Defamiliarisation is, quite literally, to make objects unfamiliar. To Viktor Shklovsky, 
who introduced the concept, to defamiliarise an object means to increase the difficul-
ty and, therefore, length of contemplation and perception of that object “because the 
process of perception is an aesthetic end in itself and must be prolonged” (1917) and as 
a method to “counter-act the familiarisation encouraged by routine modes of percep-
tion.” (Dunne 2005)

By considering defamiliarisation as a technique in interaction design, we are able to 
explore the creative/divergent potential that interactive systems can have in our lives, 
drawing attention both to the interaction and the medium.

In the following section, we will explore methods for designing defamiliarisation in 
interactive systems, divided in defamiliarisation of information and interface, draw-
ing from examples in the state of the art. These originate from various types of applica-
tions and were chosen due to their singular approaches which we believe can be applied 
in other categories of interactions and lead to new and surprising forms of engagement.

Defamiliarisation of Information
By defamiliarisation of information we consider methods that transform or re-
configure digital information (the information objects themselves, what is commonly 
referred to as content) in order to make them strange and unfamiliar. This can take 
shape through manipulation and transformation of the information, or through its 
juxtaposition. 

Through manipulation and transformation of information, defamiliarisation can be 
achieved by changing the formal qualities of the information artefact. One example is 
found in photographic filters commonly used in mobile photography through applica-
tions such as Instagram (2010) and Hipstamatic (2009). In Hipstamatic, the user is able 
to activate a random filter (representing a combination of simulated film and lens) that 
is automatically applied to the captured photograph. This can lead to unexpected results 
that introduce novelty in what has otherwise become a routine banal activity.84

84  We further explore this notion with Filtershuffle in Melo and Carvalhais (2015a) as well as in the 
Applendix, page 288.
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Juxtaposing apparently unrelated information can lead to defamiliarisation, as it in-
vites the interactor to draw connections. This was observed by Leong in his study of 
listening to music in shuffle. Leong observed that “when familiar tracks are presented 
to listeners unexpectedly […] listeners perceive the evocations of these familiar and per-
sonal associations as being slightly different, unfamiliar or even strange.” (Leong 2009) 
This is also observable in Explosm’s Random Comic Generator 2.0, defamiliarisation, 
as the consequence of the random (often nonsensical and occasionally fortuitous) com-
bination of comic panels.

Fig. 39: Randomly created comic strip from Explosm’s Random Comic Generator 2.0

Defamiliarisation of Interface
One can also create defamiliarisation through the system’s interface. By challeng-
ing conventions and eschewing best practices, the designer is able to draw attention to 
the interaction and explore new methods of communicating information. These can be 
done through interface abstraction and interface complexity.

Through interface abstraction, the designer reduces traditional interface elements to 
the non-figurative, rejecting the notion of interface “transparency” (Murray 2012) and 
embracing opaqueness, encouraging exploration of the interface, allowing for surprise 
and delight when the interactor is able to understand a specific functionality. This can 
be observed in Argeïphontes Lyre, a synthesis program developed by Akira Rabelais 
with a GUI consisting of a translucent, cloud-like shape that displays cryptic messages 
in different languages. The author offers no documentation for the software, leaving the 
interactor to learn it through experimentation alone. (Bailey 2012)
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Defamiliarisation of Interface can also occur when the designer purposefully and 
overtly hampers the interaction by introducing complexity, slowing down the user and 
making the GUI harder to read and use. One example of this kind of complexity is 
in the video game Papers, Please (2013), in which the designer purposefully created a 
“clunky” interface in order to better approximate the repetitiveness of the bureaucratic 
process. (Cullen 2014) 

Fig. 40: Papers, Please GUI.

8.1.2. Speculative Interactions

Speculative Interactions refers to systems that abandon functionality in favour of a 
particular goal or to instil in the user a particular emotion, one that is not, necessarily, 
related to the system’s proposed goal.

Through Speculative Interactions, these systems can create experiences that are 
novel and surprising, abandoning the expected functionality of the interaction in fa-
vour of a message or experience. These are systems that, while offering a specific func-
tion to the user, do so while intentionally provoking a particular emotion, not necessar-
ily related to the system’s proposed goal. 
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This can be done through figurative or metaphoric meaning beyond the implicit in the 
interface. This can be exemplified in Jörg Piringer’s Gravity Clock (2010) in which the 
passage of time is symbolised “by the permanent destruction and reconstruction of the 
clock-face”, as well as in Mark Sheppard’s Serendipitor85 (2010).

Fig. 41: Jörg Piringer’s Gravity Clock (2010)

By breaking with the functional, impartial expectancy of software, whimsical interfaces 
encourage the interactor to reflect on the interaction itself. In Gravity Clock this is done 
by poetically representing the passage of time, while in Serendipitor this is done through 
the tongue-in-cheek notion of using a GPS navigational system to help one wander.

Likewise, Speculative Interactions can take the form of mischievous or abusive 
(Wilson and Sicart 2010) interfaces, that intentionally break with the interactor’s expec-
tations, behaving inconsistently and unpredictably, lying to the interactor or being ex-
tremely challenging. This can be seen in the video game Unfair Mario (2013) which uses 
the players expectation of a Mario video game against them, regularly resulting in the 
death of the video game character and in player frustration. Overcoming mischievous 

85  Described in Human Activities: Wayfaring
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interfaces can, however, empower the interactor, giving her the feeling of ‘beating the 
designer’.

Fig. 42: Unfair Mario’s attempts at misguiding the player, as following these instructions will lead to 

a game over.

8.1.3. Errors, Glitches, and Interference

A glitch is the loss of control. When the computer does the unexpected and 
goes beyond the borders of the commonplace, changes the context, acts as if 
it is not logical but profoundly irrational, behaves not in the way technology 
should, it releases the tension and hatred of the user toward an ever-functional 
but uncomfortable machine. (Fuller 2008, 110-118)

A glitch occurs when a system acts in a manner unforeseen by its designers, often pro-
ducing an anomaly. In electric systems, a glitch is a “short-term deviation from a correct 
value and as such the term can also describe hardware malfunctions.” (Goriunova and 
Shulgin 2008, 110)
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In digital systems, glitches are often associated with errors and bugs, and are often 
the result of these, however they are not the same. Glitch is both “cause and effect”, the 
malfunction and the output it produces (Carvalhais 2016, 209), while errors and bugs 
are the source of the glitch, they do not, necessarily, lead to a perceivable malfunction of 
the system (Goriunova and Shulgin 2008, 111).

Since the outcome of a glitch cannot be predicted, artists and designers have incorpo-
rated glitches into their creative practices as forms of unpredictability, as they have 
for randomness and other forms of relinquishing control. Rosa Menkman’s begins her 
Glitch Studies Manifesto by establishing glitch art and glitch aesthetics in “the magnetic 
distortion and scanning lines of the cathode ray tube”, a reference to Nam June Paik’s 
Magnet TV (1965) where an industrial-sized magnet rests on top of a seventeen-inch 
black-and-white television set, altering and distorting the broadcasted image86. Paik’s 
magnetically distorted televisions would be featured in 1968’s Cybernetic Serendipity 
exhibition at the Institute of Contemporary Arts in London, curated by Jasia Reichardt.

Through the glitch the system calls attention to itself, reclaiming the gaze of the interac-
tor and offering a moment of surprise and unexpectedness. As such, glitches (as well 
as interference) may be used both as methods to create unpredictability into everyday 
interactions, as well as tools for provoking serendipity in creative practices.87

Designers can create interactive systems that are designed in order to integrate a de-
gree of planned glitching, through direct manipulation of the source code of the system 
itself, breaking functionality but allowing for different interactions and relationships 
with the system itself. Systems that can accommodate programmed glitching mechan-
ics88 create unpredictability and make way for serendipity. 

86  One may argue that Paik’s work is more an example of interference than a glitch per se, as it is not 
the result of a malfunction of the system itself.
87  Iman Moradi proposes a distinction between ‘pure glitch’ and ‘glitch-alike’ where the former can 
never be intently reproduced while the latter is artificially created. (Moradi 2004, 11) Just as our distinc-
tion between Natural Serendipity and Artificial Serendipity, in order to accommodate for glitch as a me-
chanic and process in the design of serendipitous systems, we are referring to glitch-alike.
88  Which differs from glitching as the result of external interference.
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Hommage à New York (2012), for example, is a game inspired both Jean Tinguely’s 
Homage to New York (1960) and the video game Breakout (1976). In it, the player de-
stroys the code of the game as she plays the game. 

Fig. 43: Hommage à New York (2012)

Based on a similar concept, Hack ‘n’ Slash (2014) is a puzzle action game where the play-
er is able (even required) to reprogram object properties, global variables, AI behaviour 
and rewrite the game code as a way to progress through the game. While, contrary to 
Hommage à New York (2012), the game is able to be traditionally finished, it is possible 
to crash the game through the manipulation of the code.
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Fig. 44: Hack ‘n’ Slash (2014) 

Lastly, the glitch aesthetic is utilised in commercial applications such as Corrupt.Video 
(2012) or Satromizer (2000), however it is questionable if this is actual glitching (or even 
glitch-alike) or just a cosmetic transformation akin to the filters in popular photogra-
phy software.

8.1.4. Summary

Convergent (Melo and Carvalhais 2016a), user-friendly systems reduce the complexity 
of human experience into goal-driven interactions in which a successful interaction is a 
productive one, and a successful interface is one that either disappears or is pleasurable 
to engage with. This artificially limits the potential of interactive digital interfaces as a 
creative medium for novel, surprising experiences beyond the functional and pleasur-
able. In this chapter, we highlighted the need for divergent systems that provide new 
methods of interaction. We suggested that the artistic technique of defamiliarisa-
tion can be used as to create divergent systems, and offered possible methods to do 
so, through defamiliarisation of information and interface. We also explored 
how Speculative Interactions as well as Errors, Glitches, and Interference 
can break traditional design conventions and allow for unpredictability and unexpect-
edness into the everyday interactions with the digital medium.
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8.2. Encouraging Exploration

Through the methods described in this heuristic, systems can promote exploratory in-
teraction, in the manner described in the exploration and the playfulness human 
patterns, through the design of both the user interface, as well as through deliberate 
choices in information architecture.

8.2.1. Rhizomes

By rhizomes we refer to systems that permit, as in Deleuze and Guattari’s concept 
(1987), for multiplicity, expressed through permitting interaction and access to the 
system through multiple points, without a defined hierarchy. rhizomes correlate with 
Björneborn’s traversability key affordance for serendipity, as in “the quality or capacity 
of a physical or digital environment of being traversable” and relates directly with the 
multi-reachability sub-affordance, as in the capacity of a system to allow for the connec-
tion of different points through different routes. (Björneborn 2017)

A Rhizome is a means for an aporia (Aarseth 1997), which acts as a trigger which leads 
to the moment of epiphany89, as exemplified by Murray:

Walking through a rhizome one enacts a story of wandering, of being enticed in 
conflicting directions, of remaining always open to surprise, of feeling helpless 
to orient oneself or to find an exit, but the story is also reassuring. (1997, 133)

The obvious example of a rhizome is the web itself, however we are also able to observe 
manifestations of rhizomes in smaller, enclosed systems, such as in the Bohemian 
Bookshelf (Thudt, Hinrichs and Carpendale, 2012) which, through its GUI, offers dis-
tinct representations of a digital book catalogue, all accessible simultaneously and all 
representing different characteristics of the books (such as author name, genre, cover, 
etc.), taking advantage of the uniqueness of the medium, specifically its ability to pres-
ent the same information in different forms at the same time, and offer possible connec-
tions and relationships between the different artefacts.

89  As explored in Chapter 2.
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This was achieved through defined six design goals for serendipity through information 
visualisation: Complementary Access Points, Enticing Curiosity, Alternate Adjacencies, 
Visual Pathways and Crossroads, Immediate Previews and Playful Interaction. These90 
goals were represented in the Bohemian Bookshelf ’s GUI, through five distinct rep-
resentations of the digital catalogue, all simultaneously accessible: Cover Colour Circle, 
Keyword Chains, Timelines, Book Pile and the Author Spiral, which allow to browse the 
digital catalogue by non-hierarchal paths, displayed in distinct methods of representa-
tion of the catalogue, leading to the same data.

90  The first design goal, Complementary Access Points, takes advantage of the uniqueness of the digital 
medium, specifically its ability to present the same information in different forms at the same time (in 
contrast to physical libraries where one item can only be at one place at any given time), by providing mul-
tiple complementary methods to engage with content, in equal terms, and both visually and conceptually, 
it can, in the opinion of Thudt, “encourage serendipitous discoveries”. By Enticing Curiosity, its second 
design goal, the Bohemian Bookshelf attempts to grab the user’s attention. To accomplish this, it uses dis-
tinct visualisations, which differ from traditional library interfaces and represent data using abstracted 
real-world metaphors (such as book spines and covers), in a varied manner. Thirdly, it proposes the use of 
Alternate Adjacencies. While physical libraries are only able to choose one type of organisational meth-
od, focusing one one type of relationship between books (author, genre, etc.) a digital library can show 
multiple ones at the same time. The forth design goal is the concept of Visual Pathways and Crossroads, 
by providing multiple representations of the book collection, it can guide the user through it, while at the 
same time, showing adjacent data that can chance the users direction. The fifth goal is to offer Immediate 
Previews of the content, as to enable users to make a choice without much effort, and to not break the flow 
of the experience and the engagement of the user. The final design goal is Playful Interaction, considering 
that making the experience pleasurable would “encourage a more through and perseverant approach to 
exploration”, which in turn would increase the chance of a serendipitous discovery being made.
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Fig. 45: The Bohemian Booksheld’s (Thudt et al. 2012) Multiple Access Points (Number of Pages, 

Keywords, Cover Colour, Authors, Time Published).

Another example of a rhizome as a strategy for exploring information is Jonathan Harris 
and Sep Kamvar’s We Feel Fine (2006), as it presents the interactor with six different 
methods (called “movements”) of accessing and interacting with its information—
Madness, Montage, Murmurs, Mobs, Metrics, and Mounds—as well as Search Panel.
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Fig. 46: A breakdown of feelings according to the Mobs “movement” in We Feel Fine (2006)

Rhizomes takes advantage of the multiple representations and complementary visual-
isations of information that are possible in the digital medium, allowing for data to be 
accessed through diverse entry points, which may lead to “different, maybe unfamiliar 
or surprising, aspects of a known topic.” (Thudt, Hinrichs, and Carpendale 2012)

8.2.2. Hidden Affordances

This method refers to when a system presents certain instructions in a non-obvious 
fashion as a means to focus the interaction in certain actions, or to encourage explora-
tion of the system.

Through hiding non-essential functionality from the user, the system is able to promote 
experimentation (as per the Exploration human pattern) and can lead to the experience 
of serendipity when the function is found.
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As observed by Moon-Hwan Lee et al. in their study of the impact of hidden inter-
faces on mobile phone user experience (Lee et al. 2012), the discovery of a Hidden 
Affordances often leads to an increased sense of engagement and attachment: “Many 
of participants pointed out that they enjoyed exploring and learning the new interfaces 
of the product. Furthermore, we heard from some participants that this feeling of ludic 
engagement led to a sense of achievement.” (Lee et al. 2012)

In Apple’s Messages application, available in iOS 10, message and screen effects are hid-
den in the send arrow of the composing text area. Only by long pressing on the arrow 
does the user discover this functionality. 

Fig. 47: Example of Apple’s Messages Hidden Affordances.

Curiosity is a key factor for increasing the chance of discovery of Hidden Affordances, 
beyond those commonly used. (Lee et al. 2012) As observed in human factors, curiosity 
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is a key internal factor for serendipity. A high degree of curiosity increases the chances 
of discovery of functionality and vice-versa.

These discoveries may also occur by chance, which may be considered as an accident, 
but following reproducibility, it is internalised as a function. (Lee et al. 2012)

According to Lee et al., the application of Hidden Affordances in user interfaces 
should follow specific design such as consistency, visibility, and discoverability, often 
with “subtle visual signifiers about hidden interfaces”. (2012) We also recommend that 
Hidden Affordances should be reserved for shortcuts or accessory features/functions 
of an interface, in order to guarantee that the key functionalities aren’t compromised 
in the interaction.

8.2.3. Hidden Information

Through hiding certain information and focusing the attention of the user on the pri-
mary content, it leaves space for exploration of interface and, consequently, the seren-
dipitous discovery of that information.

This is the case with Predominant.ly (2015), by Open Work, a music discovery platform 
based entirely on colour, where the albums are organised by the colour and hue that 
is predominant on the cover, only being revealed after the user chooses a particular 
colour.
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Fig. 48: Predominant.ly’s GUI before user interaction.

Fig. 49: Predominant.ly’s GUI after the user chooses a particular colour.

We can find other examples of hidden information in the dating application Tinder, 
which focuses the information on the photo, name and age of the person, hiding com-
plementary (but secondary) information, allowing for casual and quick interactions, 
enabling the usage of the application in serendipitous browsing; as well as in the web-
site recommendmeabook.com semi-randomly,91 which displays the first page of a book, 

91  There is a “Paid placement” option where books can be placed at the front of the queue and displayed 
amongst the first generated pages.
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hiding title, author and book cover, focusing attention on just the content, allowing for 
the serendipitous discovery of a book.

8.2.4. Combining Elements

This method describes systems that enable and empower the free exploration and ex-
perimentation of different elements that, through their emergent combination, pro-
duce novel and surprising—possibly serendipitous—results, exploring Boden’s notion 
of combinational creativity (2004, 7). This combinational creativity is exemplified in 
Picasso’s anecdote of how he created Tête de Taureau (1942):

Guess how I made the bull’s head? One day, in a pile of objects all jumbled up 
together, I found an old bicycle seat right next to a rusty set of handlebars. In a 
flash, they joined together in my head. The idea of the Bull’s Head came to me 
before I had a chance to think. (Brassaï 2002, 61)

Examples of systems that allow for Combining Elements are creative applications 
(graphical or audio-visual) that allow for free combination of different effects. Likewise, 
the video game Scribblenauts Remix (2011), in which the player is able to solve different 
puzzles by evoking objects (or agents) into gameplay, or Mario Maker (2015), in which 
entire game levels can be created by the player through the use of a set of tools and 
datasets allowed by the system, where “novelty is only achievable through the reconfig-
uration of what already exists within the game world.” (Cardoso 2016)

8.2.5. Summary

In this section, we observed different methods of encouraging exploration of an in-
teractive system. Through rhizomes the system allows for interacting and accessing 
the same data through different methods of entry as well for a richer visualisation of 
information. Through Hidden Affordances systems allow for the accidental discov-
ery of functionality as well as encouraging exploration of the interface, while Hidden 
Information focus the attention of the interactor on a specific representation of infor-
mation. Finally, Combining Elements allow for novel and possibly surprising combi-
nations, encouraging the interactor to further explore the system.
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8.3. Guiding the Interaction

This heuristic describes the attempts to closely provoke serendipitous experiences 
through designed choices in how the system operates or is displayed. Here, there is less 
of an attempt at designing for serendipity and more of provoking interactions that the 
interactor can interpret, at the least as opportune or coincidental and, at most, as ser-
endipitous. As with Boden’s example of a parent deliberately leaving a gadget that helps 
her child with her homework at the dinner-table, in the hopes to provoke serendipity 
from the child’s point of view (Boden 2004, 237), here the system (through the design-
er’s hand) is deliberately creating the conditions that can provoke a serendipitous expe-
rience or discovery. We will observe how this is explored in the design of video games, 
through Invisible Tutorial and Negative Feedback Loops. We will also explore 
how systems can implement this heuristic through the Personalisation of the user 
experience, as well as through Recommendations.

8.3.1. Invisible Tutorial

Invisible Tutorial92 describes when the system gives the illusion that the user is dis-
covering information accidentally, while this is, in fact, a considered and designed oc-
currence, as a way of onboarding the interactor within the system and teaching her the 
basis for using/interacting with the it, while not breaking flow and immersion of use.

A paradigmatic example of Invisible Tutorial in practice, within the video game 
genre, is in the design of level 1-1 of Super Mario Bros. (1985) Here, the player learns 
that she has to jump over the enemies, to do otherwise would result in game over. While 
doing so, the player also learns that if she jumps and hits a box with a question mark, she 
will earn a coin. The second time she attempts to do this, a Super Mushroom comes out 
from the box instead of a coin, which could be seen as an enemy. At that point, even if 
the player tries to jump over the Super Mushroom, as she did with the enemy, she won’t 
be able to, resulting in getting hit by the Mushroom, which in fact won’t hurt the player, 
quite the opposite. In the words of Super Mario Bros. designer Shigeru Miyamoto “by 
being hit you become bigger and that makes you feel really happy”. (Eurogamer 2015) 

92  Term proposed by Mark Brown in his YouTube video “Half-Life 2’s Invisible Tutorial | Game Maker’s 
Toolkit”, 2015. https://youtu.be/MMggqenxuZc.
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Here, the player is conducted, through clever game design, to understand the difference 
between a Goomba (which hurts the player) and a Super Mushroom (which helps her).

Similarly, in the 2004 video game Half-Life 2 (2004), the player finds herself trapped in 
a room where the only visible exit is being blocked by blades stuck to the wall. Through 
this particular method of gating (Bycer 2016), the game compels the player to remove 
one of these blades, which triggers a scripted event of an enemy entering into view. To 
attack the enemy, the player needs to release the blade, which effectively kills it (Brown 
2015). This action allows the player to discover that these blades are highly effective 
against this enemy, learning a new mechanic apparently through happenstance while, 
in fact, being a deliberate game design. 

With both Half-Life 2 and Super Mario Bros., the system creates a more immersive 
method of teaching the user or player, preventing a break of flow which is key not only 
while playing but of any other activity, while at the same providing the experience of 
serendipity through apparent happenstance.

8.3.2. Negative Feedback Loops

In a feedback loop, information regarding the result of an action of a system is fed back 
into that system as input, leading to more action. A feedback loop may be positive with 
cumulative effects, accentuating the result of the input; or negative, when the result is 
the opposite of the input, stabilising the system. (Salen and Zimmerman 2004, 215)

This concept, originating from cybernetics, was co-opted by video game design as a 
method to reinforce or stabilise player action. An example of a positive feedback loop 
can be found in chess, where a player that is playing badly is penalised by having less 
pieces on the board and, therefore, is less likely to gain the upper-hand. In summa-
ry, with a positive feedback loop, the system rewards winning players while penalising 
loosing ones.

Negative feedback loops, on the other hand, counteracts players actions. In the case 
of a hypothetical variation of chess, a loosing player would be rewarded with extra piec-
es, increasing the chance of a recovery.
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Through a negative feedback loop an interactor may experience a moment of serendipi-
ty if it has the appearance of a chance, fortuitous occurrence, meaning that the interac-
tor is unaware that she is in a negative feedback loop.

Video game designers have developed particular techniques in order to incorporate 
these feedbacks into their games, such as with Dynamic Difficulty Adjustment (DDA), 
where a game difficulty is adjusted not according to a pre-defined set (such as easy, me-
dium, hard), but by modifying the game while it’s being played and according to how 
well the player is performing, making it appear that the player is experiencing a mo-
ment of luck, while the system is modifying the difficulty in order to accommodate the 
player’s skill. Through DDA, the player is able to maintain flow93 and, in the particular 
case of video games, to keep the experience diegetic. (Salen and Zimmerman 2004, 222)

Examples of negative feedback loops and DDA in practice can be found in video 
games that change the AI of the non-player characters, making them play better or 
worse depending on the performance of human players, or through mechanics such as 
the power-ups from the Mario Kart video game series (such as in Mario Kart 8 Deluxe 
(2017), the latest entry to the series). Here, the relative impact of the power-up that the 
players can access varies according to the player’s position in the race: players that are 
behind get more powerful power-ups and vice-versa. Ultimately, the user experience of 
DDA is one of serendipity, since, to the unexperienced human player getting a powerful 
power-up enables her to quickly approach the top positions.

Likewise, in Resident Evil 4 (2005), the player’s actions change the way the game oper-
ates: if the player is skilled and does well, the game becomes harder, the enemies become 
more numerous and aggressive, while if the opposite happens, enemies become slower 
to act, while the player finds more items that would help in the game (Brown 2015). 
The key factor here is that this feature was not publicised, so the player isn’t necessarily 
aware of it happening, and only notices it by going through different play sessions. 

It is through this player unawareness of the negative feedback loop that would make the 
experience seem serendipitous.

93  “[T]he state in which people are so involved in an activity that nothing else seems to matter.” 
(Csíkszentmihályi 1990, 4)
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8.3.3. Personalisation

Personalisation is the modification of a system, by the system, through the identifi-
cation of users, delivering them “the content, experience, or functionality that matches 
their role”. (Schade 2016)

Through an analysis of the user—her patterns and behaviours—the system personalises 
itself accordingly to better accommodate the needs and intentions it perceives to be 
relevant.

Amazon.com, for example, modifies its home page in order to display custom recom-
mendations for the shopper. While the home page is personalised, the changes are mild 
in regard to how it transforms the experience, as different users would get mostly the 
same experience of the home page (most of the functionality and page layout stays the 
same), changing only the specific items being recommended. In contrast, Netflix modi-
fies its page layout, changing the order of the different sections being displayed accord-
ing to the user’s behaviour and preferences, bringing certain sections that are more 
popular with the user to the top, while those the user interacts the least to the bottom.

Similarly, Facebook, Twitter and Instagram have started to modify their social stream, 
hiding or changing the order of posts according to what the system considers relevant 
to the user. 

This personalisation approach, however, should be treated with care, as it can lead to 
the issues highlighted in the introduction regarding the digital echo chamber.

8.3.4. Recommendations

The discovery of digital artefacts, be it new or previously known but forgotten, is one of 
the key areas of activity of serendipitous systems. This is especially true when there is a 
financial gain to keeping users engaged with the system, and the Recommendations 
sub-heuristic has an important role for continuing and enhancing this engagement. 
Recommendations are usually done according to three distinct possibilities: Similar, 
Dissimilar, and Curation, and in two different ways: according to the interactor and 
according to the object.
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This sub-heuristic mainly addresses the Underlying Question human pattern and can be 
observed in the Information Encountering, Consuming Media and Wayfaring activity.

Similar
This method of implementations refers to the recommendation of digital artefacts based 
on a specific artefact selected, on the history of artefacts viewed or selected by the user, 
or a combination of both. This is commonly achieved through collaborative filtering 
(Herlocker et al. 2004), and is usually displayed through variations of the theme if you’re 
interested in X, you might be interested in Y. While this is the most common variation 
of this pattern, it might also be the most prone to predictable results, as the overly re-
liance on the user’s habits and tastes to dictate the recommendation can lead to the 
perils highlighted in the introduction to this paper. The examples are numerous, from 
Amazon.com,94 to Apple Music, Spotify, YouTube, 95Pinterest, etc.

In the case of FFFFOUND!, three related images appear next to the one viewed. These 
images, according to the author of the algorithm, were selected using three points of 
data, two related to the artefact and one to the user: 1) URL and 2) title and alt tag of an 
image: if these were similar the image might be similar as well; 3) user’s likes: if user A 
and B likes image X and Y, they are relevant. (Anonymous 2018)

Dissimilar
If we consider recommendations via similar, logically we must also consider rec-
ommendations via dissimilar, that is, recommendation made through items or users 
that are unlike those that trigger those recommendations. 

However, perhaps due to the complexity of this task (due to the sheer amount of pos-
sibilities that this would create), examples of recommendations via dissimilar are 
much rarer. One example was Unsuggester96, which would recommend books that were 
completely different to those the user of the system liked. 

94  As seen in Information Interaction: Goods, in Chapter 6.
95  As seen in Information Interaction: Media, in Chapter 6.
96  At the time of writing Unsuggester appears to not be available online.
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Another, Pop Your Bubble,97 a tool for Facebook for increasing ideological diversity in 
the user’s network, prompts its users to follow other Facebook users that were identi-
fied by an algorithm, through such data as geographic location, age, hometown and 
previously liked and shared content, as a “demographic opposite”.98 However, the tool 
appears to be only available in the US.

Curation
Curation is when an agent chooses the recommendations regardless of the user or her 
habits. This can be useful when tying the recommendations to a specific context. Take, 
for instance, the curation done to Apple’s App Store, which regularly features and pro-
motes apps related to a specific event or date (apps that encourage outdoor activities in 
the Summer, for example) or the upvoting mechanic for surfacing content in platforms 
such as Digg, Reddit or Hacker News. In these sites, the curation is made through the 
number of votes each individual item received, with the most popular ones bubbling to 
the top.

Crowd-curated systems such Digg, Reddit or Hacker News, are close to what Negroponte 
coined as the “Daily Us”, a system of discovering information that one would use when 
looking “to experience the news with much more serendipity, learning about things we 
never knew we were interested in”. (Negroponte 1995) However, this pattern is reliant 
on the users (and their specific demography), possibly limiting its potential.

Combined
While we have exemplified the different approaches to Recommendations, we can ob-
serve systems that use, to some degree, more than one of the methods. 

Max (Campos and Figueiredo 2002) combines both Similar and Dissimilar recom-
mendations. A software agent intended to promote serendipitous discoveries that offers 
recommendations mostly based on the user’s browsing history, purposefully introduces 
suggestions pulled from random profiles and other sources, and through not selecting 
the apparently most relevant suggestions, aims to deliberately introduce laterality and 

97  At the time of writing Pop Your Bubble appears to be only available in the US.
98 https://qz.com/960930/pop-your-bubble-the-kind-foundations-new-facebook-app-pops-your-ideo-
logical-bubble/
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unexpectedness into its recommendations. Apple Music and Spotify both introduce a 
combination of Curation and Similar Recommendations.

8.3.5. Summary

In this section, we observed how various systems can design or change to accommodate 
the experience of guided serendipity. With Invisible Tutorial we explored how sys-
tems, particularly games, can explain its mechanics through planned events, allowing 
the interactor to “put the pieces together”, while in Negative Feedback Loops the 
system adapts to the skill of the interactor (user or player), maintaining a sense of flow. 
Finally, with Personalisation and Recommendations, we observed how, through 
personalising the interaction (be it in the content, experience or functionality) and the 
recommendation of digital artefacts, systems can help users discover relevant informa-
tion, although with the possible hazards of leading the users into echo chambers.

In this chapter we have identified two approaches that are mostly exclusive to video 
games: Invisible Tutorial and the DDA mechanic of Negative Feedback Loops. 
Through the course of this research we observed that serendipity in video games would 
warrant dedicated work. However, we chose to keep these two examples of serendipitous 
mechanics in video games that, beyond their relevance in the video games themselves, 
may also serve as possible approaches for serendipity in other systems and environ-
ments. Through gamification99 we envision possible utilisation of Invisible Tutorial 
and Negative Feedback Loops beyond those here illustrated and in systems with 
other objectives and goals. In the case of Invisible Tutorial this could, for example 
be utilised in instructing the user how to use a particular program, through the act of 
using it, gradually introducing complexity into a system (by, for example “unlocking” 
certain functions of a particular application as the user becomes more proficient in it).
while Negative Feedback Loops could offer alternative methods to complete certain 
tasks when the interactor is unable to do so. 

99  “The use of game design elements in non-game contexts.” (Deterding et al. 2011)
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8.4. Interactor Cedes Control

We have established that, in the case of artificial serendipity, it is the experience of un-
predictability and apparent accidentality that allows for the feeling of unsoughtness de-
veloped in PART I. While we have argued that this opens the opportunity for a designer 
to explore this concept into interactive systems—without user awareness—it is also pos-
sible that it is the interactor herself that chooses to purposefully introduce unpredicta-
bility into her interactions with a system as a way to inject serendipity into the process.

This is achieved by purposefully relinquishing control of an action or process as a way to 
let herself be surprised by a possible result, be it through generative systems, autom-
atisation, randomisation,100 or through multiple agents (human or otherwise).

8.4.1. Generative Systems

By Generative Systems we consider what Galanter referred to as rule systems with 
generative potential (2006), which describes systems capable of a certain degree of au-
tonomy or “capacity to produce novelty and to take the creative control from the artist.” 
(Carvalhais 2010) This method is commonly observed in the Creativity Human Activity.

Here, the user cedes control of an action or series of actions to external processes (creat-
ed by herself or others), as a method of introducing a level of surprise into the outcome, 
through instructing the system with a specific sequence of actions and operations that 
are done procedurally and without the user’s interaction, besides the initial setup.

Galanter lists twelve different rule systems which are generative systems: rules as algo-
rithms, rules as recipes for autonomous processes, rules as a well defined widely appli-
cable process, combinatorial rules, numerical sequences as rules, line composition or 
drawing rules, the rule of serial generation, tiling and other symmetric composition 
rules, chance operation rules, clustering rules that create composition, mapping from 
one domain to another, and rules which create cycles and phase interactions (Galanter 
2006). While we won’t go in detail in these rules, it is relevant to consider that all these 
systems, through the added generative process to the rules, introducing the possibility 
for autonomy in the process and, therefore, deviation in the final result (as opposed to 

100  Or pseudo-randomisation.
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non-generative rule systems, which would replicate the outcome without variation), is 
able to introduce unpredictability into the process, leading to moments of serendipitous 
epiphany.

8.4.2. Automatisation

Automatisation, while with various possible applications, is often used in creative 
practices, both as a way of expediting and simplifying common and repetitive tasks, 
but also as a way on introducing surprise into the process, be it through variations 
introduced through the automatisation practice or through external interference.101

While Automatisation is commonly used in software that allows for a type of task au-
tomation—as in the batch process functionality of, for example, Adobe Photoshop—this 
is often developed for fine control of specifically intentional actions, where the inten-
tion is more on saving time and reducing repetitive tasks, rather than the production 
of novel artefacts or encouraging surprise and unpredictability. Due to the complexity 
of certain implementations of the automatisation process, it is often inaccessible to 
non-experts.

Through simplifying the user experience of the automatisation process, systems are 
able to make it more accessible, as we can see the pre-defined filters available in pop-
ular mobile photo-editing software such as Hipstamatic (2009) and Instagram (2010). 
These filters, which often emulate the characteristics of specific cameras and films,102 
offer an easy way to quickly manipulate digital photographs through pre-determined 
effects. These allow even the layperson to distinctively modify the photograph, with 
novel and often unexpected results, increasing the engagement between photographer 
and photograph.

However, we observed that the usage of theses filters was mostly concerned with the 
formal qualities of the image and didn’t challenge its perception nor its subject, greatly 

101  While automatisation can be a type of a generative system, namely “rules as recipes for auton-
omous processes”, we chose to present it separately due not to its generative potential but to its application 
as a time-saving mechanic, from the perspective of the end-user.
102  You can find further information on the history of the Instagram filters at https://web.archive.org/
web/20130128002524/http://blog.1000memories.com/97-old-school-instagram-filters-using-vintage-
cameras-and-film
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reducing the potential for true novelty. We believe that this as due to the absence of 
an initial moment of surprise that could trigger a moment of defamiliarisation 
(Shklovsky 1917) of the image. In the case of Instagram, one of the most popular mobile 
photography application, it is the user who chooses the filter, as such, the relationship 
between expectancy and end-result is never challenged as the user is always presented 
with an image that is nearly identical to the one displayed in the screen when taking the 
photograph, and the choice to apply the filter came consciously and knowingly.

In order to test this hypothesis, we developed Filtershuffle, a mobile photography ap-
plication that removes the steps between photographing and applying image filters. By 
introducing randomness103 to the image transformation process and, through it, re-
moving the “burden of choice” (Leong, Vetere, and Howard 2008) from the user, we 
are able to reintroduce unpredictability to the process, which could lead to creative or 
serendipitous experiences through the juxtaposition between what is perceived in the 
photographing moment, and the surprising result of the random manipulations.104

8.4.3. Randomisation

With Randomisation, the system utilises randomness or pseudo-randomness a possi-
ble result or outcome in hopes to provoke a sense of unpredictability. 

While Generative Systems may utilise a randomness component, this isn’t a pre-req-
uisite, while in this method we focus on the process of randomness as a means to intro-
duce unpredictability. Likewise, while the aim of Generative Systems is the creation 
or production of artefacts where the interactor is often the designer of the generative 
system and randomness is a method to achieve the generative process, in this case, 
randomisation is the key factor in the experience.

There is a long history of employing methods of randomisation as a way to derive 
meaning from randomness. The I Ching, Sortes Homericae or Tarot, all used a form of 
chance as to remove the control of the agent. 

103  Combining both automatisation as well as randomisation.
104  The design of Filtershuffle is further explored in Melo and Carvalhais (2015a) as well as in the 
Applendix, page 288.
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In computational systems, the computer takes the role of the diviner, it is, literally, the 
medium. Here, randomisation is utilised as a method to add meaning, taking advan-
tage of the human tendency to see patterns in noise.

By choosing to release control of the interaction through Randomisation, the user 
opens the experience to allow for surprise, unpredictability and, ultimately, serendipi-
ty, as observed by Leong (2008) on consumption of media (namely music) when using 
the shuffle functionality of a media player.105 Leong’s argument is that the necessity of 
having to choose what to listen to within a large musical library can be “unpleasant and 
even paralysing”, particularly when the user doesn’t have a particular preference. As 
such, by abdicating their ability to choose what to listen to, it can lead to better user ex-
perience, an enriched listening experience and even encourage “encounters with seren-
dipity”. This also encourages the interactor to create relationships between the different 
objects, as observed by Leong, noting that “when familiar tracks are presented to lis-
teners unexpectedly […] listeners perceive the evocations of these familiar and personal 
associations as being slightly different, unfamiliar or even strange.” (Leong 2009). As 
such, systems that juxtapose content through this Randomisation enable and entice 
the user to draw connections and, through those, add meaning to them.

The same principle of abdicating choice, as it relates to Information Encountering,106 
can be seen in the website StumbleUpon or, for example 100 Million Books, a Chrome 
extension that randomly displays a book every time a new tab is opened in order to 
“help people realize the sheer breadth of smart ideas, emotional stories, and insightful 
perspectives out there they don’t know.” (Books 2017)

Randomisation is a key mechanic in video game design, often used to introduce in the 
words of Greg Costikyan, “a sense of drama”:

As a source of uncertainty in games, randomness provides one thing it is not 
normally credited for: a sense of drama. There is a moment of tension when the 
dice are rolled, or the player otherwise commits himself to a course of action 
the outcome of which is luck dependent. When an underpowered character in 
a tabletop role-playing game succeeds in overcoming a fearsome foe by, say, 

105  As observed in the Information Interaction: Media, in Chapter 6.
106  See Chapter 6.
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rolling a critical hit, the player of the character is likely to experience a moment 
of jubilation, of real triumph over adversity—in a way that would be impossible 
with a system lacking random elements. (Costikyan 2013, 85-86)

The game Demon’s Winter (1988) has procedurally generated items with randomised 
effects, creating this sense of unpredictability in gameplay, something that would be 
greatly explored in contemporary game design, such as in the Diablo series, where cre-
ated items have a random variable that defines their characteristics, creating novelty 
when playing the game, encouraging repeated plays.

Fig. 50: Demon’s Winter (1988)

Randomness is also used to create the game world, such as the Roguelike genre, where 
game levels are randomly created every time the game is played, or as in Really Bad 
Chess (2016), a mobile chess game where the chess pieces are pseudo-randomly distrib-
uted (player skill can affect the distribution of pieces, another example of the negative 
feedback loop method). By randomly distributing the chess pieces, the game eschews 
traditional chess tactics and encourages the player to think and play extemporaneously.

8.4.4. Multiple Agents

By opening the interaction to multiple and simultaneous agents (human or otherwise), 
the system is relying on the unexpectedness of the crowd to introduce unpredictability 
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to the experience. Examples of this method can be found in Tanaka et al.’s CC-Remix—a 
network-based collaborative music creation system—where up to four users in different 
locations were able to participate in the process of music collaboration by taking ex-
cerpts from existing songs and mixing them together, with the Malleable Mobile Client, 
where using wireless ad-hoc networks and incorporating “subconscious gestures made 
in the act of listing” (Tanaka, Tokui, and Momeni 2005) such as gripping the device 
tighter or tapping along with the beat into the actual music creation.

Similarly, Daisyphone by Bryan-Kinns aims towards a “novel environment for remote 
group music improvisation” with the aim to understand how could musical environ-
ments be designed to be more “engaging, social and serendipitous” (2004).

Fig. 51: Daisyphone’s UI (Bryan-Kinns 2004)

Starting with the premise that music has lost a fundamental part in our daily lives, be-
ing relegated to a “highly stylised activity requiring serious practice, performance, and 
accuracy”, Daisyphone is positioned as a means to reintroduce the “everydayness” into 
music, through remote group music improvisation, through the use of mobile devices 
(such as PDAs, mobile phones or tablets). To this end, Daisyphone adopts a unique in-
terface that distances itself from conventional GUIs, opting instead to represent music 
as a circle, with a play head that rotates, playing the notes underneath it. These notes 
are placed and removed by the users, by clicking on the small circles. When joining a 
Daisyphone session, a player is given a unique hue that represents her. Different musical 
sounds can be selected, represented by different shapes, such as square, round, diamond 
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and triangle, which users can select by clicking on the centre of the system. Pitch de-
creases with distance from the centre and volume is represented by saturation of col-
our. Players are also able to easily add hand-written comments, be it notes or drawings. 
Through this visually rich and, possibly, “messy” interface, they hope to “encourage 
exploration, fun, and contextualisation”.

8.4.5. Summary

Here we observed methods to delegate control from the interactor to a system, in order 
to provoke the experience of serendipity in the former.

To that end, we identified a series of method that allow for this ceding of control: 
Generative Systems, in which the interactor purposefully gives control to the sys-
tem, in form a rule that allows for a degree of autonomy by the system, in order to 
create novel results beyond those offered by the initial rule set; Automatisation and 
Randomisation, while both methods can be utilised in Generative Systems, they 
can also be utilised in other applications as ways to remove control from the interactor 
and allow for unpredictability; and lastly, multiple agents, in which unpredictability 
(and serendipity) is the result of dividing the interaction between multiple, autonomous 
actors (human or otherwise).

As we observed, this heuristic is present in different Human Activities, such as Creativity 
and Information Interaction: Media. It can be utilised considering different human fac-
tors, such as both purposefulness (generative systems, automatisation, multi-
ple agents) as well as Purposelessness (randomisation).
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8.5. Linking Information

This heuristic describes the different methods of connecting information in order 
to promote serendipitous discoveries. The methods of implementation here described 
explore how information can be visualised and discovered in order to emerge connec-
tions or links of related and possibly relevant content.

This heuristic is mostly concerned with the discovery of valuable and relevant informa-
tion, unknown or otherwise. As such, it directly relates to the Information Encountering 
human activity, as well as to the Preoccupation human factor.

8.5.1. Highlighted Adjacencies

Highlighted adjacencies refers to systems that alert the interactor to data that may 
be relevant to the interactor’s needs, or that might offer an alternative, yet surprising, 
detour.

By drawing the user’s attention to not only her intention but to other possible alterna-
tives, the system is able to capture the feeling of discovering an unsought, if relevant 
or interesting, book while searching for another (Hußmann 2011). This is commonly 
observed in online shopping websites and platforms, highlighting related and similar 
items to the one being observed, as well as in digital catalogues such as The Bohemian 
Bookshelf which uses visualisation techniques to “visually highlighting multiple, co-ex-
isting alternate adjacencies.” (ibid.)

8.5.2. Connecting Information

Connecting information describes the systems that correlate different bits of in-
formation, alerting to possible connections that were, otherwise, unnoticed by the 
interactor.

Through connecting distinct sources of information that might relate one another and 
that would, otherwise, be left separated, systems can direct the user’s attention to infor-
mation that she might be unaware off, or have forgotten at the time, as well as trigger 
modes or parallel thinking.
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One example of this pattern in practice is in Google Search when the system, having 
access to the user’s Gmail account, is able to retrieve information within the user’s email 
regarding a specific search query.

Fig. 52: Example of connecting information in Google Search.

Another example of connecting information is DEVONThink’s “See Also & 
Classify”, previously described in Human Activities: Information Interaction.

8.5.3. Branching

This implementation method refers to systems that allow the user to explore informa-
tion through multiple pathways in order to “preserve the opportunity for serendipitous 
discoveries in digital library systems.” (Thudt, Hinrichs, and Carpendale 2012) This 
can be observed in Doodlebuzz, a project by Brendan Dawes which approaches the ser-
endipitous discovery of news through an interactive visualisation, helping the user to 
“bump into connected articles and topics” and “find things you didn’t know you were 
looking for.” (Dawes 2011)
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In Doodlebuzz there is a single entry-point through an initial query or keyword, sim-
ilarly to how one would in a search engine, afterwards the user is prompt to draw (or 
“doodle”) a line in the screen. Results related to the initial query are presented across 
this line, which the user can expand (by drawing a connected line) to see in detail as 
well as further explore in related topics. This “draw-to-explore system”, according to 
the author, “creates a chaotic structure that allows for a greater level of serendipity than 
traditional linear paradigms normally allow for.” (Dawes 2011)

Fig. 53: Brendan Dawes’s Doodlebuzz interface

In Jonathan Harris Universe (2007), news are represented as a constellation of stars, 
which one can browse, exploring the most relevant topics of the time, or search for 
a specific keyword. When selecting a point or entry (via browsing of searching), the 
system focuses of that subject, revealing adjacent topics and themes orbiting around it. 
This explores the branching method by allowing the interactor a continuous explora-
tion of the system while uncovering connections.
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Fig. 54: Jonathan Harris Universe interface.

A form of branching is the one that can be observed in the social stream: a list of us-
er-generated content (posts) displayed in a reverse chronological order and often used 
in social networks such as Twitter or Facebook. This list of posts has the potential to 
lead to serendipitous moments derived from seemingly unrelated content from different 
users, which can appear to create a relationship between them, or a specific post being 
relevant, in some form, to the user.107

However, all serendipitous potential is reliant on the content generated from the users, 
and, besides filtered or personalised timelines (as used by Instagram and, to some ex-
tent, Facebook), there is no way for the system to actively promote serendipity beyond 
the timeline functionality itself.108

107  One interesting example of this form of serendipitous meaning derived from unconnected posts in 
social networks is in the “tiny Twitter theatres” hashtag, (#推特小剧场), a practice in the Chinese Twitter 
community, where users share these fortuitous juxtapositions.
108  Although certain functionalities such as reposts (retweets in the case of Twitter) allows for the 
introduction content outside of the user-established network.
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8.5.4. Peripheral Information

With peripheral information, through making accessory information constantly 
visible, the systems can draw attention to relevant information that is available on the 
interface, placed within the periphery of the user’s focus, allowing for serendipitous 
relationships and connections.

This was explored by Hsieh, Wood, and Sellen in their search for a system that would 
help users remember notes they had taken beforehand and might have since forgotten 
(2006). In this study, the concept is explored through the creation of a second LCD screen 
in the periphery of the user’s primary display, which would display digital handwritten 
notes that would fade-in and fade-out. Users could select (click) a note fragment and 
“pin” it onto the display, keeping them from moving or fading away. Double-clicking 
would open the entire corresponding note in Windows Journal Reader. Field-testing 
the prototype showed that users reported an increase in their awareness of their notes, 
reminding them of previously forgotten ones as well as facilitating “thinking and brain-
storming” and problem-solving.

While apparently similar, this method differs from highlighted adjacencies since in 
this case the gaze of the interactor is not drawn to the Adjacencies. The data is perma-
nent or easily accessible within the workspace or UI of the system, but at the periphery 
of the gaze, so that the interactor might be drawn to it in a moment of idleness.

8.5.5. Shared Space

Different interactors are able to draw connections between different information, 
through sharing the same virtual space, making all aware of each other’s activities.
Through shared space, systems can achieve serendipity by allowing multiple users to 
share a (virtual) space to allow for awareness and moments of synergy.

This was explored by Tee et al. (2006) through the implementation of a Community 
Bar—a sidebar peripheral display which aggregates different media items: a Presence 
item that shows a live video stream of a co-worker; a Chat item, a multi-person pub-
lic conversation; Stickies, which contain text postings from one individual to the 
group as well as photo and web items through which users are able to share photos or 
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websites—Tee et al. attempted to increase artefact awareness, the “easy awareness of the 
documents, objects, and tools that other people are using.” Through its initial experi-
ences, they reported “serendipitous and opportunistic” interactions, where users would 
begin to collaborate on a specific document simply by being aware of its presence, as 
well as engage in spontaneous conversations triggered by the system. 

Similarly exploring serendipitous collaboration in the workplace, Philip Jeffrey de-
veloped The Forum (2000), a “networked, virtual world with three-dimensional ava-
tar representation.” With The Forum, Jeffrey intended to explore if chance encounters 
that occurred within a physical workspace could be reproduced in a virtual one. The 
Forum consisted of two different shared spaces, one for “hanging out” (Forum Contact 
Space) and one for synchronous meetings with the aid of audioconferencing technol-
ogies (Forum Meeting Space). Preliminary findings reported the possibility for chance 
encounters within the Contact Space, triggering their memory or enabling them to in-
teract with someone who they otherwise wouldn’t without the Contact Space.

8.5.6. Summary

With the Linking Information heuristic, we saw how designers are able to connect in-
formation in ways to increase the serendipitous potential of their systems.

With highlighted adjacencies, we approached different methods of drawing atten-
tion to related information; in connecting information, we explored the systems 
that offered connections between different sources, evidencing how different items can 
relate; Branching explored how different user paths can lead to serendipitous discov-
eries of unexpected content; and in peripheral information we observed how, by 
maintaining certain information within the interactor’s scope, it can provoke relevant 
connections and relationships. Finally, through shared space serendipity can occur 
through the collaboration of multiple users in a shared virtual environment. 
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8.6. Timely Interactions

This heuristic describes methods that systems utilised in order to provide relevant in-
teractions at the most opportune time, be it through synchronous events; through 
systems designed for Initiating interaction; through systems predicting what the 
user intent will be with Predictive systems; and complemented by Glanceable in-
formation, that could be easily viewed in moments of idleness or after a prompt due 
to a relevant location or event.

8.6.1. Synchronous Events

This method describes the notification of visualisation of events occurring in real time 
as the interactor is observing them, or that are triggered at an opportune time. As a way 
to explore the concept of serendipity as “the right thing at the right time”, synchro-
nous events can help transform mere coincidences into true serendipitous events.

An example of this method is Kyle McDonald’s Serendipity (2014) project109, where one 
may visualise Spotify users in different geographical locations listening to the same 
song, concurrently. A similar example is a feature on the website and online bookstore 
Book Depository, where one can watch what users from around the world are buying at 
that particular time.

109  See Information Interaction: Media. on page 136.
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Fig. 55: Book Depository’s “Watch People Shop”.

While these two examples rely mostly on coincidence, when relevant, the results can 
be quite powerful: observing someone in the same geographical location playing or 
purchasing a song or a book, respectively, to one the user is interested in, for example. 
This method could be used, as per the human factor of idleness, when the interactor is 
inactive or when no interaction is necessary.

Instagram Stories, a feature of the website, application, and social network Instagram 
introduced in 2016110 which allows for the temporary publication of photos and video, 
alerts its users when a particular story is being broadcasted live, urging them to see it 
while it is live. And while the software only notifies the user when someone the user 
follows publish a Story, the user, in the Explore tab of the software has access to relevant 
stories being published at that moment that the systems has deemed relevant to her, 
including those based on the user’s geographical location.

8.6.2. Initiating Interaction

Initiating interaction describes systems that prompts the interactor, drawing at-
tention to itself instead of waiting for the interactor to begin the interaction, providing 

110  http://blog.instagram.com/post/148348940287/160802-stories
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relevant and opportune information, such as a virtual assistant that recognises that the 
user may need help in some task, as, for example, Clippy, Microsoft Office’s Assistance, 
which would recognise certain patterns of behaviour and attempt to provide sugges-
tions in order to help complete what it perceived to be the task the user was attempting. 
However, if poorly implemented (if the prompts aren’t useful or done at inopportune 
times) this could have an undesired, even opposite effect to the intended, as was often 
the case with Clippy.

Another implementation of initiating interaction can be seen in Meerkat (2011), a 
device that would randomly “pop-up” in order to grab the users’ attention by “pushing 
content towards” them. In the specific case of Meerkat (2011), it featured an embedded 
IR sensor that could detect the user presence and would vary how often it would prompt 
for interaction based on the frequency the user would interact with it, increasing the 
frequency it activates if it is ignored, while decreasing it if it is regularly activated, as a 
means to play with the levels of engagement.

Fig. 56: Meerkat’s (2011) different movements.

Both Meerkat and Clippy were context-aware, but while Meerkat analysed the move-
ments (or lack-there-of) of the interactor, Clippy analysed user actions and matched 
these with a predefined set of possible use-cases. Other points of data can be used in 
order to trigger initiating interactions, such as geo-localisation since, with today’s 
location-ware mobile devices, we are able to create interactive systems that are capable 
of identifying relevant places, events or even people that are in proximity to the user, at 
relevant times. This can be useful to carry out a pending task, such as Apple’s Reminders 
which is able to notify the user of a task when she is in a pertinent location. However, 
this requires that the user has the forethought of marking said location as relevant. 

Location-Aware Multimedia Stories are able to utilise this pattern in order to engage 
an audience with site specific narratives, that “offer a way to impart detailed contextual 
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information to people who unfamiliar with a space, as well as to extend the historical 
lexicon of those who know it well (perhaps by surprising them with stories and anec-
dotes of which they were unaware.” (Nisi, Oakley, and Haahr 2008)

8.6.3. Predictive Systems

Predictive systems refers to systems that attempt to predict the user intention and 
offering possible, interpreted, results.

Systems that implement a form of predictive information to a user’s input query (such as 
the auto-complete in Google Search) are able to not only assist the user to carry out her 
task and correctly input the intended information, but also to open the door for surprise 
when the prediction is different, yet relevant, to the user’s initial intentions. This could 
lead to creative and unexpected moments that can be further explored by systems that 
offer suggestions beyond the perceived obvious intentions of the user. Considering, for 
example, Google’s Gmail auto-reply feature that offers suggestions of possible replies to 
an email. This system could contribute to more varied responses by suggesting replies 
besides the commonly used ones.

Fig. 57: Apple’s advertising regarding Siri in iOS 11.
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8.6.4. Glanceable Information

Glanceable information refers to systems designed in order to promote an almost 
involuntary action of mindlessly looking or interacting, of “seeing what’s there” (as per 
the human pattern of Purposelessness). 

Glanceable information allows for the quick observation/encountering of informa-
tion at opportune times, increasing the potential of the information being relevant, at 
the best time.

This can be observed in Tuba (2011), an ambient device that connected the user to the 
digital world through physical interactions. Tuba consists of a device roughly the size 
of large stamp with a display that sits face down, requiring the user to pick it up and 
turn it. Doing so would trigger a random presentation from the user’s personal media 
collection: an image, music, random trivia or a Facebook post. This information would 
stimulate a mindless and trivial glancing of information, that could lead to moments of 
serendipity.

Fig. 58: Tuba’s idle and active state. (Helmes, O’Hara, Vilar, and Taylor 2011)

This method can also serve triggers: opportune moments used purposefully as means, 
for example, of breaking creative blocks, such as with Oblique Strategies (1975), com-
bined with Randomisation.

8.6.5. Summary

We observed how systems time-specific events can lead to serendipitous experienc-
es. In Timely Interactions, we saw how, both in Media Consumption and Information 
Encountering, consequential events can create moments of serendipitous coincidence, 
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while social networks such as Instagram can make use of live events to alert the user of 
a relevant moment.

With initiating interaction we explored how virtual assistants or ambient devices 
can detect behaviour patterns in the interactor and alert her of something that may be 
relevant, while predictive systems can assist on the completion of a specific task, or to 
encourage a divergent path. Finally, through making information glanceable, these 
systems can ensure that a timely interaction is successful, while taking advantage of 
moments of idleness.
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9. Analysis

Having now establish the elements that constitute our framework, we are now able to 
create a system of measurement and analysis of the different systems, comparing and 
contrasting the distinct methods of serendipity, and their serendipitous potential.

Starting from an identification of the specific Human Activity (what is the main goal of 
the system?), we may begin with an analysis of what Human Factors the design of the 
system promotes and, lastly, what Heuristics we are able to observe in it.

To that end we need to identify the approaches that are predominant in the design 
choices of the analysed system. For example, is the system to be utilised mostly with a 
specific goal in mind, such as to search for a particular information? Will the interactor 
begin the interaction or is the system that triggers the attention of its user? What inter-
action dynamics does the system encourage? Does it allow for multiple agents? Does 
it highlight adjacent information? And so on.

To that end, let’s consider a few systems as examples of the analyses this framework al-
lows. To illustrate this, let’s consider as a starting point a relatively simple system, such 
as Google Search111 which aims to be a “serendipity engine” (Siegler 2010), followed by 
an analysis of Twitter which, as a social network, is nowadays one of the most popular 
methods for the discovery of information and subject to the perils of echo chambers. 

111  While Google Search is not simple in its design, it is arguably simple in its proclaimed functionality. 
Likewise, for the case of argument and analysis, we shall consider only the desktop version of Google 
Search and the text search functionality, dismissing for the moment the other types of search available, 
such as Images, News, Videos, and so on.
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Afterwards, we shall analyse an implicitly serendipitous system such as Pinterest, a plat-
form that aims to “predict the things you never knew you wanted” (Silbermann 2018), 
as well as an explicitly one such as Serendipitor. Lastly, we will observe how a video 
game such as The Legend of Zelda (1986) may encourage serendipitous experiences, by 
analysing it through the lens of this framework.

Starting from an analysis of the Human Factors112, we are able to observe that Google 
Search, is designed in order to address a specific preoccupation, with a purposefulness 
engagement by its user, and offering one privileged method of interaction dynamics:

Table 3: Analysis of the Human Factors of Google Search.

Preoccupation Foreground Question

Engagement Purposelessness

Dynamics Searching

Through this we observe that Google Search is designed for a very particular function-
ality and its design choices accentuate that goal. However, it also means a diminish of 
its serendipitous potential, as we are able to confirm when analysing its utilised seren-
dipitous heuristics:

112  With the exception of the Internal Human factors, as these are beyond the control of the designer. 
However, systems that aim at serendipity should be created in order to encourage them.
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Table 4: Analysis of the Heuristics of Google Search.

Heuristic Pattern Variable

Guiding the Interaction Personalisation Yes

Recommendations Similar

Linking Information Highlighted Adjacencies Yes

Connecting Information Yes

Timely Interactions Predictive Systems Yes

As we can see, the heuristics identifiable in Google Search are sparse, and those that we 
are able to identify do not specifically encourage unpredictability. Google Search has no 
unexpected interactions created by design nor does it allow for the interactor to cede 
control, and the system does not encourage exploration, only a pragmatic utilisation 
of its functionality. This means that the system privileges functionality above all else, 
including serendipity.

Analysis
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Fig. 59: Google Search’s sparse, if committed, interface.

Let’s then compare this with a system that has less of a functional aim, such as the social 
network Twitter. When analysing the Human Factors it is designed for we are able to see 
a bit more diversity regarding Google Search:

Table 5: Analysis of the Human Factors of Twitter.

Preoccupation Background Question

Engagement Purposelessness

Dynamics Stumbling

Here we can observe that the system privileges passive and goal-less interactions, op-
posing the goal-driven ones present in Google Search. While one can approach Twitter 
with a foreground question and a particular purpose, the system is not designed to 
privilege those interactions113, instead it privileges a Purposelessness engagement—

113  While there is a search function of the desktop version of Twitter, unlike Google Search, it is not the 
main focus of the UI.
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see what’s out there. Likewise it is neither immersive (on the contrary, its design invites 
that users glaze over information, stopping only on that that calls their attention) or 
exploratory (most interaction with the system is confined to its timeline), but it does 
encourage the stumbling on information by browsing the timeline of tweets without 
any particular organisation besides temporal or the algorithmic. This is corroborated by 
a heuristics analysis of Twitter:

Table 6: Analysis of the Heuristics of Twitter.

Heuristic Pattern Variable

Encouraging Exploration Hidden Affordances Yes

Guiding the Interaction Personalisation Yes

Recommendations Similar

Linking Information Highlighted Adjacencies Yes

Peripheral Information Yes

Timely Interactions Glanceable Information Yes

This demonstrates that Twitter privileges a different kind of interaction that Google 
Search. Twitter’s main UI consists of a timeline that is continuously updated by the 
user’s followers, without a particular entry of exit point, where one enters and leaves 
mid-stream. However, it does not qualify as a Rhizome as the interaction is mostly 
linear. Through Twitter’s visual cues on the uses of “@” for replies and “#” as hashtags 
it enables the discovery of Hidden Affordances. Twitter has begun reordering some 
tweets, which appears to be a kind of personalisation, while it recommends users to 
follow, as well as trending posts. With its Top news, Related articles, and Related search-
es offer examples of both highlighted adjacencies and peripheral information. 
Lastly, the system was designed in order for quick, repeated glanceable moments, and 
not long but distant periods of utilisation. Still, while Twitter has a distinct approach to 
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Google Search, and one that appears to offer more opportunities for serendipity, is still a 
relatively simple system, as it concerns to our framework.

Fig. 60: Twitter’s Top News functionality, showcasing implementation examples of highlighted 

adjacencies and peripheral information.

For a more complex system we can look at the image bookmarking platform Pinterest. 
This is apparent immediately through an analysis of the Human Factors that it privileges:
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Table 7: Analysis of the Human Factors of Pinterest.

Preoccupation Foreground Question

Background Question

Engagement Purposelessness

Purposefulness

Dynamics Searching

Immersion

Exploring

Stumbling

With Pinterest, and in both its desktop and mobile versions, its home page features both 
a search bar at the top, spanning almost the entirety of the width of the page, as well 
as number of thumbnails of images suggested to the interactor. This encourages both a 
Purposelessness and purposefulness level of engagement, where the user may begin 
the interaction with a specified goal, and using the search bar for that effect, or she may 
begin by browsing through the thumbnails. Pinterest also easily allows for a change of 
engagement, through offering related images to one selected (that may drive a purpose-
ful interactor ‘down a rabbit hole’ of Purposelessness interaction), as well as suggest-
ing terms related to what was input into the search bar, as a way to increase the rele-
vancy of the results. With this double focus on search and exploration the system may 
be used by those with a foreground question, but also accommodates those with a 
background question and that are not using the system for that particular purpose.
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Lastly, with its variety of methods of navigation and discovery of content, it allows for 
the full array of dynamics: from direct search, to exploration of the system, to stum-
bling from a recommended image to another. Also, in the case of the mobile applica-
tion of Pinterest, when the user is taken to a different website, the application maintains 
the ability to “Save” a pin, encouraging immersion. This level of complexity is demon-
strated on the heuristics that we are able to identify in Pinterest:

Table 8: Analysis of the Heuristics of Pinterest.

Heuristic Pattern Variable

Encouraging Exploration Rhizomes Yes

Hidden Affordances Yes

Guiding the Interaction Personalisation Yes

Recommendations Similar

Linking Information Highlighted Adjacencies Yes

Connecting Information Yes

Branching Yes

Shared Space Yes

Timely Interactions Initiating Interactions Yes

Predictive Systems Yes

Glanceable Information Yes
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Unlike Twitter, Pinterest’s home page implements a form of rhizome by offering mul-
tiple entry and exit points through the suggested pins, and in its mobile application it 
allows for long presses on the images, showing Hidden Affordances (with “Save”, 
“Send”, “Hide”, and “More”), encouraging user interaction. The suggested images are 
personalised according to the user’s habits and it recommends similar imagens to the 
one selected. Pinterest implemented a variety of methods of linking information, such 
as Highlighting Adjacencies via the related pins, connecting information through 
the descriptions of the pins (such as who saved it, to what folder, and its original website) 
and branching through a variety of methods such as visual searches and the suggested 
search queries. The platform also allowed for shared virtual space in the form of collab-
orative folders.

Lastly the system displays forms of Timely Interactions: through email and notifications 
in the mobile applications, it alerts the interactor to possibly relevant pins as well as to 
the activities of other users, thus initiating interactions, its search is predictive, not 
only autocompleting the search but offering suggestions of terms as well as other users, 
finally, through its emphasis of images, it is well-suited to be glanceable.

Fig. 61: Pinterest’s predictive search, including suggestions of collections and users.
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Through the various Human Factors that it supports, as well as the different heuristics 
that were identified, we see a great deal of serendipitous potential in Pinterest. However, 
this does not mean that simpler systems cannot be serendipitous. One such example 
is in Serendipitor, an explicitly serendipitous system. By analysing its Human Factors, 
we observe that while it is used purposefully, it allows for a great deal of Interaction 
Dynamics: 

Table 9: Analysis of the Human Factors of Serendipitor.

Preoccupation Foreground Question

Engagement Purposefulness

Dynamics Searching

Immersion

Exploring

Stumbling

The system encourages the interactor to find specific elements it suggests, enabling 
searching. However, Serendipitor enables the interactor to immerse herself in the act 
of walking, encourages exploration of the surroundings, and by not offering an optimal 
path to a destination, it encourages stumbling.114

114  These dynamics, however, manifest themselves in the physical space, and not in the digital medium.
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Table 10: Analysis of the Heuristics of Serendipitor

Heuristic Pattern Variable

Unexpected Interaction Speculative Interactions Yes

Interactor Cedes Control Randomisation Yes

Multiple Agents Yes

Linking Information Shared Space Yes

As observable, while Serendipitor explicitly aims for serendipity, it is very parse in what 
heuristics in supports, however due to the nature of its proposed Activity (Wayfaring), 
it stands to reason that the application itself is focused on the experience of traversing 
physical space, and with a few key methods it is able to introduce serendipity into the 
experience. It is designed for Speculative Interactions, in the form of the nonsen-
sical suggestions it offers, for Randomisation, in the detours towards the destination, 
it allows for Multiple Agents with some action suggestions such as “ask someone to 
take you to the part of the city they are afraid of. Photograph it”, and lastly it allows for 
sharing not a virtual but a physical space.

We can expand this analysis to other forms of interactive systems, such as video games, 
with some minor caveats. To do so, let’s consider The Legend of Zelda (1986), a video 
game that, as observed, was created in order to instil a sense of serendipitous-like dis-
coveries akin to the ones that its lead designer—Shigeru Miyamoto—felt himself. (Sheff 
2011, 51)
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Table 11: Analysis of the Human Factors of The Legend of Zelda (1986).115

Preoccupation n/a

Engagement Purposefulness

Dynamics Searching

Immersion

Exploring

Stumbling

When analysing the human factors for The Legend of Zelda (1986), we can observe that 
it is almost identical to the one from Serendipitor. This is explained since the experi-
ence of traversing a physical world based on the suggestions that Serendipity offers, and 
traversing a virtual world based on objectives suggested by the game share the same 
core concepts, particularly because the first The Legend of Zelda was particularly open 
and vague in its instructions to the player, letting her wander and decipher the game 
space by herself. While both systems present the interactor with one ultimate objective 
(‘go to target location’ and ’save the princess’), they encourage sidetracking, exploring, 
and immersion, stumbling on unexpected discoveries, or specifically searching for 
them.

When analysing The Legend of Zelda’s heuristics, we can observe that its serendipi-
tous potential lies mostly on its encouragement for exploration, reinforcing Miyamoto’s 
premise:

115  There isn’t a particular preoccupation when playing a game besides playing that game. This does 
not mean that the interactor won’t have a background question that requires an answer, but in the 
case a serendipitous moment is experienced while playing a game, that has nothing to do with that back-
ground question but, nonetheless, provides an insight towards that preoccupation, is not foreseeable in 
design and is, instead, a case of Natural Serendipity.
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Table 12: Analysis of the Heuristics of The Legend of Zelda (1986).116

Heuristic Pattern Variable

Encouraging Exploration Rhizomes Yes

Hidden Affordances Yes

Combining Elements Yes

Guiding the Interaction Invisible Tutorial Yes

While the game starts the player on the same place every time, the player is free to 
choose any of three directions in that initial screen and in most screens besides that, 
essentially an example of Rhizomes. In every screen there are hidden elements that re-
quire the combination with items the player may find. All of this is left to player explora-
tion or to vague and cryptic messages from non-player characters that the player might 
encounter.

116  While there are several glitches that allow to exploit The Legend of Zelda, they appear to be glitch-
alike (Moradi 2004, 11), as there is nothing to suggest that these were intentionally implemented by its 
designers, and as such cannot be considered as an implementation of the heuristic.
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Fig. 62: Example of a cryptic game message in The Legend of Zelda (1986), encouraging the player to 

experiment and explore.

Lastly, the first screen of the game is an interesting example on Invisible Tutorial. 
When the player begins the game, she finds herself defenceless, but in a safe area with-
out any immediate dangers, where she is safe to experiment with the game controls. 
Furthermore, besides three paths that suggest to the player that she is free, and even 
encouraged to explore, there is an obvious distinct area on the screen that suggests an 
entrance. 
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Fig. 63: The Legend of Zelda first screen.

The oddity of that black rectangle invites the player to enter,117 where she finds herself 
inside what appears to be a cave, with a non-player character that warns the player of the 
dangerous of the game and gives her a sword that she can use to defend herself.

117  Furthermore, the character that the player is controlling is faced upwards, creating the suggestion 
of an arrow pointing up.
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Fig. 64: Inside the cave in The Legend of Zelda’s first screen.

As such, the player, diegetically, has learned that she will face dangers in this game 
world, and also that she is free to explore it non-linearly and serendipitously.
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Table 13: Comparative heuristics analysis of the systems.

Heuristic Pattern

Google 

Search Twitter Pinterest Serendipitor

The Legend 

of Zelda

Unexpected 

Interaction

Defamiliarisation None None None None None

Speculative 

Interactions

No No No Yes No

Errors, Glitches,  

and Interference

No No No No No

Encouraging 

Exploration

Rhizomes No No Yes No Yes

Hidden Affordances No Yes Yes No Yes

Combining 

Elements

No No No No Yes

Guiding the 

Interaction

Invisible Tutorial No No No No Yes

Negative Feedback 

Loops

No No No No No

Personalisation Yes Yes Yes No No

Recommendations Similar Similar Similar None None

Interactor 

Cedes 

Control

Generative Systems No No No No No

Automatisation No No No No No

Randomisation No No No Yes No

Multiple Agents No No No Yes No

Linking 

Information

Highlighted 

Adjacencies

Yes Yes Yes No No

Connecting 

Information

Yes No Yes No No

Branching No No Yes No No

Peripheral 

Information

No Yes No No No

Shared Space No No Yes Yes No

Timely 

Interactions

Synchronous Events No No No No No

Initiating 

Interactions

No No Yes No No

Predictive Systems Yes No Yes No No

Glanceable 

Information

No Yes Yes No No
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In conclusion, we can observe that through the framework we are able to not only pro-
vide designers the necessary guidance for the development of new systems that aim for 
serendipity, we are as well able to measure the serendipitous potential of existing sys-
tem, identify what is lacking or emphasize on a specific approach for serendipity.

9.1. Conclusion and Future Work

Through our proposed framework we are able to provide a basis of analysis of existing 
systems, as well as enable the design of future ones. When developing for serendipity, 
designers are able to identify the system’s intended activity, which informs the human 
factors to be encouraged, and what heuristics best to support that activity. 

Consider, as a hypothetical example, the creation of a GPS recommendation system to 
be used in short bursts while transversing a physical space. This identifies the Human 
Activity (i.e.: Wayfaring), guiding the relevant heuristics to be explored, which in this 
example would be Timely Interactions, followed by Guiding the Interaction. The system 
could offer Recommendations, through initiating interaction, designed in order to 
be Glanceable. If the system wants to include a level of Social Networking, it may allow 
for ceding some control of the interaction by, for example, permitting that Multiple 
Agents choose/recommend a destination for the interactor, introducing unpredicta-
bility, particularly if that destination would be hidden to the interactor through Hiding 
Information.

This framework is not infallible. It is the result of the observation and experimenta-
tion of existing systems, where only a few were created with the declared intention of 
provoking serendipity. Through further observation and experimentation of systems—
particularly those created with the intention of provoking serendipity—would system-
atically refine and validate the framework, as well as through the application and test 
of this framework in design projects, may not only validate it, but also contribute to 
improve it.

Furthermore, a natural continuation of this framework (which consists of positive ex-
amples of heuristics and patterns), would be identification of anti-patterns: practices 
that would stifle serendipity. Some are already evident from our research, such as ex-
treme personalisation, linearity, and designs that aim only to goal-driven interactions.
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10. Wrapping up PART II

In PART II we present the design of serendipity in the digital medium through our 
proposed framework for serendipity. 

This framework consists of three vectors that, through its interplay, approach the dif-
ferent components of the design of serendipitous systems, namely: Human Activities, 
which define the overall objective of a particular system, Human Factors, which de-
scribe and identify both the intrinsic human qualities and factors that influence the 
possibility of serendipity, as well as the possible preoccupations, engagements, and dy-
namics of the interaction with the systems, and lastly the Heuristics, which are rules 
of thumb that describe the possible implementations of distinct methods and design 
patterns that enable and encourage serendipity in user interaction.

We conclude PART II with an analysis of case studies that represent the application 
of the framework for a survey of the serendipitous potential of a system—as well as its 
dominant strategies to do so—and with a proposal of how the framework may be like-
wise utilised to the creation of new systems that aim towards serendipity.
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Conclusion

Summary

In this research we approached the subject of serendipity as a means to introduce val-
uable unpredictability into everyday digital interactions. We believe that serendipity is 
intrinsic to the digital medium from its inception and exists in its potential as a medi-
um. However, recent trajectories in the design of interactive systems have artificially 
limited this potential in their attempts to cater towards their interactors, restricting the 
spectrum of what is possible to achieve, discover, and experience within the medium. 
As such, we believe that a correction of course is necessary and that through designing 
towards serendipity we are able to reclaim the full potential of the medium.

To that end, we began by establishing an understanding of serendipity, historically and 
within the context of the medium, in order to achieve a basis of insight of serendipity, 
its intrinsic mechanics, and how these impacts the context of this research, as well as to 
identify the specific domains in which we are able to see serendipity’s impact, namely in 
innovation and creativity, as well as information discovery.

With a starting point in information discovery theory, as well as Norman’s action cycle 
for interaction design, and following an analysis of existing models for serendipity, we 
proposed a serendipitous pattern describing the distinct stages that characterise seren-
dipity. Through three stages (plus a stage dedicated to the pre-conditions of the seren-
dipists themselves), serendipity is achieved when all phases of the serendipitous pattern 
are experienced, culminating in an acknowledgement of added value.
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We ended PART I with an analysis of the role that chance play in serendipity, arguing 
for a deterministic approach to serendipity, one absolutely-unpredictable in the case of 
Natural Serendipity and relatively-unpredictable in the case of Artificial Serendipity, 
which opens the possibility for the design for serendipity.

Building upon the concept of artificial serendipity (that which can be designed), we 
began PART II with an exploration of interactive systems that permit serendipitous 
experiences. These systems were categorised according to their intended aims towards 
serendipity (explicit or implicit), as well their convergent or divergent approach. 

From the analysis of the serendipitous systems, we proceeded to the development of 
our framework, consisting of three distinct but interconnected components: Human 
Factors, Human Activities, and Heuristics:

In Human Factors we approach the role the serendipist plays in order to create ser-
endipity in digital interactions, identifying four distinct factors: Internal, relating to 
the mental and personality characteristics of the serendipist; Pre-Interaction, which ad-
dresses the intention, motivation, and/or query that that leads to a moment of epiphany; 
Interaction Engagement, which addresses the stance of the serendipist regarding the 
interaction; lastly Interaction Dynamics refers to the actions taken by the serendipist 
during interaction.

In Human Activities we explored the actions that the serendipist undertakes in the dig-
ital medium that may lead to serendipity, having identified six activities that are con-
ducive to serendipity: Collaborating, Creating, Information Interaction, Playing, Social 
Networking, Wayfaring. Each of these different activities implied a distinct strategy and 
approach towards provoking serendipity.

The final component of our framework consists of six heuristics—Unexpected 
Interaction, Encouraging Exploration, Guiding the Interaction, Interactor Cedes Control, 
Linking Information, and Timely Interactions—which aggregate the identified methods 
and strategies observable in the state-of-the-art, grouped by a common goal and design 
philosophy. However, while presented in these distinct heuristics, a particular serendip-
itous system may incorporate methods and elements from various heuristics, depend-
ing on the designer’s intent.
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These three components cover the role the serendipist plays proceeding and motivating 
interaction, the actions it takes during interaction, as well as the strategies and method-
ologies utilised by the different systems that permit serendipity. Through the interplay 
between these components of the framework, we are able to lay the ground work for a 
theory on the design of serendipitous systems in the digital medium.

Results

Answers to Research Questions

Our research began with the primary objective of creating a framework that allowed 
designers to develop interactive systems that could promote, facilitate, or induce seren-
dipitous discoveries in the digital medium, which led to the research question of which 
methodologies or strategies can be utilised in the design of systems that afford, induce, 
or facilitate serendipity in interactive systems?

We were able to provide an answer to this primary research question through our pro-
posed framework. While there is not one single set of general methodologies or strate-
gies that can be applied to the design of serendipitous systems across the board, through 
the different heuristics and their corresponding implementations methods, and corre-
lated with both human factors and human activities, we are able to explore the broad 
spectrum of the design of serendipitous systems across a wide breadth of different ap-
plications, from those that relate to creation and productive work, to social networking, 
to playing and entertainment.

Concerning our primary objective, we identified a set of secondary objectives and their 
corresponding research questions, namely are we able to observe and measure seren-
dipity in interactive systems, and what are its intrinsic processes and mechanics.

While direct observation and measurement of serendipity in the short term may be 
unlikely due to the number of factors it involves, it may be possible in the long term. 
This was identified both in the literature (Campos and Figueiredo 2002; McCay-Peet 
and Toms 2011; Makri and Blandford 2012) as well as in our own fieldwork concerning 
serendipity in the design process. We were able to, during the course of one semester, 
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identify a positive impact of the methods developed to provoke serendipity within the 
context of creative and design work. (Melo et al. 2016)

Concerning serendipity’s processes and mechanics, through the serendipitous pattern 
we identified the distinct stages that constitute the moment of serendipity—Trigger, 
Epiphany, and Value—as well as a precursory stage—Prepared Mind—which, together, 
are able to encapsulate the moment that serendipity occurs and is recognised as such.

We had, as well, identified secondary objectives to be addressed in this research. The 
first concerned itself with the value of serendipity. This was addressed in the identi-
fied domains of serendipity—Innovation and Creativity, and Information Discovery—
and how these translated into recognised value that followed the moment of epiphany, 
which could assume the forms of Knowledge, Experience, and Creativity.

The second concerned itself with the effects of content personalisation on the user’s 
identity. While we have addressed this objective, to some extent, in the fieldwork, it be-
gets future, log-term research. However, recent publications have started to address this 
matter (Bakshy, Messing, and Adamic 2015; Barberá et al. 2015; F. L. F. Lee 2016). We 
believe that this will continue in the near future as this concern is entering the general 
public’s awareness.

Lastly, our final objective aimed at an understanding of the relationship between cre-
ativity and serendipity. Serendipity, as we argue, is a form of creativity, one that arises 
from a specific set of conditions, but creativity nonetheless. Throughout our research, 
and particularly in the conducted fieldwork, we explore how the concepts related to 
the serendipitous process could be applied into a creative practice, with observable and 
identifiable positive impact. Therefore, it is our belief that both through the design of 
serendipitous systems, and through an exploration of the human factors for serendipity, 
has a direct impact in ideation and creativity.

Other Identified Results

Throughout the course of this research, we identified a series of results that went beyond 
those initially foreseen by our objectives but that, nonetheless, have implications both 
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on the subject of designing towards serendipity and serendipitous systems, as well as on 
the concept of serendipity in and of itself.

Serendipity as Methodology

The first of these other identified results was the potential of serendipity not just as 
an end-result but as a methodological strategy, particularly as it relates to creative en-
deavours. Through both an implementation of the methods identified to contribute to 
serendipity, as well as in aiming towards serendipity throughout a creative process, we 
were able to identify a positive influence on the end result, evidenced in the fieldwork 
conducted in collaboration with the Faculty of Fine Arts of the University of Porto.

Likewise, we’ve identified contributions to pedagogy methodologies in particular, as the 
result of the aforementioned fieldwork, as well as in the follow-up work with design and 
master students of the Faculty of Fine Arts of the University of Porto.118 These results 
were published in Melo et al. (2016).

Serendipity as Environmental Design

We have also identified the potential of serendipity in regard to spatial and environmen-
tal design as a method to promote social and professional interaction. This was explored 
in Agita. Liga. Faz (2014): Encouraging reflection, appropriation and collaboration 
through the self-representation of its inhabitants and the in-between spaces of indi-
vidual entities; and The Serendipity Cloud (2015): Provoking creativity, communication 
and collaboration in creative spaces; both conducted at Center of Creative Industries of 
the University of Porto (UPTEC PINC).

We believe that through designing for environmental serendipity we are able to increase 
collaboration and interdisciplinary, which may have a significant impact in industry as 
well as in education institutions. This, however, requires further research.

118  Specifically in the classes of Design Research Methodologies and Project Methodologies (first and 
fourth year of the Communication Design B.A. respectively) as well as Digital Culture of the Masters in 
Image Design.
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Serendipity and Narratives

One last identified result of this research is the impact of serendipity in the creation 
of narratives and meaning. This was explored in the workshops Antifluffy Go!119 and 
Facebook Exquis,120 that attempted to apply the concepts integral to serendipity in the 
context of the creation of narratives, through the lens of playing and games, yielding 
particularly interesting results. While this corroborates our arguments for serendipity 
as means for creative value, this suggests a significant impact in the creation of meaning 
through the act of play, concepts that will be the subject of future work.

Personal Results

This research yield results not only related to the work that was produced but in our-
selves as researchers, educators, designers, and interactors.

We had the opportunity to divulge our work and findings in various invitations and op-
portunities to public speaking to students and peers, that permitted not only to increase 
the reach of the work itself, but also allowed us to grow as public speakers.

Likewise, we were able to incorporate this work in our activity as teachers, being able to 
approach the subjects here discussed both theoretically as in practical exercises. As well 
as in our professional practice, as designers of interactive systems.

Lastly, through exploring these topics in our daily interactions, we’ve become more 
conscious interactors, aware of the adverse effects of personalisation and content cater-
ing, while attempting to cultivate a prepared mind that may allow for serendipity not 
only in our interactions with the digital medium, but in all aspects of life.

Limitations

This work presented an all-inclusive approach to the subject of serendipity in the digital 
medium. With the growing interest in the subject, we observe distinct and specified 
approaches, relevant but that lacked grasps towards the larger picture of serendipity as 

119  At the FUTUREPLACES Festival, Porto, October 19, 2016.
120  At the mm-XX event, Faculty of Engineering of the University of Porto, November 3, 2016.
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it relates to the digital medium and interaction, across the board of different activities, 
goals, and motivations. As such, it was necessary for this first approach, in order to 
establish a ground understanding of the subject as a whole, and that incorporated the 
distinct theories and experiences into a larger theory.

However, due to time restraints, we were not able to explore the intricacies of all con-
necting elements of our research. As such, we identified the subjects that would require 
future work, while focusing on the larger view of the problem throughout its different 
applications and manifestations, across the whole of the medium.

Likewise, we recognise that there are limits to how technology alone can resolve the 
problems that technology created. As Olma warns: “technology is a pharmakon, it can 
be both poison and cure” (Olma 2016, 207), as such, there is a risk on relying on tech-
nology as a mean to achieve the serendipity that technology is inhibiting. However, we 
likewise consider that a luddite approach will not be effective in offering a viable solu-
tion to the problems here expressed. We must recognise that the digital systems that 
are creating echo chambers, filter bubbles, and cyberbalkans are, and will continue to 
be, embraced by the general public. To that end we must first increase awareness of the 
issue, offer alternatives, but also to improve the systems themselves in order to course 
correct from within. We believe that through this research we contributed with a sig-
nificant step towards that goal.

Future Work

This work presents itself as a necessary first step in establishing the distinct elements 
that constitute the framework for the design of serendipitous systems, while establish-
ing a theoretical underpinning for understanding serendipity itself and as it relates to 
the digital medium. However, there is the need to further the research on the frame-
work itself, through a systematic validation of both the heuristics—through their im-
plementation in purposefully design systems—and the human component, through 
long term observation of the interaction between human and serendipitous system and 
the possible serendipitous experiences that may emerge.

While this is the required next step for the continuation of the work regarding the ob-
jectives that this research pertains itself to, we have also identified future work that 
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emerged throughout this research as germane to serendipity and interactive digital sys-
tems, namely:

– Serendipity in video games: we promptly identified the cases that were relevant to 
the heuristics and that could have overreaching impact in the design of serendipi-
tous systems, there remains a required research on serendipity, particularly in the 
act of playing, as observed by Tynan Sylvester:

But there’s another, often more important kind of unknown unknown: seren-
dipity. Players will fall in love with a minor character. They’ll invent an inter-
esting new tactic. They’ll find emotion in a seemingly unimportant part of the 
game. These are positive outcomes that the designers never saw coming. And 
often, these serendipitous discoveries are the most valuable things that happen 
during the design process. Such serendipity is essential to creating revolution-
ary designs, because most revolutionary game designs aren’t authored—they’re 
stumbled upon. (Sylvester 2013)

– Likewise, there is a required future work regarding serendipity in the act of other 
forms of interactive storytelling: what part does valuable unpredictability play in 
the experience of interactive narratives? This was preliminary explored in the case 
of aporias as part of the places triggers for serendipity, but it remains as necessary 
future work.

– Future work extends as well to exploring the role of serendipity not only to the 
consumption of narratives but to their creation as well. As identified in Other 
Identified Results, we begun work in regard to serendipity in the act of creating 
meaning and storytelling, however this was both preliminary and tangential to our 
main objectives in this research and begets dedicated interest.

– During the course of this research we observed the advent of voice assistants, 
which have pertinent implications in this research, however it was not possible to 
include them in current work due to a variety of logistical issues (the most deciding 
factor was their limited geographical availability).121 Nonetheless, it is an identified 

121  Alexa, for example, has only very recently been made available in Portugal, while Google Home 
hasn’t at all.

Conclusion
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emerging field that will the subject of future research. We are currently co-super-
vising a master thesis on the subject of chatterbots that will start addressing this 
subject.

– Lastly, at present time we’re observing pivotal development in machine learning 
which may have a profound effect on the subject, where the AI plays a larger part in 
the equation of provoking serendipity, which raises the question of the role of the 
human agent in the serendipity experience at all. Can a particularly advanced AI 
replace, in its entirety, the human factor of serendipity?

Future Work
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1.  Fieldwork

In order to inform the development of serendipitous systems that offered an alternative 
to available systems of information discovery and interaction, as well as to explore ser-
endipity’s impact in the creative practices, we conducted several studies and activities 
with design students at the Faculty of Fine Arts of the University of Porto.

The main study was developed in collaboration with the student Marta Santos, as part 
of her MSc thesis Princípios de pesquisa online para a serendipidade: o processo criativo 
como caso de estudo (2016), as well as professor Pedro Cardoso, and was conducted dur-
ing the second semester of the 2015/2016 academic year, with first year Communication 
Design undergrad students at the Design Research Methodologies course.

1.1. Objectives

The objectives of this collaboration were to explore how serendipity, and its inherited 
concepts, could be methodologically introduced and tested within the context of ide-
ation and creative practice, as well as during the development of a long-term design 
project. As such, the fact that this study was done within a design research and method-
ologies class made it a particularly apropos context for this study. Likewise, the fact that 
these were first year students permitted that we could test our hypothesis with a sample 
that had yet to develop ingrained design methodologies.

As part of the class’s objectives, the students were asked to develop the graphic design 
elements associated with an advertising campaign for a speculative videogame console 
or for a bone marrow donation campaign. The students were divided into a total of 
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12 work groups, half of which to each theme. During the course of the design project, 
several activities that explored the mechanics and concepts associated with serendipity 
were proposed to the students, in order to test and validate their impact into the project 
being developed.

1.2. Class Characterisation

Our sample consisted of a class of 54 students, with an average of 80% female, and with 
ages comprised between the 17 and the 26 years old, with a 19 years old average.

In order to better understand the sample, specifically regarding their online and re-
search habits, we conducted a survey dedicated to their relationship with the digital me-
dium. In it, we were able to observe that students connected to the internet daily, both 
through a computer (100%) or through a mobile device (97,9%). All used search engines, 
however while they were aware of various search engines, 100% identified Google Search 
as the one they mainly used.

Regarding their usage of digital tools for search of media content: 52,4% used Spotify 
for searching music, followed by YouTube with 29,2%. For image search 44,7% used 
Google Images, followed by Pinterest with 40,4%, followed by Tumblr (6%), Flickr (4%), 
and others (4%). Regarding the search of videos, YouTube was unanimous with 100%.

Regarding the utilisation of social networks, 95,8% of the students used Facebook reg-
ularly, followed by Instagram with 79,2%, and Tumblr with 50%. Entertainment was 
the main identified usage of these social networks, followed by contact with friends and 
family, news, inspiration, and work. Inspiration being identified in 4th was particularly 
relevant for the objectives of this study, as it highlighted the relevance and weight of 
these tools within the design and ideation process.

1.3. Activities

The activities conducted in the class accompanied the particular stages of develop-
ment of the design project, from the early phases of observation, research, gathering 
and analysis of data, followed by a phase of brainstorming and ideation, prototyping, 
and building. These were accompanied by the presence of the student Marta Santos 
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throughout the semester, who was able to directly observe the students and empirically 
identified how the individual personalities and behaviour of the group influenced not 
only the activities that were carried out, but also their impact in the final project. Her 
observations were reported on her MSc thesis (2016) and were key for the findings re-
ported in the Human Factors chapter of the thesis.

1.3.1. Research: Finding and Noticing

The first activity proposed to the students aimed at both familiarise them with their re-
search subject as well as begin introducing the concept of serendipity into their practice. 
As such, it was asked to the work groups to divide into two subgroups and to travel to 
spaces related to their work subject, preferably at different times. Group A was asked to 
identify a series of materials to collect beforehand, while group B was to collect material 
without a pre-establish plan, influenced mainly by senses and space, similarly to the 
Guy Debord’s dérive.

Fig. 1: Image resulted from the serendipitous observation of a space

The aim of this first activity was to sensitise the students to the different methodological 
approaches, as well as to the introduce the concepts of serendipity organically.

Fieldwork Work
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The results of this first activity were diverse, varying greatly due to the different ap-
proaches by the groups. While it had a positive impact in the cases were the students 
were able to carry out what was requested, there were instances where the students, 
faced with difficulties of access to a particular space, weren’t receptive to carry on with 
the activity. This highlighted the importance of the Curiosity Internal Factor of the 
Human Factors of our Framework.

This activity was followed by a moment of reflection and triangulation of the different 
sources and materials, in order for the students to articulate and compare different ma-
terials, and data and to identify a series of core concepts and keywords, essentials to the 
following activity.

1.3.2. Brainstorming + Sprinting

This second activity accompanied the beginning of the ideation stage of the students. As 
such, in order to quickly overcome creative blocks, it was asked for the students, after an 
initial 15 minutes of discussion and brainstorming, to quickly conceptualise a few ideas 
for the project. This was done in order to quench possible inhibitions and self-censor-
ship that is usually associated with the start of the ideation process, and to create a basis 
of ideas that could be used not only to mature and explore, but also to reject at an early 
phase of development. It is pertinent to note that we were able to observe the genesis of 
some of the projects in this early brainstorming activity.

Fig. 2: Draft of an initial concept explored in the Brainstorming + Sprinting activity, and the same 

concept applied in the final product.
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1.3.3. Mind Map + Mock-up Close and Distant Concepts

The following activity aimed at gathering an understanding at the lexical field for the 
different themes or ideas, in order to frame their project in direct and indirect concepts. 
Through this activity, each group was able to establish connections and identify rela-
tions between concepts.

To do so, we asked each group to create a mind map, starting from a core key concept to 
their project, which should be explored to exhaustion, expanding a web of relationships 
from the core to the margin. This exercise was to be repeated in the form of two new 
mind maps, one based on three other central concepts gathered from the initial mind 
map, the other on three distant, peripheral concepts. Afterwards, it was required to 
identify and analyse positive contributions from the created mind maps and incorpo-
rate them into the project.

Through this exercise of creating new connections with concepts previously unex-
plored, the aim was to encourage capacity of adaptation, integration of foreign elements 
and lateral thinking.

In this activity we observed that the overall attitude of the group had a large impact on 
the results. Those that had a more thoughtful but conservative approach kept the con-
cepts simple and close to the core, while those that were more free thought developed 
mental models that were very complex and too distant from the central concepts. The 
result was that neither extreme was particularly relevant and pertinent to the overall 
project while those that were able to achieve an equilibrium between close and dis-
tant concepts were successful in incorporating the results of the activity into their own 
project. 

Fieldwork Work
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Fig. 3: To the left: example of a mind map constricted to the core concepts, to the right: example of a 

mind map that mainly explored distant concepts

This highlights the relevance of the signal/noise issue explored in our research and that 
serendipitous systems should incorporate divergency but not to the complete expense 
of relevancy.

1.3.4. (Ir)relevant Data

This activity aimed at analysing the impact of randomness into the project, through 
introducing random concepts with related ones and asking the students to establish 
relationships between both.

As such, in a first stage of the activity, each group was given a set of images that direct-
ly related to their specific project. The selection was based on an analysis of the work 
and activities previously conducted. The students were then asked to propose a new 
idea, or to further develop a previous one, using the provided images as reference and 
inspiration.

Some of the work groups expressed difficulty in creating new concepts based on these 
images, since they felt as they had already explored these concepts to exhaustion. This 
reinforced the need for introducing unpredictability, not only into a creative project, but 
also into our daily interactions and activities.

At a second stage, each group was asked to randomly pick two images, from a random 
selection of images done without any particularly connection to the projects. Again, 
the students were asked to incorporate these images into their existing projects, or to 
develop new ones. Here we observed a great deal of diversity in the results, with groups 
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taking formal queues from the provided images—such as through colours and tex-
tures—, while others based their approach through deriving meaning from the images 
and incorporating them through metaphors.

While this led to cases of varying success, there was some particular cases that, through 
the integration of the random images, were able to generate new and apt ideas with 
a great deal of contribution to the overall project, expanding upon it creatively while 
overcoming creative blocks.

Fig. 4: Example of the application of a random image into the final product.

This reinforced the Receptiveness aspect explored in the Curiosity Internal Factor. As 
the students were explicitly asked to incorporate the random images into their own de-
sign process, it created an openness that is necessary to accommodate unexpectedness 
and utilise it as a means to resolver a particular Preoccupation.

1.3.5. Interpretation Mediation

Our last activity, implemented near the end of the project, aimed at resolving issues that 
were pending or left open while, at the same time, introducing some unpredictability 
into the process by the form of other agents122.

122  See Agents as Triggers, page 66.
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To that end, we asked each group to divide into two subgroups, each one would develop 
a draft of a new idea for the project, or develop a concept previously discussed during 
the ideation project but never fully developed. Afterwards, and during a maximum of 
two minutes, each sub-group should verbally describe what they developed to the other 
sub-group, who should re-create and re-interpret that described idea. With the final two 
versions of each idea, the sub-groups were asked to compare both contributions and 
attempt to create a final, third version, that would incorporate the gains and improve-
ments identified in each interpretation.

Through this activity we were able to observe that, through confronting both solutions, 
the groups were able to improve upon the original ideas and resolve pending issues on 
the design. This was observed in the following example where, through this mediation, 
the group was able to solve the design problem that hadn’t been addressed.

Fig. 5: Improvement upon original idea through Interpretation Mediation.
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1.4. Findings

Through the direct observation, interviews, informal conversations, final survey,123 and 
feedback from the students, we are able to verify the positive impact that these activities 
had in both the evolution and final result of projects, in overcoming creative blocks, and 
in the discussions and debates that were carried in the class.

Of particular relevance, both in their impact on the projects themselves, as well as their 
potential for implementation, was the (Ir)relevant Data and Interpretation Mediation 
activities, both highlighted by the students as those that had a larger impact on the final 
product of the projects.

Throughout the course of this fieldwork and through the activities carried out by the 
students, we were able to develop and explore core concepts to the serendipitous ex-
periences identified in the literature and that guided the development of our heuris-
tics, as well as observe the human behaviour that corroborated those described Human 
Factors, particularly the role that Curiosity—particularly in the receptiveness 
sub-factor—played in the success of the work carried out. This was particularly evident 
in one specific group that showed an openness and positive attitude towards all activi-
ties, carrying them out with dedication and commitment, which was reflected both in 
the evolution of their work and its final result.

1.5. Future Work

Warranted by the auspicious results of this study, many of the activities and core concepts 
were applied in later collaborations124 with the Faculty of Fine Arts, specifically with 
the fourth-year students of the Project Methodologies course of the Communication 
Design degree, as well as again in the Design Research Methodologies course of the 
2016/2017 academic year.

Due to this positive impact, we hope to continue with these collaborations in the future, 
as well as extend the same practices and concepts to our own pedagogical activities.

123  Published as part of Marta Santo’s dissertation, avaliable at http://hdl.handle.net/10216/84422.
124  However, since the student Marta Santos had successfully completed her MSc, and thus was no 
longer involved in our research, following collaborations were more confined in their scope and breadth.
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2. Workshops

Accompanying our research and the aforementioned described fieldwork, we conduct-
ed workshops dedicated to peripheral but related concepts to our research, namely how 
serendipity may contribute to the creation of narratives and meaning. Of those we high-
light two: Antifluffy GO (2016) and Facebook Exquis (2016).

2.1. Antifluffy GO

This workshop was conducted with the collaboration of Pedro Cardoso and as part of 
the 2016 FUTUREPLACES Festival125.

Its declared objectives were to subvert the game and cultural phenomenon of Pokémon 
GO, transforming what is a passive, virtual activity (drifting through a space, paying 
attention at nothing and capturing creatures that have nothing to do with that par-
ticular physical context), into an active, reactive, creative and transformative activity, 
where the physical, tangible context feedbacks to the observer. Through this activity we 
were also able to explore the role of serendipity to the creation of on-the-fly narratives, 
through the utilisation of randomness, triggers, and time-constrains, through the act 
of play.126

To that end we created a card game that utilised randomness and player-participation 
as a form of unpredictability, creating the necessary conditions for promoting and pro-
voking creative thought.

125  Porto, October 19, 2016
126  This enabled us to explore the Playfulness sub-factor of our Framework.
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This was done by asking participants,127 individually, to write in playing cards three 
nouns, three verbs, three adjectives, and finally, three wild cards.128 We then divided 
the participants into teams and each team were given three random cards from those 
created.

Fig. 6: Example of the cards created by the players.

Turn-by-turn, each team played a card of their choosing. At any point, anyone from 
any team could yell out a keyword established beforehand. When this happened, a dice 
would be played that would inform the time that the teams would have to transform 
what was played into something that combined the ideas written in the cards, by us-
ing what was around their environment as triggers. The creation would then be judged 
collectible and points were attributed to each. At the end of a fixed time, the team with 
more points would win.129

127  There were 10 participants of varying ages and backgrounds.
128  These were purposefully left open for the participants. Many resorted to drawings while some to 
symbols or indecipherable marks.
129  However this scoring method was mainly a form of initial incentive and was quickly ignored by 
the participants.
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Fig. 7: One of the creations. These were captured using an instant camera and were titled by the 

participants.

Throughout the course of the three hours workshop, the participants were able to create 
innovative and creative solutions, utilising the played cards and using the environment 
as triggers for serendipity. In the end the results were extremely positive, underlining 
the relationship between play, randomness, and unpredictability into both serendipity 
and creativity.

As one the participants observed:

From the invention of the cards, to the randomness we created from combining 
[them], to improvise in a few minutes materials to create. We developed the 
ability of [creating something extemporaneous] as well as creativity, madness, 
and teamwork.
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2.2. Facebook Exquis

This workshop was conducted with the collaboration of Pedro Cardoso and as part of 
the 20 years celebration of the Masters in Multimedia of the University of Porto.130

Its declared objective was to invert the ordinarily passive attitude towards informa-
tion consumption in digital social networks, through an exploration of the concepts 
of creator/reader/player. We were also able to explore the serendipitous development of 
narratives through unpredictability, defamiliarisation, and with the digital medium as 
context.

Inspired by the surrealist technique of the cadavre exquis, as well as creative writing 
techniques and lateral thinking, this workshop proposed to its participants the creation 
of hypernarratives and/or role-playing games utilising the content shared on each par-
ticipant’s social networks, through a reframing of the shared posts and giving it a new 
and imagined meaning and recreating it as a form of game.

To that end, each participant was asked to select 9 different images from their social 
network feed. From this selection, each participant made a choice of an image ‘to play’ 
in a virtual board. The participants were asked to create visual or semantic relationships 
with the image previously played. 

This was done successively until all images were played. Afterwards, it was asked to 
each of the participants to, in turn, create a sentence associated to each of the images, 
leaving the last word of the sentence as an anchor for the next participant (as with the 
text version of the cadavre exquis). While maintaining a proximity relationship between 
images, a prototype of a hypernarrative/rhizome was created with both the images and 
corresponding text.

130  November 3rd, 2016, at the Faculty of Engeneering of the University of Porto.
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Fig. 8: Hypernarrative created based on the images.

While there were some technical difficulties in the process, as well as some misunder-
standing of the process by some participants, which compromised the result, this work-
shop was successful in transforming the relationship that the participants had with 
their social networks—from a predominately passive—into a creative one, as well as 
explore how through defamiliarisation we are able to create serendipitous moments of 
meaning.

This workshop was later adapted and introduced—to a greater degree of success—into 
the Project Methodologies course of the Communication Design degree at the Faculty 
of Fine Arts of the University of Porto.
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3. Projects

Accompanying our research, we developed a few experimental projects through which 
we were able to explore some of the concepts described in our work and that, directly 
and indirectly, contributed to the construction of the framework for serendipity.

3.1. Agita. Liga. Faz.

Our first project, done in collaboration with Ana Lima, Anselmo Canha, and Nelma 
Ferreira, sought to encourage serendipitous connections and collaborations within the 
community of the Centre of Creative Industries of the University of Porto (PINC).

To that end, first we needed to understand the different dynamics of PINC’s community 
of enterprises, to what level this community interact and was aware of each other, what 
they perceived of PINC as a space that enabled collaboration, interdisciplinarity, and 
lastly its pertinence as a social and communitarian space, as it pertained to be.

This raised a few related questions: 1) in what way as the promise of the creative effer-
vescence that creative incubates actually occur within PINC; 2) What role could design 
assume towards advancing this promise; 3) What data could be gathered regarding the 
presumed goals and objectives of PINC as a creative incubator.

One of the motivations for this project was the belief that, although there is both an 
enormous private and public investment, national and international, into the creation 
of the infrastructures that are believed to be favourable for creative work, there is a 
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dissonance between the methods and structures found within these incubators, and the 
ones needed to foster and encourage creative work. They may, in fact, stifle it. 

As such, there is a need to explore and enquire on the methods that best suit creative 
practices with entrepreneurship intentions while stimulating collaboration, experimen-
tation and creativity. 

By continuously trying to squeeze creative value into frameworks it does not 
fit, I believe we can actually destroy it. At this point, we need to develop and 
defend new metrics and impact measures, to which cultural and creative value 
can easily respond and be understood. (São Simão, 2013)

3.1.1. Context

PINC, the Creative Industries Centre of UPTEC, was chosen for this study due to its 
declared intention to be the combination of creative practices and entrepreneurship and 
its localisation in the heart of the city of Porto, permitting its potential to involve and 
work towards and with the local community. The PhD programme that supports this 
study is itself located within PINC, as one of its anchor projects, allowing for a close re-
lationship that, we believed, could yield interesting collaborations, with this particular 
study being the first step towards that objective.

3.1.2. Problem

The problem is, therefore, that the mission and intention of UPTEC PINC is not being 
followed through in its relationship with the incubated projects and companies, as well 
as the relationship of these with themselves. There is an apparent waste (of resources, 
of circumstances, of skills, and time) when these projects and companies don’t actively 
interact and collaborate, organically and actively establishing relationships with each 
other. While some collaborations occur, there are done sparsely, and what is left be-
hind is the possible, potential collaborations, that lack the means and medium to made 
themselves apparent and visible.
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3.1.3. Hypothesis

As such, a necessary first step was of an—uncompromised, apolitical—enquiry on the 
habits and daily lives of the inhabitants of PINC, their physical, psychological and emo-
tional relationship with the space and context, as well as the established relationships 
with themselves. Through this we would be able to create a self-representative image of 
PINC, by its representatives, that best illustrate their own perceptions of it as a space for 
collaboration, serendipity, and creativity.

By providing the tools necessary for this self-representation, and then giving these im-
ages back to the community, as well as the institution itself, we believed it to be an im-
portant first step into interpretation and debate regarding this lost potential.

It was not within the goal of this project, and therefore not our intention, to provide the 
solutions to this problem, rather to give an instrumental and methodological approach 
to it, using the specificities of our field of study, namely design.

3.1.4. Theoretical Framework

Through a literature review we confirmed the significance and impact of the creation 
and stimulation of social capital within the context of an incubator. According to a 
study by Renata Adlešič and Alenka Slavec (2012), incubators that promote the building 
of communities within their environment, actively contribute towards the satisfaction 
levels of its incubatees which, in turn, has a significant positive impact in the trust and 
confidence levels of these towards the institution. As such, Adlešič and Slavec propose 
that “incubators measure their incubatees’ satisfaction and take suggestions for a better 
conduit in order to gain insights on what should be improved.” This study follows in line 
with these recommendations by Adlešič and Slavec.

We chose the creation of images and visual artefacts, in particular the personal and 
emotional mapping of PINCs inhabitants, as well as their own self-representation, as we 
believe this would be the most appropriate method to, impartially, let the subject of in-
quiry best represent themselves and to uncover the existing collaborations, established 
relationships and desired ones.
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People can see nothing around them that is not their own image; everything speaks 
to them of themselves. ¶ Their very landscape is animated (Debord, 2003)

The above quote by Guy Debord perfectly encapsulates our intentions regarding this 
study. The potential for creative and experimental practices within PINC is best encour-
aged through the appropriation and reflection of its inhabitants towards it. It is through 
the creation of self-representational images that the PINC inhabitants will describe 
what their relationship with the space and context is, and what it could be.

3.1.5. Case Studies

In order to inform this project, we chose three case studies that best represent the con-
text of creative and collaborative practices, and the mechanisms that were chosen and 
created to encourage them.

3.1.5.1. Matadero Madrid

A former slaughterhouse now turned creative and cultural centre, Matadero Madrid 
is a case study of particular interest due to its communication with the community. 
Starting with the treatment of the façade (fig. 01), Matadero fully and completely an-
nounces itself to the community, it’s visibly inhabited, in a state of evident construction 
that is fully admitted as part of its identity and intentions, and its methods of participa-
tion and exposure are implemented as a core element of the space itself. What it does is 
shared, and is always visible, and a kind of promiscuity between formal and informal is 
encouraged within the space, revealing of a real condition of dependency and collabo-
ration. The space does not dismiss a clear indication of functionalities and is, naturally 
and organically made their own and built upon by their inhabitants to encourage free 
expression.
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Fig. 9: Matadero Madrid

3.1.5.2. Pátio Maravillas

A multipurpose, self-managed space located in the neighbourhood of Malasaña, in 
Madrid, and organised in the shape of a web, Pátio Maravilhas is focused on “doing”, 
trying to subvert the left-right political axis, replacing it with an “up-down” one. 

Pátio Maravilhas has a clear and annunciated message, and one that it exposes os-
tensibly and coherently throughout the space. It intervenes actively and directly in its 
proximity, as well as within public space, confronting it with different positions and 
strengths. Internally, it clearly expresses its needs and how its own inhabitants can help 
and contribute towards the common goal (fig. 02), as well as it represents clearly what 
it is and what it accommodates. It also cultivates a space essential to the edification of a 
common structure.
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Fig. 10: Pátio Maravillas, “Things that you can do”.
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3.1.5.3. Centro Comercial Stop

With Centro Comercial Stop we have a clear case study to the types of intervention and 
enquiry that yield the best results within these creative centres. In a study by Anselmo 
Canha (2008), traditional enquiry methods were tested, which despite some positive 
results, were not completely accepted within the community and the results were “un-
inspired” and “uninspiring”. As such, a different approach was attempted, through the 
use of a referential image representing Centro Comercial Stop’s floor plan in a public 
space (fig. 03), it encouraged intervention in participation by simply providing a medi-
um. The results far exceeded expectations, being richer in both information as well as 
expression, as well as unexpected.

Fig. 11: Intervention at Centro Comercial Stop, 2008.

3.1.6. Process and Methodology

With our intention of allowing PINCs inhabitants to represent themselves and their 
relationship with their context, we designed an inquire tool that attempted to capture 
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the observation and recollection of the daily lives of those studied, in an open and in-
formal way in order to 1) allow the gathering of more data or types of data beyond those 
first foreseen, and 2) in order to promote the fluidity and naturalness of the responses, 
freeing them from the constraints that result from formal queries. Ethically, this in-
quire tool attempted a neutral position regarding the object of study and the possible 
solutions or identifiable issues.

Finally, it was our intention to return the possible results, not in a predefined way but 
according to the available results.

The inquire, which we named Tu e Ele, was focused on the quotidian of PINCs inhab-
itants, namely the detection of spaces, meetings and existing—possible or wanted—
connections. The object of research is, therefore, the space between the inhabitants, the 
way in which it’s occupied, how it’s desired to be occupied, fragmented by the distinct 
universes of each entity, and the possible relationships that are identified.

Fig. 12: “Tu e Ele”
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With this method we looked for a portrait of PINC that focused on this in-between 
space, the space for potential collaborative serendipity. With the concrete notion that 
the possible relationships are in much greater number than the existing ones, takes this 
portrait into the field of possibilities, into the expression of what the answers and inter-
ventions indicate as possible fields of exploration. In this sense, we looked for a fictional 
image of PINC, but one of openness to intervention and future explorations.

If a map is a completed document, mapping refers to a process–ongoing, in-
complete and of indeterminate, mutable form. Mapping refers to plotting points 
and finding common terms of reference with which to analyse data; it benefits 
from the lack of finality denoted by the word map. (Abrams & Hall, 2006)

The exploration of this in-between spaces and self-representation was carried through 
in three distinct stages, corresponding to three distinct phases in the inquire:

3.1.6.1. Network self-representation

Wherein the interviewee is invited to represent herself within PINC, and to represent 
her internal and external relationships in regard to PINC. This is done on an empty 
sheet of paper, without any reference or auxiliary methods of representation, so that the 
interviewee needed to draw from her own memory and experience, as well as with their 
own expression.
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Fig. 13: Example of the self-representation and representation of the community.

In this first phase, some possible analyses were: the qualification and taxonomy of the 
representations of the network—schematically, ego-illustrative, textural—and what 
could each of them indicate. The qualification of the internal and external relation-
ships, personally, professionally or occasionally, in a clear or in an enigmatic way, with-
in PINC and in the context of the urban centre of Porto.

3.1.6.2. Representation of space occupation

Given a floor plan of the PINC complex, the interviewee is asked to represent her daily 
routes and paths, representing, with their own methods and self-expression, the most 
common or most used spaces, describing to what these paths and spaces mean. At the 
end, the interviewee is asked to define a “hot spot” at PINC, without any definition of 
what a “hot spot” is.
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Fig. 14: One of the created daily routes.

3.1.6.3. Manifestation of needs and possible interventions

With an empty sheet of paper, the interviewee is invited to, through writing or other 
methods they prefer, describe their own desires and needs regarding PINC. This ap-
proach would be the closest to that of a traditional enquire, while the questions were, 
themselves, open. This uncompromised, relaxed, format allows to read, first of all, the 
predisposition to participate by the interviewees. This phase ends with a request for 
a photograph of the interviewee, their space, and themselves within this space. This 
request, besides providing material with great potential for further manipulation and 
exploration, it also allows to cross—proving or disproving—some aspects researched in 
the previous phases, namely: qualities of the self-presentation itself (levels of formality, 
etc…), capacity to cooperate and participate, easiness of submitting a personal image. 
As the submission of a photograph was optional, the omission was, in itself, a mean-
ingful act.
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Fig. 15: One of the most common identified needs was for a common leisure area.

3.1.7. Results and Communication Strategies

High-density designs also allow viewers to select, to narrate, to recast and per-
sonalize data of their own uses. Thus, control of information is given over to 
viewers, not to editors, designers, or decorators. (Tufte, 1990)

After the process of inquiry and collection of data, we proceeded with the next step of 
this project, particularly the treatment of the information and the creation of images 
and design artefacts that can be viewed and appreciated by the public: the inhabitants 
themselves as well as the institution, and draw possible interpretations and conclusions 
through these artefacts.

The images created, corresponding to the three phases of inquiry, were created within 
three different intentions:
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3.1.7.1. Agita. Liga, Faz

This corresponds to the referred in-between space: a sequence of images that, from indi-
vidual self-representation, new possibilities of inter-relationship are suggested, through 
an invitation to create fictional connections and relationships, which in turn could sug-
gest real possibilities.

Fig. 16: “Agita. Liga. Faz.”

3.1.7.2. Circulatory System of PINC

This artefact resulted through overlaying the different images resulted from the second 
phase of the inquire, describing the physical paths within the buildings and the de-
clared hot spots.
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Fig. 17: “Circulatory System of PINC”

3.1.7.3. Speakers’ Corner

A direct consequence from the third phase of enquire, this, as the first artefact but even 
more so, promotes intervention by the inhabitants. A self-sustained, self-perpetuated 
vehicle of expression in a pragmatic, tangible way. 
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Fig. 18: “Speakers’ Corner”

3.1.8. Conclusions

A first attempt at the enquire was made with the physical presence of the researchers, 
conducting and accompanying the different stages, in sequence, and announcing them 
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verbally. Upon reflection of the results, the responses, both written and drawn, felt con-
strained by the presence of the researchers, the impossibility of the interviewee to man-
age their own time and the interference of the researchers’ commentary upon what their 
interventions, even when asked for. 

As such, the inquiry was redesigned and carried through, this time the different phases 
and stages of the enquire transcribed into a sequence of cards with instructions, con-
ferring a sense of playfulness and game-like to the process, allowing the players/inter-
viewees to define their own terms of response, time spent on it and even if it was done 
individually of collectible within the different entities.

Generally, this enquire, with this approach, was received with appreciation and re-
sponded with readiness.

Although the analysis of the resulting artefacts was not predicted within the scope of 
this particular study, certain emerging patterns were transparent. For example: a clear 
distinction between the two buildings that define PINC: different entrances, differ-
ent strategies, where at times the one true connection besides its colour is the shared 
mailbox.

As established above, we observed a lack of shared paths between the two buildings. As 
such, we believe that shortening the distance and facilitating the articulation between 
buildings is a priority when attempting to strengthen inter-relationships and collabo-
rations. The common hot spot pointed out by the questioned, besides their own offices, 
was predominantly the garden/pavilion. However, all available common spaces are in 
some sense, uninviting.

Companies, in general, don’t know their neighbours and, often, refer common needs, or 
reveal a lack of knowledge of the available resources in PINC. We observed the potential 
of synergies that could be highly beneficial to the distinct needs of the different entities 
that don’t occur by the lack of communication between them.

All referred the need for further collaboration. There is a common need to build a 
community. 
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Finally, it was highly interesting to observe that the simple act of conducting this en-
quire already produced change within PINC. Companies were made aware of their own 
considerations regarding their context, were able to draw or verbalize conclusions by 
themselves, and changed their own interactions with us, promoting collaboration and 
recognition.

Having identified the existence of these in-between spaces and the willingness of the 
inhabitants to drift through them proved, as well, the difficulty in finding a way to do 
so; we believe that more that institutionalise new actions or routines, there’s the need 
to create the context in order that the self-initiative of small groups naturally emerge 
and spread. By institutionalising initiatives, we create an obligation to do so and kill the 
spontaneity of the process, as well as its genuinely.

Perhaps by making available a few resources, even if temporary, in order to attempt and 
apply a few actions, unobtrusively and in a trial-and-error context, it could introduce 
the necessary incentives to start natural and organic conversations.

3.1.9. Future Work

The enquire was made with the current inhabitants of PINC, covering a sample corre-
sponding to 90% of its companies. Further work should expand this enquire to former 
inhabitants of PINC as well as the pre-incubated candidates (this process already began 
but needs to be more comprehensive) in regards to their own expectations. This would 
allow to cross the gathered data, comparing a memory or detached vision of the experi-
ence, with an ongoing experience and the expectation of a future one.

A quantitative, comprehensive analysis of the results weren’t within the scope of this 
research, but we have identified the need for it be done, as well as validation of the ad-
vanced results, in order for an effective strategy by part of the institution.

The Speakers’ Corner needs implementation within the space of PINC, with specific 
strategies in order to invite participation. As we identified, common spaces are rare 
within PINC, due to the nature of the two buildings. As such, we identified the need 
to further develop strategies in order to create or increase some commonality of space.
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It is our expectation that upon bringing to the surface the results of this project: how 
PINCs inhabitants see themselves, those around them and their context, we can actively 
contribute towards the promise of the centre itself.

3.2. The Serendipity Cloud

This project, created as a continuation of the project Agita. Liga. Faz., and inspired by 
the Speakers’ Corner suggested in that same study, aimed at provoking serendipity, 
creativity, communication, and collaboration in common paths and meeting places at 
PINC, through inserting a trigger for self-expression within the banality of the quo-
tidian. The Serendipity Cloud explored personal representation within common paths, 
meeting places and in-between spaces, while attempting at creating serendipitous events 
through the creative expression of these spaces’ inhabitants.

Aiming at inspiring communication and creative manifestation in an informal, organic 
manner within the context of a creative incubators, The Serendipity Cloud was a re-
search project that, through different stages, attempted to address this issue, to provoke 
and stimulate creative manifestations, collaborations, communications and serendipi-
tous discoveries within the context of a creative industry and incubator.

3.2.1. Implementation

The Serendipity Cloud took the form as a site-specific installation at PINC in which we 
appropriated the physical space for an analogue and interactive installation with the 
objective to enable the participants to represent themselves within the space, have their 
voices heard and to manifest their creativity into the context they inhabit. It was an 
ephemeral project and experiment consisting of various phases:

In the first phase, white paper cards were hung from the ceiling, in a common area 
(next to the coffee machine and the toilets), without further explanation. This was done 
to verify whether people interacted with the installation in any way. In this first phase, 
while many people interviewed after declared a desire to intervene, none did.

In the second phase, a single pen was hung with the rest of the papers. This led almost 
immediately to interventions by the people who passed by it, including a re-arrangement 
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of the papers themselves. To this point, most of the interventions consist mostly of man-
ifestations of aesthetic value, such as drawings and the re-organising of the piece, while 
some consist of messages regarding their needs.

On a third phase we planned to introduce different provocations, such as written cues 
specifying themes for particular responses, direct questions or hints for different inter-
actions (such as removing all paper cards, leaving only the springs they were attached 
to). The intention was to explore the levels of different creative expression from the in-
habitants of a Creative Industries Center, as well as how this feeds back (or not), in the 
long term, to their own personal projects.

3.2.2. Results

During the first phase, participants and inhabitants of the space who were surveyed 
declared a desire to intervene upon the installation but were unsure if they were allowed 
too. Some confessed that they thought there was a hidden message somewhere.

Fig. 19: First phase of the installation.
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As soon as a pen was added to the piece, in the second phase, writings and drawings 
immediately appeared on the blank cards. Furthermore, participants started to change 
the orientation of cards themselves, changing the organisation and appearance of the 
installation. This indicates that the mere suggestion that an intervention was allowed 
(however it was never explicitly said so) was enough to trigger them. Participants also 
started to use the piece to leave messages to the community: simple messages expression 
how they felt or what they desired.

Fig. 20: Second phase of the installation.
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After two months all the cards were taken from the springs, and all the springs were 
tied together. While this changed our planned interventions, it was within the scope of 
the project for the public to change and interact the project as they saw fit. This would 
suggest that the project had run its course.

Fig. 21: The removal of the cards.
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3.2.3. Conclusions

With The Serendipity Cloud we were able to observe that there was a manifested desire 
for the inhabitants of a creative space to manifest themselves creativity and towards the 
space they inhabit. It is indicative that, if the space itself doesn’t allow for, or suggests 
that creative interventions are permitted (if not encouraged) they don’t happen, which 
is adverse to the creative context that is desired in a creative incubator.

Likewise, through this intervention as a trigger, we were able to provoke, in this particu-
lar case, serendipitous collaboration and communication.

In future work, we plan to as experiment with different strategies for interactivity and 
translating the concept to digital communities.

3.3. Filtershuffle

With the Filtershuffle project, developed in collaboration with André Lamelas, we aimed 
at introducing unpredictability into everyday photography.

Considering how contemporary technology is pervading all aspects of our everyday 
lives, with its focus on optimisation, and through the growing adoption of content per-
sonalisation, these technologies—in their attempts for relevancy and efficiency—are 
decreasing the role of chance and luck in our interactions with the digital medium, 
leading to a reduced potential for serendipitous experiences.

This is exemplified in the post-smartphone photography. With the growing popularity 
of camera-enabled devices, photography has become commonplace: a trivial, routinely 
and mindlessly engaged practice. The photography act, due to the ever-increasing capac-
ity of these devices to accurately record an image of reality, has become a series of brief, 
predictable actions, without much thought or consideration on the whole interaction.

Through the exploration of the concept of defamiliarisation, we intended to restore a 
sense on uncertainty and randomness to the quotidian photographic moment. To this 
end, we created an experimental smartphone application that randomly, and without 
the interactor’s control, transforms and manipulates a given photograph—thus making 
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it unfamiliar—and allowing for surprise to be once more part of the process, while 
increasing the engagement between photographer, subject and created image. We have 
also begun preliminary evaluations which have showed a positive impact of the con-
cepts of this experimental application in the creative process.

3.3.1. The Photographable Everyday

Digital photography, specifically smartphone photography, has become the dominant 
manifestation of the practice. The five most popular cameras on Flickr are all smart-
phone cameras.131 Likewise, Instagram, perhaps the most popular image sharing appli-
cation, and exclusive to smartphones, surpassed 500 million users in June 2016, with 
more than 300 million using the platform on a daily basis,132 less than six years after its 
launch, becoming also one of the fastest growing social networks.

Taking (and sharing) pictures with our smartphones is, nowadays, a common activity 
most of us engage with on a daily level. With the perceivable cost of taking a photograph 
down to essentially zero, any moment of our lives is possibly a photographable one. Just 
like Elisa Giaccardi’s “connected everyday” (2014), we now live in a photographable 
everyday, in which this nonchalantness of the photographic act is commonplace, trivial, 
perhaps even banal.

And the particularity of the smartphone, unlike other forms of photography, digital or 
analogue, is that the device used to take the photograph is often the one that is used to 
view it afterwards. The experience starts and ends with the smartphone and the time 
span from deciding to photograph something to viewing the result is measured in sec-
onds, not hours or days. Our relationship with photography is now similar to our re-
lationship with software: we expect immediacy and responsiveness. We also come to 
expect verisimilitude, as in, what we preview in the mobile screen when taking the pho-
tograph should be the same that we see on that exact same screen, seconds later. Unlike 
what happened with film photography, there is no expectation that the end result is at 
all different from what was previewed when taking the photograph.

131  Namely, and from more popular to least: Apple iPhone 6, Apple iPhone 5s, Apple iPhone 6s, 
Samsung Galaxy S6 and Apple iPhone 6 Plus. https://www.flickr.com/cameras, last accessed August 7th, 
2016.
132  http://blog.instagram.com/post/146255204757/160621-news
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As a result of this predictability, combined with the banality of the photographable 
everyday, we are less attentive to the process and we don’t expect any changes to what 
we preview on the screen. The end result is that we are less engaged.

Our intentions are, through the introduction of unpredictability to the photographic 
process, to reclaim some of the novelty, surprise and delight of photography, as well as 
to draw attention to both the photograph as well as the subject being photographed. 
To this regard, we rely on the concept of defamiliarisation and how it can be attained 
through the use of photographic filters.

3.3.2. Defamiliarisation

One method to introduce chance and unpredictability in our everyday use of tech-
nology is by breaking with the automatisation of our interactions. As our relationship 
with technology becomes familiar and engrained in our quotidian, we stop noticing 
it, becoming “anaesthetized to [its] distinctive features” (Dunne 2005, 35). As such, we 
need to reclaim the interactor’s uncompromised gaze, reclaiming the attention to the 
observation through making the experience unfamiliar. To do this is to create what 
Viktor Shklovsky referred to as defamiliarisation (or ostranenie), which is the technique 
of art to make something unfamiliar through increasing the length and difficulty of 
perception and “to impart the sensation of things as they are perceived and not as they 
are known” (1917). Through defamiliarisation, the habitual becomes once again new 
and we are able to truly perceive it, to pay attention to the interaction and be able to be 
surprised by it. 

To this end, we considered the notion of photographic filters, highly popular in mobile 
photography software (such as the aforementioned Instagram). These filters often em-
ulate the characteristics of specific cameras and films and offer an easy way to quickly 
manipulate digital photographs through pre-determined effects. These allow even the 
layperson to distinctively modify the photograph, with novel and often unexpected re-
sults, increasing the engagement between photographer and photograph.

However, we observed that the usage of theses filters was mostly concerned with the 
formal qualities of the image and didn’t challenge its perception nor its subject, which 
meant that no defamiliarisation was, indeed, occurring. While the length of interaction 
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with the photograph increased, and as such so did the level of engagement between 
photographer and photograph, the difficulty of perception of the latter didn’t increase, 
nor did it become less familiar. We believe that this is due to the absence of an initial 
moment of surprise that could trigger the defamiliarisation of the image. In the case 
of most of the popular mobile applications with this functionality, it is the user who 
chooses the filter, as such, the relationship between expectancy and end-result is never 
challenged as the user is always presented with an image that is nearly identical to the 
one displayed in the screen when taking the photograph, and the choice to apply the 
filter came consciously and knowingly.

In order to test this hypothesis, we developed Filtershuffle, a mobile photography ap-
plication that removes the steps between photographing and applying image filters. By 
introducing randomness to the image transformation process and, through it, remov-
ing the “burden of choice” (Leong 2008) from the user, we are able to reintroduce un-
predictability to the process, which could lead to creative or serendipitous experiences 
through the juxtaposition between what is perceived in the photographing moment, 
and the surprising result of the random manipulations.
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3.3.3. The Design of Filtershuffle

Fig. 22: From left to right: first and second screen of Filtershuffle.

Filtershuffle is built in Swift for the iOS platform and using Apple’s, to date, latest 
Software Development Kit.133

With a purposefully sparse interface, it aims to focus the attention of the interactor 
to the photographic process: in the initial screen, the user is presented with a live rep-
resentation of the camera through a digital viewfinder on the screen where the object is 
unmodified, showing in verisimilitude what the camera is capturing. Only when press-
ing the digital shutter button (the only interface object on this first screen besides the 
viewfinder), the interactor is taken to a second (and last) screen where the, now manip-
ulated, recorded image is shown, as well as options to Save or Delete the photo. Either 
option will take the interactor back to the first screen, making the whole process quick 

133  Version 9.3 at the time of writing.
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enough so the user is able to repeatedly experiment with the application, achieving dif-
ferent results every time.

The effects that are applied to the image are randomly generated from a series of pos-
sible transformations available in the current Core Image Application Programming 
Interface (API).

Initial manipulations focused mainly on hue, saturation, contrast and brightness. 
However, we found that these were mostly mild and did not offer the desired defa-
miliarising effect. As such, we added geometric transformations to the images, with 
random cropping and rotation, as well as a monochrome effect, which remaps colors 
so they fall within shades of a single, randomly selected colour. This resulted in images 
that were much more distant from the reality being photographed, necessitating deeper 
interpretation from the viewer, as per Shklovsky’s postulation.

To further this goal of unfamiliarity, we’ve also added a color inversion effect, in which 
dark and bright areas are inverted and hues are rotated by 180°. This option created 
images that are, indeed, dramatically different from what was initially previewed in the 
viewfinder. However, this effect can only have a 0 or 1 value, meaning that the state can 
be either on or off. As such, a 50% probability for an effect that changed the image so 
dramatically made it far too common, creating the opposite intended effect by making 
it predictable. With this into account, we decided to change this value to 0.10 (or 10%). 
Further testing is necessary to understand if this value needs to be altered any further.
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Fig. 23: Some of the different, randomly generated results of Filtershuffle.

3.3.4. Preliminary Results

Initial experiences with Filtershuffle were promising. Some of the images produced were 
so remarkably different they completely changed the tone of what was being photo-
graphed, transforming apparently light-themed subjects into dramatically intense ones, 
changing a banal subject into a compelling image, or even helping draw attention to 
particular details otherwise unnoticed.
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Furthermore, by limiting the user’s choices, we constrain the conceptual space (Boden 
2004), allowing for further exploration of it, making them more likely to experiment 
with the possibilities that it allows, thus increasing the creative potential of the process.

Exploratory tests of Filtershuffle with a group of users from the fields of art, design and 
architecture showed that all were initially surprised by the unexpected manipulation 
of the image, but quickly surmised the randomisation process. Initial impressions of 
the result were that the images were “strange”, “fun” and “funny” and, in one particular 
case, “creepy”.

While the majority abandoned the application after discovering its purpose, a few be-
gan playfully exploring and experimenting with the different, unpredictable results, 
creating more images and investing more in the process. Those who did were the ones 
that showed increased interest in it and its potential.

When questioned, all recognised value in the application, with one stating that, when 
not interested in using photography as a form of documentation, this could be a method 
to create interesting images. One user commented that she wished for even more ex-
treme, drastic manipulations that completely altered the connection to the object being 
photographed, making the subjects unrecognisable.

3.3.5. Limitations

At its current implementation, the defamiliarisation process only occurs as a result of 
the random manipulations made to the captured image, and in the confrontation be-
tween this manipulated image and the expectation of the photographer. To further ex-
plore the notion of defamiliarisation in our everyday interactions with these systems 
and devices, the concept should be extended to the interaction with the application 
itself and thus defamiliarising the act and moment of capturing the photograph itself. 
As it stands, the user interaction is fairly commonplace.

Finally, while the intention is to offer a quick method of experimentation, the automati-
sation of the random manipulations could have the undesired effect of increasing (rath-
er than decreasing) user passivity. To combat this effect, the application could offer fur-
ther methods of interacting with the photography beyond the random automatic filters.
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3.3.6. Conclusions and Future Work

Current design trends for interactive systems aimed at the general audience are empha-
sising efficiency and relevancy to the detriment of unpredictability, uncertainty and 
chance. With the increased personalisation of these systems, and their focus on opti-
misation, this could result in a lack of opportunity for serendipitous experiences within 
the Digital Medium.

With Filtershuffle we began to experiment with the potential of defamiliarisation in cre-
ating serendipity in interaction design. And while further development is necessary, the 
initial tests of our prototype showed promise in the creative potential of the application.

We also intend to explore different applications of defamiliarisation in interaction de-
sign, such as information seeking and discovery, as well as its implications in the per-
formative aspects of interactivity, with the aim to re-introduce surprise and uncertainty 
into our interactions with digital media and in our technology-enabled lives.
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